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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents the results of an experiment that measured the learning

outcomes associated with three different pedagogical approaches to introductory

physics labs. These three pedagogical approaches presented students with the same

apparatus and covered the same physics content, but used different lab manuals to

guide students through distinct cognitive processes in conducting their laboratory

investigations. We administered post-tests containing multiple-choice conceptual

questions and free-response quantitative problems one week after students com-

pleted these laboratory investigations. In addition, we collected data from the lab-

oratory practical exam taken by students at the end of the semester. Using these

data sets, we compared the learning outcomes for the three curricula in three di-

mensions of ability: conceptual understanding, quantitative problem-solving skill,

and laboratory skills.

Our three pedagogical approaches are as follows. Guided labs lead students

through their investigations via a combination of Socratic-style questioning and di-

rect instruction, while students record their data and answers to written questions

in the manual during the experiment. Traditional labs provide detailed written in-

structions, which students follow to complete the lab objectives. Open labs provide

students with a set of apparatus and a question to be answered, and leave students

to devise and execute an experiment to answer the question. In general, we find

that students performing Guided labs perform better on some conceptual assess-

ment items, and that students performing Open labs perform significantly better

on experimental tasks. Combining a classical test theory analysis of post-test re-

sults with in-lab classroom observations allows us to identify individual components

of the laboratory manuals and investigations that are likely to have influenced the

observed differences in learning outcomes associated with the different pedagogi-
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cal approaches. Due to the novel nature of this research and the large number of

item-level results we produced, we recommend additional research to determine the

reproducibility of our results.

Analyzing the data with item response theory yields additional information

about the performance of our students on both conceptual questions and quan-

titative problems. We find that performing lab activities on a topic does lead

to better-than-expected performance on some conceptual questions regardless of

pedagogical approach, but that this acquired conceptual understanding is strongly

context-dependent. The results also suggest that a single “Newtonian reasoning

ability” is inadequate to explain student response patterns to items from the Force

Concept Inventory. We develop a framework for applying polytomous item response

theory to the analysis of quantitative free-response problems and for analyzing how

features of student solutions are influenced by problem-solving ability. Patterns in

how students at different abilities approach our post-test problems are revealed,

and we find hints as to how features of a free-response problem influence its item

parameters. The item-response theory framework we develop provides a foundation

for future development of quantitative free-response research instruments.

Chapter 1 of the dissertation presents a brief history of physics education research

and motivates the present study. Chapter 2 describes our experimental methodol-

ogy and discusses the treatments applied to students and the instruments used to

measure their learning. Chapter 3 provides an introduction to the statistical and

analytical methods used in our data analysis. Chapter 4 presents the full data set,

analyzed using both classical test theory and item response theory. Chapter 5 con-

tains a discussion of the implications of our results and a data-driven analysis of

our experimental methods. Chapter 6 describes the importance of this work to the

field and discusses the relevance of our research to curriculum development and to

future work in physics education research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

This chapter provides a short overview of relevant literature in discipline-based ed-

ucation research. We then describe the three pedagogical approaches to lab inves-

tigations that we developed as part of a curricular development effort. The chapter

concludes with a statement of the primary research question addressed by this dis-

sertation, and an outline of the subsequent chapters.

1.1 A Brief History of Physics Education Research

The study of how people learn dates to antiquity. However, the idea that education

can be rigorously and scientifically studied in a discipline-specific manner is a modern

one. It is only in the past few decades that physicists began to formally research the

teaching and learning of physics. The underlying principle of this line of research is

that physicists in particular have the necessary detailed knowledge of the difficulties

and stumbling blocks encountered by students of physics as they learn the subject.

This does not at all imply that schools of education, psychology, and cognitive

science do not do meaningful work or produce important findings and techniques to

inform the study of the teaching and learning of individual disciplines. Rather, the

point is that the application of the general principles of teaching and learning to a

particular discipline is best studied by the experts in that discipline who also have

knowledge of the requisite skills and practices in education research.

The first research papers on physics education that were published by physicists

began to appear in the late 1970s and early 1980s. At first, no calibrated research

instruments existed for measuring physics content knowledge, and so it was not yet
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possible to rigorously measure the effects of different instructional methods on stu-

dent learning. Much of this early work was accordingly exploratory in nature and

focused on systematically cataloging and detailing content areas in physics that are

difficult for students to learn.[1] Despite the lack of standardized instruments, it

quickly became apparent that the traditional lecture environment did little to help

students overcome their misconceptions and näıve thinking, and that these miscon-

ceptions were a significant impediment to students’ development of conceptually

and scientifically robust models of physical systems.[2]

As the 1980s progressed, the field of physics education research (PER) began

to expand in both scope and impact, in response to a growing body of research

documenting that traditional methods of teaching often had little impact on student

understanding of fundamental physics concepts taught in introductory courses. The

1990s saw an explosion of growth in PER work and results. Research instruments

such as the Force Concept Inventory (FCI)[3] and the Force and Motion Conceptual

Evaluation (FMCE)[4] were developed and validated with the purpose of rigorously

quantifying students’ physics content knowledge. Instruments such as the Mechanics

Baseline Test were developed to assess students’ quantitative physics skills.[5] With

the existence of instruments to measure student learning, it became possible to

develop, and examine the efficacy of, research-based instructional strategies (RBIS)

instructional methods and curricula based on principles of cognition and learning

established through research.

A common feature of many RBIS is that they are designed to promote inter-

active engagement of students, rather than treating them as passive learners. One

foundational, well-established, and popular research-validated curriculum is the Tu-

torials in Introductory Physics from the University of Washington. These tutorials

employ scaffolded questioning to elicit student misconceptions, promote peer dis-

cussion between students, and guide students through the reasoning steps necessary

to work with multiple representations of physical phenomena.[6] Of course, there

is significant variation in how different instructional strategies address particular

content areas or attempt to engage learners; there is no “one size fits all” solution
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for research-validated instruction. That being said, broad administration of the

FCI has shown dramatic differences in student learning between lecture-based and

interactive-engagement environments.[7] Research has not been limited to studying

the effects of instruction on content knowledge; instruments have been created and

implemented for measuring students’ perceptions of and attitudes toward physics as

well. The Maryland Physics Expectations Survey (MPEX) was developed to mea-

sure student attitudes about the field of physics, both as a class and as a scientific

discipline.[8]

While a significant body of research now exists concerning student difficulties

and instructional strategies at the introductory level, there is far more work yet

to be done in PER. Even so, the question Now what? has been raised regarding

PER even in publications such as the American Journal of Physics.[9] There are in

fact multiple areas in which the field of PER is currently advancing and growing.

Much of the work in PER up to this point has dealt with introductory classes,

primarily mechanics. It does make sense for this to be a starting point, due to

the large number of students taking such classes and the correspondingly large

potential for research on these courses to have an impact. However, for STEM

majors, advanced physics classes are relevant and important as well. There is now

work being conducted to rigorously study the teaching and learning that occurs in

intermediate mechanics,[10] undergraduate electrodynamics,[11] and even graduate-

level quantum mechanics,[12] to name but a few examples.

In addition, a set of meta-research activities are ongoing, in which the impact

and implementation of PER results in the broader physics community are studied.

The results so far indicate that there is a strong need for outreach and professional

development to engage the physics community in understanding and implementing

RBIS. A study in 2009 found that while almost 90% of post-secondary physics

instructors were aware of at least one RBIS, fewer than 50% actually used one in

their own teaching, and fewer than 25% of instructors used three or more.[13]

As a field, PER has incorporated research results from cognitive science for over

two decades.[14, 15] Cognitive science continues to inform current work in PER,
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with researchers addressing and studying the cognitive mechanisms involved in the

teaching and learning of physics. As one recent example, a paper was published in

2007 examining the internal mechanisms by which students organize and activate

their knowledge while solving physics problems.[16] One long-term goal of such re-

search is to advance beyond phenomenological descriptions of learning and to arrive

at a theory of teaching and learning that has predictive and explanatory power.

And finally, research is increasingly being conducted on learning in the laboratory

environment, as opposed to remaining focused on the classroom. This brings us to

the topic of the present work, which we shall now address specifically: student

learning in the introductory physics laboratory course.

1.2 Prior Research on Laboratory-Centered Learning

In the above introduction of the history of PER as a field, we did not treat a

topic of immediate relevance to the present work: research conducted on teaching

and learning specific to the laboratory environment. Nearly all introductory science

courses have a laboratory component, and so one would expect that discipline-based

education research should study laboratory courses as well. One may also reason-

ably expect that the laboratory environment, which unlike a classroom environment

necessarily contains interactive elements, presents a different set of advantages and

disadvantages with regard to the development and implementation of RBIS. Let us

now examine prior research conducted on this topic.

During the 1980s, some studies were conducted to examine student learning in

introductory physics laboratories. In particular, this research coincided with the

arrival of affordable microcomputer-based laboratory apparatus for instructional

use. As such, several groups researched the learning outcomes associated with real-

time data collection, display, and analysis made possible by computerized apparatus.

One study showed that real-time data analysis had a significant positive impact on

students’ conceptual understanding of motion.[17] Similar results were found by a

study examining the impact of real-time graphing on student learning.[18]
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Early in the 1990s, chemists and biologists began to examine their laboratory

curricula from an education research perspective. Research in chemistry education

was conducted to develop tools for studying student learning in labs[19] and to

study the learning outcomes associated with research-validated instructional meth-

ods applied to the laboratory, such as problem-based learning.[20] Biologists also

researched the impact of interactive teaching strategies in their laboratory courses.

Labs structured around cooperative learning and inquiry-based instruction were

found to improve student learning outcomes.[21, 22] By the mid-2000s, there ex-

isted a body of research in physics, chemistry, and biology education showing not

only that research-based laboratory instruction was associated with improved stu-

dent learning outcomes, but that similar principles of learning and cognition applied

to laboratory courses in all three of these sciences.

In the past decade, there has been a revival of interest in PER in researching

students’ learning in their laboratory courses and in creating research-validated lab-

oratory curricula. Work in PER has recently been conducted to examine the devel-

opment of students’ experimental skills. As one example, the Investigative Science

Learning Environment (ISLE) has been researched and published as an introductory

laboratory curriculum.[23] The ISLE, which centers on student-driven investigations,

has shown a strong effect on the improvement of students’ science process skills.[24]

Students participating in ISLE labs performed just as well as traditionally-instructed

students on standard classroom exams while showing stronger performance when

presented with a novel experimental task. [25]

Research has also recently been conducted on the development of conceptual

knowledge, both for physics content and for experimental procedures. Results on a

computer-based instructor-driven curriculum called Real-Time Physics, intended to

improve students’ content knowledge, were published in the same timeframe as the

ISLE work.[26] It has been shown that even a single laboratory investigation can

significantly improve students’ conceptual understanding within a content area.[27]

Traditional laboratory courses have been studied as well; one such study found that

traditional labs had a positive impact on students’ basic skills in working with data,
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but had little impact on their conceptual understanding of measurement.[28] In

contrast, a set of lab activities based on the cognitive science principle of concept

construction was shown to improve students’ understanding of measurement.[29]

Overall, existing research certainly demonstrates that the structure of the labo-

ratory environment can have a significant impact on students’ skills and knowledge,

and that lab curricula with improved learning outcomes exist. However, studies on

the implementation and efficacy of the above lab curricula show mixed results. It

has been found that many RBIS are effectively implemented by non-PER faculty

only after significant training by PER experts, and that even after extensive in-

struction in their use, many faculty do not succeed in keeping RBIS as a regular

part of their future courses.[30] We therefore undertook the present project with the

goal of producing a research-based laboratory curriculum that could be effectively

implemented by faculty and teaching assistants (TAs) lacking a strong background

in the use of RBIS. We will now examine the genesis of this project in greater detail.

1.3 University of Arizona Physics Lab Reform

Now that the historical context of the present work has been established, let us ex-

amine the events that led us to conduct this research. The physics department at the

University of Arizona (UA) has periodically updated its laboratory courses over the

years as instructors have come and gone and new apparatus has become available.

At the time we began this research, the UA physics labs had undergone a significant

overhaul of the apparatus used, but the lab manuals had not been updated for sev-

eral years. Our group participated in the development of new laboratory manuals

for the mechanics courses, with the long-term intent that they would become part

of a new research-validated introductory lab curriculum for UA physics.

There were several design criteria to take into consideration when planning the

new lab manuals and the associated lab investigations. In terms of logistics, the

new curriculum should not require significantly more work of students in terms

of total hours spent completing assignments, nor of TAs in terms of hours spent
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grading assignments. The new curriculum should also not require more than 1

hour of TA training per week, again to maintain parity with the existing workload.

The previous curriculum had a strong emphasis on data collection and analysis

skills, and it was desired that any new curriculum would share this emphasis. In

addition, the department wanted the new labs to “do no harm”; that is, classes

conducting the new lab investigations should be able to perform at least as well

on standard assessments (such as a lab practical exam and traditional problem-

based exams) as comparable classes had performed. Finally, it was desired that the

finished laboratory curriculum could exist independently of the education research

group and that any future physics faculty and TAs could implement it effectively

without specialized training.

With the departmental requirements established, we turned to the relevant PER

literature for information on research-validated laboratory curricula. In 1998, the

American Association of Physics Teachers had published a consensus-based descrip-

tion of the pedagogical goals of the introductory physics lab course.[31] The five

main items were: The Art of Experimentation, Experimental and Analytical Skills,

Conceptual Learning, Understanding the Basis of Knowledge in Physics, and Devel-

oping Collaborative Learning Skills. This publication described the properties that

laboratory courses should have to address these pedagogical goals; in particular,

the design of laboratory curricula around RBIS was emphasized. In comparing the

UA physics department’s desires with this list, we identified the primary pedagog-

ical goals for UA introductory physics labs as falling into the first three categories

above.

Initially, we sought out lab curricula that met the departmental requirements

while simultaneously employing RBIS to achieve the three learning goals stated

above. However, to the best of our knowledge no such curriculum existed. We

therefore began to develop different pedagogical approaches to lab activities em-

ploying RBIS that had been previously demonstrated to positively impact student

learning in these three primary areas. We began by studying research-validated

curricula that had already been used successfully at the UA, such as the Lecture-
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Tutorials for Introductory Astronomy[32]. This process resulted in the construction

of a lab curriculum centered around a new laboratory manual that included elements

of several individual RBIS that had been tested by prior research either in class-

room or laboratory settings. Different lab investigations were designed following

distinct pedagogical approaches based upon the learning goals of the investigations.

Through an iterative development process we arrived at our three distinct pedagog-

ical approaches to laboratory activities, which we will now present.

1.4 Three Pedagogical Approaches to Lab Activities

Three distinct pedagogical approaches to laboratory investigations were developed

during the creation of our revised introductory lab curriculum. We will now discuss

the general structure and content of each approach and the models of cognition and

learning that informed its design.

The first pedagogical approach we label as “Traditional”. Our traditional labs

employ a direct instruction format to assist students in conducting their laboratory

investigations. The lab manual explicitly states the experimental goal(s) of the

investigation, and provides step-by-step instructions for data collection and analysis.

Within the directions are interspersed questions and suggestions that invite students

to consider the physical principles relevant to their investigations and to evaluate

their experimental procedures. However, because students are not required to report

on these prompts later nor are their answers explicitly checked by TAs, they are not

strictly required to act on the prompts.

The pedagogical motivation for the traditional approach is that students will

“learn by doing”. It is supposed that by following a set of correct laboratory pro-

cedures and then reflecting on those procedures while writing the report, students

should improve their facility with and understanding of those procedures. A signif-

icant body of research exists showing that direct instruction in a classroom setting

(e.g. lecture) is associated with low-to-moderate conceptual gains, as discussed

previously. However, less research has been published on the learning outcomes
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associated with direct instruction in a laboratory environment. We therefore felt it

appropriate to evaluate the efficacy of this direct-instruction-based pedagogical ap-

proach in the laboratory environment. Given the poor conceptual learning outcomes

associated with traditional instruction in a classroom setting, we hypothesized that

the overall post-lab conceptual understanding and laboratory skills of students con-

ducting traditional lab investigations would be less than that of students engaging

in other lab formats.

The second pedagogical approach we label as “Guided”. Like traditional labs,

our guided labs provide direct instruction in the experimental methodology to be

used by students. Unlike traditional labs, they contain a peer-instruction element

that is designed to actively engage students in the conceptual content of their lab

investigations. Alternating with the direct instruction components of the lab manual

are questions that invite students to predict experimental outcomes, to discuss these

predictions with peers, and to evaluate their predictions and results. TAs are trained

to ensure that students do write the answers to these questions in real time while

conducting their investigations.

Guided labs attempt to engage students in actively thinking about the concep-

tual and quantitative physics content relevant to their lab investigations. Some of

these questions lead students to apply relevant physical and mathematical principles

in an experimental context. Such questions prompt students to perform calculations

of, and/or to make predictions about, experimental outcomes and to discuss these

predictions with peers. This first round of peer interaction is intended to have

students make explicit the physical and/or mathematical models they are apply-

ing. Other questions are designed to elicit cognitive dissonance in students who

predicted incorrectly by having them compare their experimental results to their

predictions. It is expected that the process of resolving this cognitive dissonance

will help students develop a stronger understanding of the relevant physics content.

Accordingly, we hypothesized that students performing guided labs would perform

better on conceptual assessments than students engaging in other lab formats.

The third pedagogical approach we label as “Open”. In our open labs, the
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students are provided with an experimental goal for their investigation and a list of

available apparatus. A short list of safety rules are generally given as well. Students

are instructed to create and perform an experiment to reach the stated goal. We

wish to emphasize that students conducting these labs are not free to choose an

experimental goal to address, so these labs are not open in the standard sense. The

open-ended component of this pedagogical approach is that students are free to

devise methods of their choosing to address a provided experimental goal.

The pedagogical focus of the open labs is to improve the experimental skills and

physics content knowledge of students. It was expected that the tasks of designing,

executing, and evaluating an experiment addressing the stated goal of the investi-

gation would place a high cognitive load on the students. As such, in addressing

these tasks we expected them to engage in discourse about both their experimental

methodologies and the relevant physics content, likely in the form of small-group dis-

cussion among peers and/or TAs. In such an environment, low-performing students

would participate in discussions targeted on their individual difficulties, while high-

performing students would simultaneously engage in higher-level thinking about

their own experimental work through peer instruction. In addition, the report was

intended to elicit metacognitive processes by asking students to evaluate their own

experimental designs. We expected that having students engage in real-time dis-

cussion and metacognition about their experimental methodologies would lead to

improved laboratory skills. As such, we hypothesized that higher performance on

the lab skills assessment would be found for students who performed open labs than

for those engaging in other lab formats. This hypothesis is also partly informed

by previous research, cited above, showing that students engaging in design labs

develop stronger scientific process skills.

None of these three pedagogical approaches was designed for the purpose of

teaching quantitative problem-solving skills for “textbook physics problems”. We

therefore hypothesized that none of the three approaches would lead to significantly

higher problem-solving performance than the others. However, given our hypothesis

that Guided labs would be associated with the greatest conceptual understanding,
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we did predict that these labs may lead to higher performance on problems dealing

with physics content closely related to the content of the lab investigations.

With these three pedagogical approaches to laboratory investigations developed,

and hypotheses as to how they might differently impact student learning, we devel-

oped a research program to measure the learning outcomes associated with these

pedagogical approaches and thereby test our hypotheses. Let us now briefly examine

the structure of this research program.

1.5 Overview of the Present Research

While the discussion to this point is interesting as a description of research-informed

curriculum development, such development efforts do not constitute research per

se. In Chapter 2, we will provide a thorough description of the research questions

stemming from the UA lab reform process and the work carried out to address these

questions. We wish to first present here a brief overview of the research to provide

a framework for the reader so the details discussed in the next chapter may be

understood as components of a structured experimental study.

The present research examines various learning outcomes associated with the

three pedagogical approaches to lab investigations detailed above. A large-

enrollment (N ≈ 400) introductory calculus-based mechanics course was split into

three treatment groups. Each treatment group conducted lab investigations on New-

ton’s second and third laws following one of our three pedagogical approaches. We

administered post-instruction assessments for conceptual understanding and quan-

titative problem-solving ability, and at the end of the semester students took a

practical laboratory exam that included apparatus and concepts from the Newton’s

laws labs.

The overall research question may be stated thus: What differences, if any, exist

between the learning outcomes associated with our three pedagogical approaches to

lab investigations, and how can the information obtained inform future discipline-

based education research and curriculum development? Given the different peda-
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gogical intents of each of our three approaches, as well as prior research demon-

strating variations in learning outcomes associated with differently-constructed lab

investigations,[33] we expect to find significant differences in the learning outcomes

associated with our three pedagogical approaches to lab investigations.

The primary goal of the analysis was to find in what ways the post-instruction

performance of the three treatment groups in the measured learning dimensions

(conceptual, problem-solving, lab skills) varied, if at all. Assessment topics showing

null differences between treatment groups would suggest that our tested pedagogical

approaches to lab investigations did not affect student learning differently on those

topics, or that our assessments were incapable of measuring any differences between

groups. Non-null differences would suggest that our tested approaches may result

in different student learning outcomes.

We must note here a way in which departmental requirements impacted our

experimental design. It was required that all students, independent of treatment

group, complete and submit the same assignments to count toward course grades.

After the investigation of Newton’s second law, all students wrote a traditional

formal lab report comprising an abstract, introduction, procedure, etc. After the

investigation of Newton’s third law, all students answered a set of written questions

and submitted their answers before leaving the lab room.

While all treatment groups were assigned the same post-experiment writing

tasks, we can reasonably expect that each group engaged in different modes of

thinking about their lab experiences while completing these writing tasks. We ex-

pect that students who performed Guided labs would emphasize the conceptual

content of their lab investigations, and possibly discuss the ways in which their an-

swers to the questions posed by the manual affected their experimental procedures.

We expect that students who performed Traditional labs would primarily report on

the instructions presented to them in the lab manual, and discuss whether their

experiments “worked”. Finally, we expect that students who performed Open labs

would emphasize a discussion of the experimental procedures they designed and the

ways in which they made sense of their data. While any differences in the learning
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outcomes associated with our three pedagogical approaches might be amplified by

assigning different post-lab writing assignments, there is no reason to believe that

giving all three treatment groups the same post-lab assignments would, per se, lead

to a null difference in their performance on research assessments.

In Chapter 2, we will describe the details of the experimental methodology em-

ployed in conducting our research on the present topic. Analysis of the experimental

data relevant to our research question was performed using both classical test the-

ory and item response theory. The analysis methods and statistical tests used are

discussed in Chapter 3, and the data themselves are presented in Chapter 4. In

Chapter 5, we present an analysis of the data and discuss various outcomes of this

data analysis. We will conclude in Chapter 6 with some implications of the results

for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

This chapter describes the treatments applied to study participants and the as-

sessments used to measure their conceptual understanding, problem-solving, and

experimental skills. In addition, this chapter describes the methodology employed

in assigning participants to treatment groups, delivering treatments, and adminis-

tering assessments.

2.1 Newton’s Second Law Labs

In this section, we present the laboratory investigations on Newton’s second law

(N2L) conducted by the students in each of the three treatment groups. After

describing the experimental content of each lab investigation, we will discuss how the

pedagogy of the investigations relates to the design principles described in Section

1.4.

The N2L labs occurred during the sixth week of the twelve-week lab course. In

the prior week, students had conducted a statics investigation in which they applied

various coplanar forces to an object with the goal of maintaining static equilibrium.

That investigation had been framed to students as a case of Newton’s second law in

which the acceleration was zero. The treatment labs on N2L were framed to students

as an investigation into the relationship between force, mass, and acceleration in a

system with nonzero acceleration. By this point in the semester, the lecture portion

of the course had finished covering Newton’s laws and the use of free-body diagrams

in solving problems.

The three N2L treatment labs all presented the same experimental goal to stu-

dents: verify the equation a = Fnet/mtot both numerically and graphically. They
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also provided the same apparatus to students: a low-friction cart and track, a Pasco

GLX data collection unit with photogates, rulers and stopwatches, strings and pul-

leys, index cards and tape, and sets of calibrated masses ranging from 5g to 500g.

Students had already encountered all the apparatus used in this investigation during

prior weeks of the lab course. A typical setup for conducting the experiment would

look like this:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 M2 

        M1 

There are two main challenges to be realized and addressed by students in suc-

cessfully conducting this investigation. The first is that the tension in the string is

not equal to the weight of the hanging mass when the system is accelerating. The

second is that changing the hanging mass simultaneously affects both the external

force applied to the system and its total mass. A primary difference between the

three pedagogical approaches to this investigation was the way in which the lab

instructions led students to address these challenges.

Students in the first treatment group (Group G) performed a Guided N2L lab

investigation, students in the second treatment group (Group T) performed a Tradi-

tional N2L lab, and students in the third treatment group (Group O) performed an

Open N2L lab. After completing these treatment labs, students in all three treat-

ment groups finished their lab period with a short (30-40 minutes of the three-hour

lab period) investigation into coefficients of friction. This friction lab tasks stu-

dents with designing and executing an experiment to measure static and dynamic

coefficients of friction and to find physical variables altering the coefficients’ values.

The Traditional treatment lab given to students in Group T is given on the
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following pages, followed by a discussion of the design of this treatment lab.



Newton’s Second Law   *(TRADITIONAL LAB)* 
 

Last week we looked at a simple case of Newton’s Second Law, with zero acceleration.  Now 

we can demonstrate the relationships between force, mass and acceleration when these quantities 

are changed.  We will use the photogates to measure the acceleration of a cart rolling down a 

track.  The force will come from a hanging weight that is connected to the cart by a pulley. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Draw free-body diagrams (FBDs) for both the cart and the block.  

Write the equations that come from these FBDs and solve for the 

acceleration of the system.  It will only depend on M1, M2, and g. 
 

Write your answer:  a =  

 

Check your solution with your TA before moving on. 
 

Of course, Newton’s Second Law was assumed to be true in finding the solution you ended 

up with.  So, one way to test it would be to choose various values of M1 and M2, measure the 

acceleration of the system, and compare that measurement to the theoretical value for a.  Let’s do 

that first. 

 

Choose values for M1 and M2.  Predict the acceleration, and then 

perform the experiment.  Compare the results to your predictions. 

 

M1 =      M2 = 

a (predicted) =     a(actual) = 

Percent error = 
 

It’s time to press on to the physics!  Recall that one way to write Newton’s Second Law is 
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a = F/m.  Conveniently, your formula for the acceleration is a fraction in this form.  The 

numerator is the net force applied to the system, and the denominator is the total mass.  So, we 

can test the theory by measuring acceleration as we change the net force F, and the total mass m. 

 

Write expressions for net force and total mass in terms of M1, M2, 

and g. 
 

Net force (F) =    Total mass (m) =  
 

Obviously, the things you can directly control in this experiment are M1 and M2.  However, 

the actual variables in the equation to be tested are F and m.  Remember, you should only change 

one variable at a time.  How can you change F while leaving m unchanged, and vice versa? 

 

In your lab notebook, write your plan for the procedure.  How will 

you control M1 and M2 to change F and m independently?  Check 

your plan with the TA before doing the experiment. 
 

The plan of action is ready; all you have to do now is implement it.  Measure how the 

acceleration changes when you alter the applied force or the total mass of the system.   

 
Once all the data have been collected, you will make three graphs for the report.  You will graph how 

acceleration depends on net force (a vs. F at constant m) and on the total mass (a vs. m at constant F).  

You will then need to graph a vs. m
-1

 to see if that graph is linear.  If it is linear and has the correct slope, 

you will know that your experiments agree with Newton’s Second Law!  
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This N2L lab following the traditional pedagogical approach demonstrates the

similarities and differences of the traditional and guided labs described in the pre-

vious chapter. Both approaches deliver the lab methodology via direct instruction.

But, the guided lab creates a greater sense of dialog (alternating between printed

directions and written student responses) while the traditional lab is intended to

be read start-to-finish. The traditional lab does not explicitly engage the students

in real-time evaluation and metacognition, leaving (or assuming) these cognitive

processes to occur during the writing of the lab report.

The traditional lab investigation has students solve for the acceleration of the

system by using free-body diagrams. It does not explicitly address the matter

of the tension in the string. However, in solving for the acceleration, students

will need to write and apply an expression for the tension as a function of masses

and acceleration. As such, Group T students are also expected to consider the

relationship between tension and motion in this system, though they will likely

approach the matter from a different perspective than Group G students.

The next step in the traditional lab is identical to its counterpart in the guided

lab: students make a preliminary measurement and plug their results into the de-

rived formula. However, the traditional manual does not then proceed to encourage

students to troubleshoot or optimize their experimental setup (as the Guided lab

does). Instead, it points out that the equation derived for the acceleration is of the

form a = F/m and has the students write expressions for net force and total mass

in terms of the two masses in the experiment. As such, students in groups G and

T have all written the same expressions for acceleration, net force, and total mass

within the system being investigated; however, they have derived these expressions

differently.

The traditional lab also instructs students to generate a plan for controlling

variables within the experiment. (While providing a set of mass values to use and

eliminating this design step would be consistent with a truly direct instruction ap-

proach, the course instructors requested that we retain this design aspect for all

students.) However, the traditional lab treats this as a single task, while the guided
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lab provided an element of scaffolding by breaking this task into smaller steps.

The traditional lab finishes by telling students exactly what quantities to graph

during their data analysis. This stands in contrast to the guided lab, which at-

tempted to bring students to the same analysis via leading questions.

The Guided treatment lab given to students in Group G is given on the following

pages, followed by a discussion of the design of this treatment lab.



Newton’s Second Law    *(GUIDED LAB)* 
 

Even though this week’s lab is formatted as a worksheet, you will not turn in the worksheet 

nor be graded on it.  The worksheet is simply intended to guide you through the experiment and 

help you take notes.  You will have to write a Formal Report about this experiment! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The goal is to show that Newton’s Second Law holds true; that is, the acceleration of the 

system shown above should be proportional to the force applied and inversely proportional to its 

mass.  Our “system” in this case is the cart PLUS the hanging mass, since they are connected to 

each other and will move together.   

 

Answer the warm-up questions below to start analyzing our system. 
 

Assuming M1 is not allowed to move vertically, there is only one external force applied to the 

system that is able to cause motion.  Where does the force come from and what is its magnitude? 

 

 

 

 

If the system is moving at constant speed, how does the size of this force compare to the tension 

in the string connecting the masses? 

 

 

 

If the system is accelerating, how does the size of this force compare to the tension in the string? 

 

 

 

 

For this entire experiment we will ignore the effects of friction.  We expect the acceleration 

of the system to be given by the net applied force divided by the total mass of the system.  In the 

space below, write the equation giving acceleration as a function of M1, M2 and g. 

 

 M2 

        M1 
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Check your answer with your TA, then run a quick check to make sure the equation works: 

 

Choose values for M1 and M2.  Predict the acceleration, and then 

perform the experiment.  Compare the results to your predictions. 

 

M1 =      M2 = 

a (predicted) =     a(actual) = 

Percent error = 

 

This is a great time to do some troubleshooting.  If your results are way off, there is probably 

an effect in the setup that you haven’t considered.  Maybe the cart is moving so slowly that 

friction is not ignorable.  Maybe your cart isn’t quite starting at rest right at the first photogate.  

Take a few minutes to polish your setup so you can get consistently good results. 

 

Once your setup is working well, plan the main experiment by 

answering the questions below. 
 

First consider acceleration as a function of mass, at constant force.  In the space below, write a 

description of how you will change the total mass of the system while keeping the net applied 

force constant.  Remember, the only two things you can actually change are M1 and M2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now make a plan for testing acceleration as a function of force, at constant mass.  In the space 

below, write a description of how you will change the force applied to the system without 

changing its total mass.  Remember that M2 affects both the net force and the total mass!  
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Once your plans are written out, conduct the experiments. 

After you collect your data, answer the questions below. 
 

Is the relationship between acceleration and mass linear?  Is your answer consistent with 

Newton’s Second Law?  If the relationship is not linear, explain how you would linearize the 

graph and find the equation relating acceleration and mass. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Is the relationship between acceleration and force linear?  Is your answer consistent with Newton’s 

Second Law?  If the relationship is not linear, explain how you would linearize the graph and find the 

equation relating force and mass. 
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Students in Group G begin the experiment with three questions about the tension

in the string connecting the masses. It is intended that some students will disagree

about whether the tensions at rest, at constant speed, and at changing speed are

equal and discuss this. However, students are not required to test this prediction as

part of their investigation; it is not explicitly connected to the rest of the lab in this

treatment. Instead, it is framed simply as a way to begin thinking about the forces

acting within the system to be used.

In calculating the expected acceleration of the system as a function of the masses

and local gravitational acceleration, students are not prompted to use a free-body

diagram and solve for “a” algebraically. Instead, they are encouraged to simply

plug terms into a=F/m to obtain an expression for acceleration. This shortcut was

intended to reduce the cognitive load placed on students so they would be better able

to address the primary experimental challenge: holding one of the three variables

(a, F, m) constant while changing another.

At this point, direct instruction is employed in having students check the func-

tionality of their apparatus and experimental setup. Students are told to make a

set of measurements and check the values for consistency. This step was included to

remind students of the importance of preliminary data collection before generating

final data.

The next pair of questions was included based on interviews with veteran TAs.

They reported that in previous semesters it was extremely common for students to

begin moving masses and making measurements without explicitly controlling any

variables. As such, the Guided manual at this point requires students to write a

plan for holding variables constant in their experiment. We included this step with

the expectation that many students would answer these questions collaboratively

with peers or by asking the TA for guidance.

The last two questions in the Guided lab suggest some data analysis to be con-

ducted. A recurring theme in our twelve-week lab curriculum was the linearization

of graphs in order to find relationships between variables. At this point in the

semester, questions of this type were familiar to students. As such, they were in-
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cluded more as rhetorical questions reminding students of the analysis they were

expected to perform. However, they do implicitly encourage students to engage in

self-evaluation before moving on. Students who read these questions and realize

they are unable to answer may be motivated to seek help from peers or TAs at this

time, before finishing the lab.

The Open treatment lab given to students in Group O is given below, followed

by a discussion of the design of this treatment lab.



 

 Newton’s Second Law    *(OPEN LAB)* 

 

Your goal for this experiment is to do three things, for the setup shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find an equation that predicts what the acceleration of this system 

should be in terms of M1, M2, and g. 
 

Show that the acceleration of the system increases linearly with the 

net applied force when the mass is constant. 
 

Show that the acceleration of the system changes inversely with the 

mass when an unchanging net force is applied. 
 

In each case it is up to you to design and execute an experiment to meet the goal.  Make sure 

that for each experiment you are changing only two variables while keeping the others constant.  

Testing the equation for acceleration requires only numerical analysis (just numbers, no graphs).  

For the relationships between F, m, and a, you should be able to graph your data to show that 

they fit the expected equation.   

 

Even though the style of this experiment is more open-ended, you 

will write a full Formal Report about the experiment and results.  

Make sure you have enough data to answer the questions above. 

 
If you get stuck or want advice at any point, just ask your TA for help! 
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The N2L open lab is a good example of the design principles set out in the

previous section. A goal and apparatus are provided to students (the equipment

would already be present at the students’ lab stations at the start of class). In

this case, there are no explicit safety instructions provided; instead, a diagram is

provided to show one correct use of the cart and pulleys to reduce the likelihood of

damage to the lab supplies.

In principle, the students in Group O can have the same in-lab experiences as

students in the other two groups. They should perform some theoretical calculation

of the system’s acceleration, create a scheme for controlling variables by placement

of masses, and construct graphs to analyze the relationships between these variables.

But, within these constraints, they do not have any explicit guidance or steps to

follow. As such, we can expect some of these students to follow different paths to

the stated goal and do so with a greater amount of peer interaction as they develop

their own methods rather than following a set of instructions.

Finally, we present the “control lab” that was performed by all three treatment

groups. This is an investigation into coefficients of friction. In addition to the

apparatus from the N2L treatment labs, students had access to protractors and

sheets of material such as rubber, felt, paper, etc. that could be used as frictional

surfaces. As with the N2L labs, the main theme in terms of experimental design is

changing one variable while holding others constant.

This “Friction Investigation” was completed by all groups for two reasons. In

terms of the course structure, it was necessary for the students to complete two

lab activities during that week for grading purposes. For research purposes, we

included this common lab as a control. We placed a small number of items on the

post-tests that were relevant to the content of the friction investigation. If it should

be the case that the groups performed differently on these items, it would indicate

that some property of the treatment groups was not equal for all three groups.

Conversely, equal performance on these control items would help to support a claim

that variations in post-test performance between groups on non-control items could

be attributed to the different lab investigations conducted by the groups.



 

Exploring Friction   *(FRICTION NVESTIGATION)* 
 

Friction is an incredibly complicated and rich topic in physics.  Frictional forces arise from 

the interactions between atoms in the surfaces of objects.  Physicists are still learning new things 

about these microscopic forces.  However, they average out to a very simple effect at larger 

scales:   

 

Force of friction = frictional coefficient * normal force between objects 

 

We use the letter  (mu) for the frictional coefficient.  This is a number that usually ranges 

between zero and one, though in some cases it can be much larger.  The equation can be written 

as        . 

 

Design experiments to measure  in static and moving situations.  

Your goal is to examine how  depends on a particular variable you 

can control.  You should hold other variables constant while 

changing it. 

 
In each case you will need to decide what you could measure (distances, times, speeds...) for 

your proposed setup.  Then you will have to find equations to calculate  from these 

measurements.  You can find these equations by drawing FBDs, using Newton’s Second Law 

and solving for  

 

Make a hypothesis!  You should have a clear question in mind 

before you try to deal with it.  First, focus on designing a good 

experiment.  Then if you have time before the end of class, you can 

collect data and work on analyzing it.  
 

Some variables that may affect  are the materials involved, the contact area, the contact 

force, the speed of motion, the shapes of the objects, and so on.  There are other factors that 

could have an effect too – if something interests you, design an experiment to investigate it!   

 
You have been provided with a variety of materials to work with.  You may also include other 

commonly available materials in your designed experiment.  As a final hint... some setups will have easy 

equations to solve and others can be very hard.  Think about problems you already know how to solve 

(say, from homework) and try to recreate those situations. 
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2.2 Newton’s Third Law Labs

In this section, we present the laboratory investigations on Newton’s third law (N3L)

conducted by the students in each of the three treatment groups. After describing

the experimental content of each lab investigation, we will discuss how the pedagogy

of the investigations relates to the design principles described in Section 2.1.

The lab investigations on Newton’s third law occurred during the seventh week

of the twelve-week lab course. In the prior week, students had conducted the N2L

lab investigation assigned to their treatment group. Unlike the previous lab, the

N3L lab was not explicitly framed as an investigation of Newton’s laws; instead, it

was introduced as a lab on the relationship between force and momentum as part

of the momentum unit. At this point in the lecture course, students had begun to

solve problems by using conservation of energy and momentum.

The three N3L treatment labs each presented two experimental goals to students:

investigate forces between colliding bodies, and verify the impulse-momentum theo-

rem. They also provided the same apparatus to students: two low-friction carts on a

track, and a Pasco GLX data collection unit with force sensors and motion sensors.

By the time of this lab, students were already quite familiar with the low-friction

carts. The force sensors, which were mounted to the carts, allowed for the direct

measurement and graphing of applied forces in real time. The motion sensors were

smart pulleys attached to the carts by string. These pulleys recorded rotational

data and converted these data to linear distance, velocity, and acceleration values,

and graphed these values in real time. The basic setup throughout the investigation

remained the same: place two carts on the track and cause them to collide such that

the carts’ force sensors are in contact with each other during the collision.

Unlike the N2L lab, the first part of the N3L investigation was designed to elicit

and correct a specific misconception commonly held by students: that when bodies

with unequal size and/or speed interact, they exert different forces on each other.

It is for this reason that Newton’s third law is not named until later in the lab:

we want students to make predictions about force using their intuitive thinking,
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without implicitly prompting them to apply any principles acquired in the physics

classroom. In this portion of the investigation, students were tasked with measuring

force vs. time data for two colliding carts while changing variables such as the

mass and velocity of the carts. After completing this task, students engage in a

short theoretical exercise relating Newton’s third law to the law of conservation of

momentum.

The second part of these treatment labs, dealing with the impulse-momentum

theorem, was intended to be a complex data-oriented task, rather than a

conceptually-rich activity. Students were tasked with measuring impulse on a cart

using the force sensors, and measuring change in momentum using the motion sen-

sors. They were then expected to find the percent error between the impulse on

the cart and the change in its momentum. Since the cognitive load on students

would already be quite high from having to measure and graph several variables

simultaneously and to manipulate these data to obtain an answer, we believed it

would not be productive to add a physical reasoning element to this second part of

the lab investigation.

As in the previous week, students performed an N3L lab investigation following

the pedagogical approach (guided, traditional, or open) assigned to their treatment

group. After completing these treatment labs, students in all three treatment groups

finished their lab period with a short (20-30 minutes of the three-hour lab period)

investigation into factors affecting the force vs. time curves in collisions. This

short investigation was included in the treatment week’s activities only for course

scheduling reasons, and should not be considered as part of the treatment being

tested. Unlike the control lab on friction described in the previous section, we did

not include any post-test items on the content of this lab investigation. We will

present it after the N3L treatment labs only for the sake of completeness.

The Traditional treatment lab given to students in the second treatment group

(Group T) is given below, followed by a discussion of the design of this treatment

lab.



 

Forces and Momentum   *(TRADITIONAL LAB)* 

 

In this experiment we’re going to explore the relationship between force and momentum.  

You’ve heard all about Newton’s laws by now, and you’ve been introduced to the idea that some 

quantities, such as energy and momentum, are conserved.  It’s time to do some experiments to tie 

together these two ideas. 

 

The format of this lab is [TRADITIONAL LAB], but instead of 

writing a lab report you will just answer a few questions at the end 

of lab.  Your written answers will be graded and count as the 

Worksheet grade for this Unit. 
 

There are many ways to talk about the relationship between forces and momentum, but we’ll 

stick to a simple case: a collision between two bodies.  For the first part of the lab, let’s just look 

at the forces experienced by two carts when they collide.  We can graph force vs. time for each 

cart using the force sensors, and compare the graphs.  Since the collisions can happen very 

quickly, you may need to increase the sample rate on the force sensors to get good results.  And 

don’t forget to zero the force sensors when they are resting! 

 

Attach the force sensors to the carts so that they will push on each 

other when the carts collide on the track.  Plan a couple different 

collisions (different speeds, masses, etc).  For each one predict which 

cart will experience a larger force, then test your prediction. 
 

You may have gotten some surprising results.  Did the outcomes of all the collisions agree 

with what you know about Newton’s Laws? 

 

Now that you know how to measure the forces experienced by a cart, we can tie the idea of 

momentum to Newton’s laws.  As is mentioned in the introduction to this Unit, force is the time 

rate of change of momentum.  To put that another way, if you integrate the force felt by a body 

over time, you will find the change in its momentum.  The next goal for this lab is to show that 

this relationship works for our carts. 

 

Set up the track so that you can measure the force felt by one cart 

with the force sensor, and also measure the speed of that one cart 

using the rotary motion sensor. 
 

The basic idea for this experiment is to exert a force on the cart and measure how its speed 

changes.  Using the Xplorer, you can draw a force vs. time curve and integrate it.  Using the 

rotary motion sensor, you can find the change in speed of the cart (and from that, calculate the 

change in momentum). 
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Plan two different experiments – you can change how you apply 

the force, the speeds of the cart, etc.  Make a data table to keep 

track of changes in speed, impulse, masses, and so on. 
 

For this experiment, make sure you check the percent error in your results.  Compare the 

actual change in momentum (measured by the motion sensor) to how the momentum “should 

have changed” according to the force data.  It is easy to accidentally exert uncontrolled and/or 

un-measured forces into the experiment, which would skew your results!  You may need to 

spend some time refining the experiment and practicing with the equipment before you can get 

reliable results. 

 

Even though these experiments were in a guided format, you will 

write and submit a mini-report about the experiment before you 

leave.  It will count as your Worksheet grade for the Unit. 

 
When writing about the first part, make sure to discuss which variables you controlled, and 

compare your predictions to the actual results.  Can you find patterns in the data?  For example, 

is the force always bigger/smaller/equal for the moving cart, or for the heavier cart…? 

 

When writing about the second part, focus on the calculations and data analysis.  How did 

you work with the data to get your final results?  What refinements did you have to make to your 

experimental design to get good data?  Once it was working well, about how larges was the error 

in the experiment? 

 

The whole writeup should be about one page, plus data/calculations. 
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At the start of the lab, students in Group T are informed that they will turn

in written responses to in-lab questions, as discussed in the previous chapter. After

this, students are given instructions for completing the same collision-based N3L

investigation as that conducted by the Group G students. Newton’s third law is not

explicitly evoked by the lab manual.

However, there are differences in how the Group T students are directed, com-

pared to the Group G students. In this pedagogical approach, no specific collisions

are proscribed for students to test; instead, they are allowed to choose their own col-

lision parameters. It is expected here that students will choose situations in which

non-Newtonian thinkers would expect the forces to be unequal. This exemplifies a

general difference between our Guided and Traditional labs: they both prompt stu-

dents to predict results, but only the guided lab explicitly asks students to commit

these predictions to writing before beginning the experiment. Likewise, the tradi-

tional lab asks a leading question about the relationship between predictions and

results, which is directly analogous to a question posed during the guided investiga-

tion. But, students are not required to formulate or write a concrete answer to this

prompt in the traditional lab.

At this point in the lab investigation, the content of the traditional lab does

diverge from the content of the guided lab. The traditional lab does not contain an

activity analogous to the guided lab’s theoretical “proof” of momentum conserva-

tion. This activity was omitted to allow Group T students additional time to write

responses to their graded end-of-lab questions. We did not expect this omission to

significantly alter post-test performance, as the content of this theoretical exercise

was not necessary for correctly answering the post-test items.

The remaining traditional lab content matches the content of the guided lab.

Students are instructed to test the impulse-momentum theorem with directions for

data collection and analysis. As in the guided lab, the traditional students are

given the opportunity to choose their own parameters for the collisions to be tested

here. However, no data table is provided to the Group T students; instead, they

are told to make a data table containing the measured quantities. This treatment
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choice was made so that during classroom observations we could look for variations

in experiences of Group G and T students related to the data table step of the

investigation. At this point, the direct instruction ends and students are expected

to collect data.

We ended the traditional lab with two sets of questions for students to answer

for their graded assignment. (The term “mini-report” seen in the lab manual had

been established earlier in the semester as a short report answering a set of ques-

tions.) One set of questions concerns the N3L investigation and the other concerns

the impulse-momentum investigation. The N3L questions afford the traditional stu-

dents the same opportunity for self-evaluation as the analogous questions in the

guided lab. However, in the traditional lab these questions are separated from the

discussion about Newton’s laws; as such, we expected them to have less impact

on students’ thinking. The impulse-momentum questions are more oriented to the

experimental technique employed in conducting the investigations. These questions

were intended to help students evaluate the processes by which they collected and

analyzed their data. It is worth noting that no analogous prompt was explicitly

provided to students in the Guided lab.

The Guided treatment lab given to students in the first treatment group (Group

G) is given below, followed by a discussion of the design of this treatment lab.



 

Forces and Momentum   *(GUIDED LAB)* 
 

At some point in your life you have probably heard the phrase “every action has an equal and 

opposite reaction”.  We are going to spend this entire lab period exploring what that statement 

really means and what its consequences are.  Most of the experiments in this Unit will involve 

interactions between two carts, labeled cart 1 and cart 2.  We will measure the forces involved by 

attaching the Xplorer force sensors to the carts, and use the rotary sensor to measure the motion. 
 

10pts.  For each situation below, circle 1 if cart one should feel a bigger force, 2 if cart two will feel a 

larger force, or = if they feel the same force.  

 

A heavy, slow cart (1) hits a light, stationary cart (2).    1 2 = 

 

A heavy, fast cart (1) hits a light, stationary cart(2).  1 2 = 

 

A light, fast cart (1) hits a light, slow cart(2).   1 2 = 

 

A light, slow cart(1) hits a light, slow cart(2).   1 2 = 

 

A heavy, fast cart(1) hits a light, fast cart(2).   1 2 = 

 

A light, fast cart(1) hits a heavy, stationary cart(2)  1 2 = 

 

Now test your predictions.  Describe your results below. 
 

Set the force sensor to 25 samples/sec and 3 significant digits for the readout.  Have the 

Xplorer graph force vs. time for each collision.  Make sure to zero the force sensors while the 

carts are at rest!   
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You might have gotten some surprising results, but they were all consistent with Newton’s Third 

Law.  We know that a force F12 is exerted by cart 1 on cart 2 in the collision.  Newton’s Third Law states 

that F12 = –F21.  The two forces are always the same size, just in opposite directions.  Why does this have 

to be the case?  It is related to the fact that momentum is always conserved.  Although physicists have 

theoretical reasons to expect momentum should be conserved, it was known as an experimental fact long 

before people understood why.   

 

5pts.  Using Newton’s Laws, “prove” that momentum is conserved. 

Specifically, your goal is to show that if two bodies interact, the change in momentum of one 

body (p1) is equal to the opposite of the change in momentum of the second body (p2), so that 

the total change in momentum (p1 + p2) is zero.  You may explain using words and/or 

equations.  However, to receive full credit your explanation must be organized, logical, and 

complete – no skipping steps!  Use the space below. 

 

Start with Newton’s Laws.   F = ma  and   F12 = -F21  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newton’s Second Law can tell us the momentum of a body if we know the forces applied to it.  Let’s 

investigate that aspect in more detail.  The “impulse” applied to a body by a force is given by the time 

integral of that force.  This quantity is exactly the same as the change in momentum caused by that force.  

This result, which comes from Newton’s Second Law, is called the “impulse-momentum theorem”.  So, if 

you know the velocity of an object before an event, and you know the forces exerted on it during the 

event, you can predict what its final velocity should be.  Let’s do that experimentally. 

15pts.  Testing the impulse-momentum theorem.   

The plan is to apply a force to a cart by bumping it with a second cart, and see how its speed 

(and therefore its momentum) changes.  Then you can calculate how much the momentum 

“should have changed” from the force data, and compare that to the actual change in motion of 

the cart. 

 

Finding the change in momentum using the rotary motion sensor isn’t hard.  Graph velocity 

vs. time while you perform the experiment.  You will see a sharp change in velocity when the 

carts collide.  You can get the speed before and after the collision using the Smart Tool, and 
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subtract them to find the change in speed.  Change in speed times mass of the cart is change in 

momentum.  

To find the impulse from the force sensor requires a bit more work.  First, display the force 

vs. time graph.  Then, in the “Tools” menu, bring up the Area tool.  Now you can find the area 

under the graph, which is equal to the time integral of the force on the cart.  This quantity is 

equal to the change in momentum of the cart.  Be careful to only count forces during the 

collision itself, and ignore any forces from before or after the collision.  

Remember, you are just trying to measure the force felt by one cart, and the change in speed 

of that one cart.  We will deal with measuring both carts next week.  Also, just look at the 

absolute values of the impulse and the change in momentum.  Next week we will worry about 

getting the signs correct. 

Now that you know what you’re looking for, it’s time to do the experiment.  There are a 

variety of attachments for the force sensors: springs of different stiffness, magnetic bumpers, and 

blocks of clay that you can shape in various ways.  Choose two different setups (the details are 

up to you!) and then fill in the table below with your data and calculations.   

Calculate the percent error by using this formula: 

     
                 

        
 

Describe setup #1: 

 

Trial # mass (kg) v(m/s) p-photo(kg*m/s) p-sensor(kg*m/s) %error 

1      

2      

3      

4      

Describe setup #2: 

 

Trial # mass (kg) v(m/s) p-photo(kg*m/s) p-sensor(kg*m/s) %error 

1      

2      

3      

4      
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Students in Group G begin the experiment by making predictions about the

forces experienced by two carts in a variety of collision cases. The students are

instructed to mark their predictions in the manual; this is done for the purpose of

having students make their predictions explicit for themselves. Most of the collision

cases were chosen so that students employing näıve intuition or non-Newtonian

reasoning would predict unequal forces for the two carts; only one case was set up

with the expectation that all students would predict equal forces. The pedagogical

purpose of this step in the investigation is to activate the models students use for

third-law situations and to elicit any misconceptions they have about collision forces.

After eliciting predictions from students, the manual provides some direct in-

struction in correct use of the apparatus. This step was included to reduce the

chance of students falsely confirming non-Newtonian beliefs by obtaining bad data.

After this instruction, students test the collision cases and compare the results to

their predictions. This comparison step is intended to create cognitive dissonance in

students who predicted incorrectly while reinforcing the expert thinking employed

by students who predicted correctly. It also contains an implicit metacognitive el-

ement by giving students the opportunity to evaluate the reasoning by which they

arrived at their predictions.

The next element of the manual describes how students have been investigating

Newton’s third law. By itself, this brief amount of direct instruction would not

be expected to effect any meaningful change in students’ thinking. However, it

occurs at a point in the lab investigation where non-Newtonian thinkers are in

a state of cognitive dissonance due to the conflict between their predictions and

their experimental results. This moment of direct instruction was included to help

students achieve a resolution consistent with expert thinking and connect classroom

concepts with personal experience.

To connect the N3L component of the lab investigation to the impulse-

momentum component, we engage students in a theoretical task. This task requires

students to combine several equations and manipulate them algebraically to show

that Newton’s third law is consistent with the law of conservation of momentum.
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We expected that most students would be unable to complete this task alone and

would work in groups to find a solution. While its physical content is relevant to the

lab investigations, its pedagogical purpose was to engage students in collaborative

problem-solving.

A series of direct instruction paragraphs follow, providing motivation and di-

rections for completing the impulse-momentum investigation. A small open-design

element is included, in which students choose the details of the collisions to perform

(within the constraints of the available equipment). As mentioned previously, we

expected the task of setting up and executing the data collection to be challenging

for students because of the presence of multiple variables. As such, we provided

data tables to fill in rather than tasking students with constructing their own. It

was intended that students could then focus on analyzing and understanding their

data in an organized way.

The Open treatment lab given to students in the third treatment group (Group

O) is given below, followed by a discussion of the design of this treatment lab.



 

Forces and Momentum    *(OPEN LAB)* 

 

There are two goals for this experiment.   

 

Find the relationship(s) between the forces two bodies experience 

in a collision.  What happens when they are going at the same 

speeds, different speeds, same mass, different masses, etc? 

 

Choose a few variables to control, and for each case make a prediction, then design and 

execute an experiment to test your prediction.  HINT:  You can attach force sensors to the carts 

and graph the forces they experience at the same time by plugging both force sensors into the 

Xplorer unit.  The collisions can be very fast so you may need to increase the sample rate of the 

force sensors to get good data! 

 

Design and execute an experiment to test the impulse-momentum 

theorem.  In equation form, the theorem is          . 
 

Specifically, you should create an experiment that lets you compare the change in momentum 

that ONE body actually experienced to the change in momentum you would have expected based 

on the force it felt.  It’s very easy to do this poorly, so part of the challenge is to refine your 

experiment to get low levels of error.  HINT:  The Appendix tells you how to graph force vs. 

time on the Xplorer and integrate the graphs.  Don’t forget you have a variety of hardware you 

can use with the carts to control the collisions. 

 

Even though the style of this experiment is open-ended, you will 

write and submit a short document about the experiment before you 

leave.  It will count as your Worksheet grade for the Unit. 

 
When writing about the first part, make sure to discuss which variables you controlled, and 

compare your predictions to the actual results.  Are your results consistent with what you have 

learned about physics so far? 

 

When writing about the second part, focus on the experimental design and your calculations.  

How did you work with the data to get your final results?  What refinements did you have to 

make to your experimental design to get good data? 

 

The whole writeup should be about one page, plus data/calculations. 
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Once again, Group O students can potentially have the same in-lab experiences

as students in Groups G and T. The same two experimental goals are provided;

however, significantly less instruction is given to students on how to approach these

goals. Particularly reduced is instruction on which variables may be controlled and

how to control them. Addressing these variables is explicitly posed as part of the

challenge in designing an experimental procedure.

A few hints are given for the use of measurement apparatus; however, students

had previously used all components of this lab’s apparatus at least once in previous

weeks. As such, these hints function as reminders of past work, not as sources of

new information. At the end of the written directions, students are instructed to

complete a writing task nearly identical to that assigned to the Group T students.

The difference is that Newton’s laws and percent error were not explicitly mentioned

in the writing task for Group O. This omission was made intentionally to reduce

the information provided to students on what methods were intended to be part of

their lab investigations.

For the sake of completeness, we present below the short “Collision Investigation”

performed by all students after their treatment labs. Again, these investigations were

performed after the treatment labs only to meet course requirements and are not

considered part of the treatment.



 

Forces in Collisions     *(COLLISION INVESTIGATION)* 
 

There will be plenty of time to deal with momentum next week, so let’s take the rest of this 

class to have some fun exploring the forces that occur in collisions.  In testing your predictions 

earlier, you probably noticed that different variables in the collisions affected what the force vs. 

time curve looked like.  It’s time to do a bit of engineering and see how you can change the 

forces in the collision! 

 

Some of the carts have plungers in the ends that can be compressed by a fixed amount.  The 

plungers can ensure that the cart starts with the same speed in each trial.  Just set the plunger at 

the same compression every time, set the cart with the plunger against the end of the track, and 

release it. 

 

For a fixed collision speed, what can be done to reduce or increase the maximum force 

experienced?  What makes the collision take more or less time?  If you’re using a clay bumper, 

how does the shape of the clay affect the force vs. time curve?  Do magnets or springs make for 

smoother collisions? 

 

Choose two questions (from the above choices, or write your own) to 

investigate.  Write your questions and your predicted answers 

before starting.  Then design and execute experiments to answer the 

questions.   
 

You don’t need to turn in this page with your Worksheet, so you can use the space below to 

record your data and make notes/observations.  You will need to write your Open Report this 

week, as it is due at the start of the next lab.  

 

As always, focus your Open Report on what you predicted and why, and how you designed 

an experiment to answer your question.  You won’t be able to do much quantitative analysis of 

your data, since the equations that describe the details of a collision can be horribly complicated!  

But, you can still do a good qualitative analysis by discussing features of the graphs, comparing 

different trials, etc. 

 

This is one of the more “practical” experiments this semester.  There are many, many 

situations in real life where two things bump into each other and we want to very carefully 

control the forces they experience.  Come up with a couple examples of such situations and see 

how your results might be useful in explaining how they work. 
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2.3 Conceptual Understanding Assessment

In this section, we present the ten items used to measure students’ conceptual un-

derstanding of physics content related to the content of the treatment labs. Each

of these ten items was a multiple-choice item selected from the set of thirty items

contained in the full Force Concept Inventory. We discuss the experimental mo-

tivation for including these particular items on our post-tests: which elements of

student thinking each item was intended to probe, and why the content of each

item is relevant to the pedagogical goals of the treatment labs.

A total of six conceptual items were included in the post-test for the N2L treat-

ment labs. All six items require students to apply Newton’s second law in some

manner to produce a correct response. Four of these items were included to probe

student understanding of physics content encountered in the treatment labs. Two

others were included as control items. For the present experiment, we define a con-

trol item as an item meeting two criteria. A control item would be thematically

related to the content of the treatment labs (e.g. an item involving Newton’s sec-

ond law after the N2L labs), and we would expect no variation in average student

success rates between treatment groups due to the high degree of transfer required

from in-lab content to the item. We identified two possible explanations as to why

treatment groups might display different success rates on control items. It could be

the case that the degree of transfer required was in fact not large, such that a treat-

ment group with superior conceptual understanding could successfully apply that

understanding to the item. Or, it could be that significant transfer was required, but

the students’ experiences in lab equipped them with unexpected knowledge and/or

skills that improved their chances of successfully answering the item. Conversely,

equal success rates of all three treatment groups on control items would suggest that

no group became more expert than another at transferring their understanding of

the relevant physics content.

The first N2L conceptual item is FCI Item 17, reproduced below. This item

probes student understanding of tension forces as well as the presence of the Aris-
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totelian reasoning that “motion implies net force”.

[FCI ITEM 17] An elevator is being lifted up an elevator shaft by a steel cable

at a constant speed. Frictional effects are negligible. In this situation, the forces on

the elevator are such that:

a. the upward force by the cable is greater than the downward force of gravity.

b. the upward force by the cable is equal to the downward force of gravity.

c. the upward force by the cable is smaller than the downward force of gravity.

d. the upward force by the cable is greater than the sum of the downward

force of gravity and a downward force due to the air.

e. none of the above. The elevator goes up because the cable is being shortened,

not because a force is being exerted on the cable by the elevator.

We used this item because of its relevance to the tension content of the N2L

treatment labs. Recall that Group G students were explicitly prompted to predict

the tension force in the string connecting their cart and hanging weight in cases of

constant-velocity and constant-acceleration motion, thus possibly confronting their

näıve conceptions on the topic. Group T students were instructed to use an algebraic

expression for tension as a function of acceleration in deriving an equation for the

acceleration of their cart. Group O students were given no explicit prompt regarding

tension in their experiment, though we expected that some students in Group O

would perform a calculation similar to the one performed by students in Group T.

During their lab investigations, Group G students were required to explicitly engage

in predicting the tension forces, thus possibly confronting their naive conceptions on

the topic, while group T constructed a symbolic representation of the tension force

and Group O did not engage in any explicitly structured cognition on this topic.

We therefore hypothesized that Group G students would have a higher success rate

on this item than students in either of the other two treatment groups.

The next three N2L conceptual items to consider are FCI Items 25, 26, and

27. These three items are reproduced below. These conceptually-rich items require

students to have an understanding of both Newton’s second law and frictional forces

to answer correctly. These items also deal with situations close to those that could
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have been encountered by students during their treatment lab investigations.

[FCI ITEM 25]. A woman pushes on a large box with a constant horizontal force.

As a result, the box moves across the horizontal floor at a constant speed v. The

force she applies:

a. has the same magnitude as the weight of the box.

b. is greater than the weight of the box.

c. has the same magnitude as the total force which resists the motion of the box.

d. is greater than the total force which resists the motion of the box.

e. is greater than either the weight of the box or the total force

resisting its motion.

[FCI ITEM 26]. While pushing the box in question 4, the woman doubles the

force she is exerting. The box then moves:

a. with a constant speed that is double the previous speed (the speed is 2v).

b. with a constant speed that is greater than v but not necessarily twice as great.

c. for a while with a constant speed greater than v, then with a speed

that increases thereafter.

d. for a while with increasing speed, then at a constant speed thereafter.

e. with a continuously increasing speed.

[FCI ITEM 27]. Finally, the woman stops pushing on the box. The box will:

a. immediately come to a stop.

b. move at constant speed for a while, then slow to a stop.

c. immediately start slowing to a stop.

d. continue at constant speed.

e. increase its speed for a while then slow down.

To answer Item 25 correctly requires students to realize that constant-velocity

motion implies zero net force. Three of the four distractors rely to some extent on

the misconception that motion implies net force. We included this item because

it is directly analogous to a situation encountered by some students during the

N2L treatment labs. Students who used a very small amount of hanging weight

found that their carts moved at constant (or nearly constant) velocity - the tension
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force in the string (caused by the hanging weight) was approximately equal to the

frictional force on the cart’s wheels. It is reasonable to expect that Group O students,

without a set lab procedure to follow, might experience this situation with different

intent and/or frequency from the groups conducting more directed investigations.

If Group O were to have a significantly higher success rate than other groups on

this item, it would suggest that more students in Group O students chose to explore

analogous situations during their lab investigations than students in other groups.

The opposite is possible as well; a poor success rate of Group O on this item would

suggest that these students largely avoided encountering an analogous situation in

their lab investigations. That being said, there was no a priori reason to expect any

particular scenario over the others, so we did not formulate an explicit hypothesis

regarding student success rates on this item.

Item 26 is an extension of Item 25. To answer correctly, students must under-

stand that the amount of frictional force on the box is independent of the magnitude

of the pushing force, and also that the resulting net force will cause a constant change

in speed of the box. Students who encountered the constant-velocity cart during

their lab investigations would be expected to apply more force to make the cart

accelerate, thereby encountering the situation posed in this item as well. We there-

fore considered that group O students may answer this item differently too, for the

reasons described above. While any application of in-lab experiences to this item

could the same as for the previous item, this item requires an additional reasoning

step (constant net force leads to constant rate of change of speed) that would not

be affected in an obvious way by the lab investigations of the three groups. We

therefore hypothesized that if a treatment effect did appear on this item, it would

be smaller than any effect observed on item 25.

Item 27 is another item dealing with Newton’s second law and friction. Unlike

the situations described in items 25 and 26, we did not expect this situation to

have been encountered by students during their N2L lab investigations because of

the very small frictional forces experienced by the carts. However, all groups did

perform an open investigation involving frictional forces. It is possible that varia-
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tions between groups could arise as a result of the different experiments performed

by students during their friction investigations in combination with any differences

in understanding acquired during their N2L lab investigations. If the three groups

showed equal success rates on the control items but not on this item, it would pro-

vide an interesting hint as to any effect the three pedagogical approaches to N2L

labs may have had in preparing students to apply their understanding of Newton’s

second law to situations involving frictional forces.

Finally, we consider the two N2L post-test items that were included as control

items: these are FCI Items 21 and 23. (They are labeled as Questions 2 and 3

in the image.) These items probe student understanding of the two-dimensional

trajectories associated with accelerated motion. Students must apply Newton’s first

and second laws to correctly answer these items. Distractors are presented to elicit

student misconceptions such as “forces take time to overcome inertia” (choice E for

Item 21) and “when a force stops acting, bodies resume the motion they had before

the force acted” (choice A for Item 23). The N2L treatment labs did not contain any

significant investigations into Newton’s first law, nor did they cover two-dimensional

motion at all. However, at the most general level these are items about Newton’s

laws and therefore have some relevance to the physics content of the N2L treatment

labs. However, no students in any of the three treatment groups would be able to

explore analogous situations in their lab investigations, so it is reasonable to state

that any application of in-lab learning to these items would be quite small due to the

transfer required. As such, there is no reason to expect that the success rates of the

three treatment groups on this item would be significantly different. We therefore

included these two items as control items, hypothesizing that the success rates of

all three groups on these items would be identical.
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Newton’s Second Law 

1.  An elevator is being lifted up an elevator shaft by a steel cable at a constant speed.  Frictional effects are 
negligible.  In this situation, the forces on the elevator are such that: 

a. the upward force by the cable is greater than the downward force of gravity. 
b. the upward force by the cable is equal to the downward force of gravity. 
c. the upward force by the cable is smaller than the downward force of gravity.  
d. the upward force by the cable is greater than the sum of the downward force of gravity and a downward 
force due to the air. 
e. none of the above.  The elevator goes up because the cable is being shortened, not because a force is being 
exerted on the cable by the elevator. 
 

Questions 2 and 3.  A rocket is drifting to the right in outer space, subject to no outside forces.  The engine then 
turns on at point “a”, producing a constant upward thrust (constant force on the rocket).  The engine then turns 
off at point “b”. 

 

2.  Which of the paths below best represents the path of the rocket from point a to point b? 

 A   B  C   D   E 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Which of the paths below best represents the path of the rocket after the engine turns off? 

A   B  C   D   E 

  

a 

b 

a 

b 

a 

b 

a 

b 

a 

b 

b 

b b b b 

A comparison of the wording on these items to their counterparts on the original

FCI reveals slight differences. These items were originally the first and third in a

set of four items: FCI Items 22 and 24 ask students about the speed of the body

undergoing the motion in Items 21 and 23, respectively. Since we were using these

questions as control items, we chose to omit the second and fourth items in the

set as it seemed unnecessary to have four control items on the same situation. We

therefore changed the wording of FCI Items 21 and 23 to make them a self-contained

pair.

We now consider the four conceptual assessment items used on the N3L post-

test. Three of these items deal with Newton’s third law, and one is an impulse item.
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Because a primary pedagogical purpose of the N3L treatment labs was to elicit and

correct some student misconceptions involving Newton’s third law, we hypothesized

that the treatment groups would display different success rates on the three items on

this topic. The physical content of the impulse item was relevant to the laboratory

investigations, but conceptual understanding of impulse and momentum was not a

learning goal of the lab investigations. We thought it was unlikely that students

would be able to apply any understanding of impulse and momentum that they had

acquired in lab to answering this item, and therefore considered this to be a control

item.

The first N3L conceptual item is FCI Item 4. This item considers a head-on

collision between a large truck and a small car; it was expected that virtually all

students would encounter a nearly identical situation (heavy cart vs. light cart)

during their lab investigations. We therefore expected that most students would be

able to transfer their in-lab experiences to answering this item and that the success

rate of all three treatment groups would be high.

[FCI ITEM 4]. A large truck collides head-on with a small compact car. During

the collision:

a. The truck exerts a greater amount of force on the car than the car

exerts on the truck.

b. The car exerts a greater amount of force on the truck than the truck

exerts on the car.

c. Neither exerts a force on the other, the car gets smashed simply because

it gets in the way of the truck.

d. The truck exerts a force on the car but the car does not exert a force

on the truck.

e. The truck exerts the same amount of force on the car as the car exerts

on the truck.

Choosing the correct answer to this item requires the application of Newton’s

third law and the avoidance of non-Newtonian thinking. Each of the distractors

is based on a different näıve way of thinking, such as “the truck feels more force
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because it has more mass” or “the car feels more force because there is a larger object

hitting it”. As stated above, we included this item because of its obvious relationship

to in-lab experiences. It was likely that many students in all three groups would

encounter this situation or one very close to it during their lab investigations. But,

only Group G students were explicitly instructed to perform this exact collision, and

they were also prompted most strongly to engage in higher-level thinking about this

collision. We therefore predicted that all groups would do well on this item, and

that Group G would have a higher success rate than the other two groups.

The next N3L conceptual item is FCI item 15. This item deals with a small

car that is pushing a large truck from behind as the two bodies accelerate forward

together. While this is also an item whose correct answer relies on application of

Newton’s third law, the distractors invoke a different set of reasoning difficulties from

those on Item 8. It is therefore appropriate to include both items in the assessments

to gain multiple perspectives on student understanding of Newton’s third law.

[FCI ITEM 15]. A large truck breaks down on the road and is pushed back into

town by a small car. While the car, pushing on the truck, is speeding up to get to

cruising speed:

a. The amount of force with which the car pushes on the truck is equal to

that with which the truck pushes back on the car.

b. The amount of force with which the car pushes on the truck is smaller

than that with which the truck pushes back on the car.

c. The amount of force with which the car pushes on the truck is greater

than that with which the truck pushes back on the car.

d. The car’s engine is running so the car pushes against the truck, but the

truck’s engine is not running so it cannot push back against the car.

e. Neither the car nor the truck exert any force on the other. The truck is

pushed forward simply because it is in the way of the car.

There are two treatment effects that could influence student success rates on this

item. Students who gain an improved understanding of Newton’s third law through

their lab activities may be able to transfer that understanding to answering this item.
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Given the previous hypothesis that Group G would have the strongest understanding

of Newton’s third law, one might predict that the transfer of understanding would

lead Group G students to have the highest success rate on this item. However, there

is also the possibility of students having encountered this situation with carts during

their lab investigations. Students in Group O, in creating their own experimental

methodology, would be most likely to have created an analogous situation with the

carts during lab activities. We therefore hypothesized that groups G and O would

have a higher success rate than group T on this item. There was no a priori reason

to expect whether the transfer effect or the lab experience effect might be stronger,

so we could not justify a prediction as to whether group G or O would be most

successful on this item.

The final N3L conceptual item is FCI Item 28. In this standalone item, two

people with unequal masses are in rolling chairs and one pushes off the other. This

item was included in the post-test as a complement to Item 15. Like item 15, item

28 is a third-law item that is not directly analogous to an activity performed as part

of the directed lab investigations.

[FCI ITEM 28]. Two students, Jim and Bob, are sitting in wheeled chairs facing

each other. Jim weighs 200 pounds and Bob weighs 160 pounds. Bob has his feet

on the floor. Then Jim puts his feet on Bob’s knees and pushes off with his legs.

During this push, while they are still in contact:

a. Neither student exerts a force on the other.

b. Jim exerts a force on Bob, but Bob does not exert a force on Jim.

c. Each student exerts a force on the other, but Jim exerts a larger force.

d. Each student exerts a force on the other, but Bob exerts a larger force.

e. Each student exerts the same amount of force on the other.

We expected that far fewer students would encounter the situation of two rest-

ing carts pushing off each other during their lab investigations than would have

encountered the situation of a moving cart pushing the other cart. Accordingly,

we hypothesized that the success rates of the three groups on Item 28 would not

parallel that on Item 15, and that Group G would have the highest success rate due
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to having a stronger overall understanding of Newton’s third law.

The last N3L conceptual item to consider is FCI Item 8 (labeled as Question

2 in the image). This item was the first of a series of four items (8, 9, 10, 11) on

the full FCI; accordingly, we altered the prompt to remove information that was

not relevant to the single item we used from the set. Item 8 asks about the path

traveled by a frictionless sliding hockey puck after a sudden impulse is applied. We

chose to include this item on the post-test because it is superficially related to the

treatment labs by the impulse concept. However, there is no conceptual content

in any of the three treatment labs that should alter student success rates on this

item, and none of the three treatment groups would have been able to construct an

analogous situation during their lab investigations. We therefore consider this to be

a control item.

Newton’s Third Law 
1.  A large truck collides head-on with a small compact car.  During the collision: 

a. The truck exerts a greater amount of force on the car than the car exerts on the truck. 
b. The car exerts a greater amount of force on the truck than the truck exerts on the car. 
c. Neither exerts a force on the other, the car gets smashed simply because it gets in the way of the truck. 
d. The truck exerts a force on the car but the car does not exert a force on the truck. 
e. The truck exerts the same amount of force on the car as the car exerts on the truck. 
 

2.  A hockey puck slides from left to right on a horizontal surface at constant speed.  Forces from the air and 
from friction can be ignored.    The puck receives a swift kick as indicated by the bold arrow.  Which of the paths 
shown below is closest to the path the puck would follow after being kicked? 

 A  B   C       D   E 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  A large truck breaks down on the road and is pushed back into town by a small car.  While the car, pushing on 
the truck, is speeding up to get to cruising speed: 

a. The amount of force with which the car pushes on the truck is equal to that with which the truck pushes back 
on the car. 
b. The amount of force with which the car pushes on the truck is smaller than that with which the truck pushes 
back on the car. 
c. The amount of force with which the car pushes on the truck is greater than that with which the truck pushes 
back on the car. 
d. The car’s engine is running so the car pushes against the truck, but the truck’s engine is not running so it 
cannot push back against the car. 
e. Neither the car nor the truck exert any force on the other.  The truck is pushed forward simply because it is in 
the way of the car. 
 

 

 

 

2.4 Problem-Solving Assessment

In this section, we present the seven items used to assess students’ problem-solving

skill on problems with content relevant to that of the treatment labs. Each of these

seven items was a traditional quantitative “end of chapter problem” chosen from

textbooks and practice problem banks for exams. We discuss the experimental

motivation for including these particular items on our post-tests: which elements of

students’ problem-solving processes each item was intended to probe, and why the

content of each item is relevant to the pedagogical goals of the treatment labs. For
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all items, we planned to extract both qualitative and quantitative information by

coding students’ responses as well as scoring them on a rubric.

Three problem-solving items were included in the N2L post-test. All three prob-

lems require students to use free-body diagrams (or an equivalent tool) to solve for

a certain quantity in terms of other given quantities within a system. As such, the

set of three problems was chosen so that each problem would relate this general

process (use of free-body diagrams) to the lab content in a different way. The first

two problems were chosen with the expectation that the treatment groups would

demonstrate different response patterns, while the third was intended as a control

item on which all three groups were expected to score approximately equally. The

setup for all three problems is shown in the figure below. Students were instructed

on the assessment to use g = 10m/s2 in their calculations.

4.  A woman pushes on a large box with a constant horizontal force.    As a result, the box moves across the 
horizontal floor at a constant speed “v”.  The force she applies: 

a. has the same magnitude as the weight of the box. 
b. is greater than the weight of the box. 
c. has the same magnitude as the total force which resists the motion of the box. 
d. is greater than the total force which resists the motion of the box. 
e. is greater than either the weight of the box or the total force resisting its motion. 
 

5.  While pushing the box in question 4, the woman doubles the force she is exerting.  The box then moves: 

a. with a constant speed that is double the previous speed (the speed is 2v). 
b. with a constant speed that is greater than “v” but not necessarily twice as great. 
c. for a while with a constant speed greater than “v”, then with a speed that increases thereafter. 
d. for a while with increasing speed, then at a constant speed thereafter. 
e. with a continuously increasing speed. 
 

6.  Finally, the woman stops pushing on the box.  The box will: 

a. immediately come to a stop. 
b. move at constant speed for a while, then slow to a stop. 
c. immediately start slowing to a stop. 
d. continue at constant speed. 
e. increase its speed for a while then slow down. 
 
 

Questions 7 -9 refer to the diagram below.  Two blocks are connected by a string and pulley.  Block A rests on a 

table and block B is hanging over the edge. 

  

  A 

 B 

A 

We label the first two items Problem 2.1 and Problem 2.2 (these were questions

7 and 8, respectively, on the N2L post-test given to students). As shown below,

these two problems deal with a situation extremely similar to that encountered by

students during the N2L treatment labs.

[Problem 2.1] Suppose you want to find the tension in the rope connecting the

two strings. You are able to measure the acceleration of block A. You know that
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block A has a mass of 1.5kg and block B has a mass of 0.5kg. Solve for the tension

T in terms of the acceleration a. Ignore friction.

[Problem 2.2] Now imagine a different situation, where you can measure acceler-

ation and tension, and you need to find the masses. You find that block B accelerates

at a rate of 4m/s2 and experiences a tension force of 6N. Find the mass of block A

and the mass of block B. Ignore friction.

The two items are essentially the same to an expert thinker, as they require

the same type of calculations for the same physical situation; the only difference

between them is that the given and requested information are switched between

the two items. Students in Group T (and some in Group O) were expected to have

found an expression relating tension and acceleration during their lab investigations.

In contrast, none of the students were expected to have solved algebraically for mass

during their lab activities, as mass was easily measured experimentally. We therefore

expected to see variations in response patterns and scores between treatment groups

for the two items.

Problem 2.1 can be solved by multiple methods; we expected most students

to attempt the solution by one of three ways. The simplest would be to write

T = Ma for block A, yielding T = 1.5a as a correct answer. Students who recalled

or derived the expression mg − T = ma for block B could obtain T = 5 − 0.5a as

another correct answer. The third expected method was for students to attempt

to use the expression for acceleration derived in the lab manual: a = mg/(m +

M). While this starting point should not generally lead to the correct answer, we

thought it reasonable that some students who were unable to solve the problem

independently would attempt to apply a memorized equation that applied to the

presented situation.

We hypothesized that students in Group T would be score the highest when

solving this problem and that Group G students would score lowest. Group T

students were expected to have employed all the steps required for this problem

during their lab investigations, so for them this task should be more a simple matter

of recall rather than a novel problem to be solved. In contrast, Group G students
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were not required to apply a free-body diagram to this problem during their lab

investigations, so they would have to solve the problem without being able to refer

to a recent analogous problem. For Group O, we expected that some students would

fall under each of the two above descriptions.

The answer to Problem 2.2 can also be arrived at by multiple routes, though this

item has a unique correct answer. The simpler solution route is to draw a free-body

diagram for each block individually, resulting again in the equations T = Ma and

mg − T = ma. However, realizing that the tension and acceleration are equal for

the two blocks requires a conceptual understanding of the setup beyond that needed

on the previous item. After equating the tension and acceleration values for the two

blocks, students can arrive at the answer of M = 1.5kg and m = 1kg.

We hypothesized that, even though this was not a control item, there would

be no variations in average score between the three groups. We expected that the

increased novelty and conceptual difficulty of this item would suppress any of the

treatment effects described above. This also led us to expect that overall scores

would be lower on this item than for the previous one.

Problem 2.3, our control problem on the N2L post-test, is given below. While the

situation described in the problem is very similar to that in the first two problems,

there are two important differences. A frictional force is now included, whereas fric-

tion was ignored in the N2L treatment labs. Also, this problem is purely symbolic,

requiring an algebraic solution with no numerical values. We expected that be-

cause of these differences, the problem was sufficiently removed from any situations

encountered during the treatment labs that there would be no difference in scores

between the treatment groups. This expectation was strengthened by the fact that

all three groups had performed the same lab investigation of coefficients of friction.

[Problem 2.3] In this question, you have the same setup but now you need to take

friction into account. The friction force felt by block A is given by a number µ times

the normal force from the table: f = µN . The mass of block A is “M”, block B has

a mass “m”, the acceleration of block B is “a”, and the acceleration due to gravity

is “g”. Solve for the friction coefficient µ in terms of these variables.
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Four problem-solving items were included in the N3L post-test. Two of the

problems are on the topics of impulse and momentum, while the other two problems

involve Newton’s third law. The two impulse problem are quantitative extensions

of a conceptual item, FCI item 15. One requires a vector treatment with x- and

y-components of relevant quantities, while the other is a one-dimensional problem.

The third-law items are superficially similar to Problems 2.1 and 2.2, in that they

involve an external force applied to a system of two blocks. However, the content of

these problems is sufficiently different that we expected them to activate different

cognitive processes in students than those of the N2L problems. None of these four

problems was explicitly chosen as a control item, since all four involve principles

that were treated differently by the three pedagogical approaches to the N3L lab.

Refer back to the hockey puck in question 2 [FCI Item 15]. The puck had an

initial speed of 3 m/s. The kick applies an average force of 100N over a time of 0.1

seconds. The mass of the puck is 1kg.

[Problem 3.1] What is the final SPEED of the puck if the kick is perpendicular

to the initial velocity as shown?

[Problem 3.2] What would be the final SPEED of the puck if it had been kicked

from behind, parallel to its velocity?

The two items concerning impulse and momentum, Problem 3.1 and Problem

3.2, are given above. There are two main routes by which students could solve these

problems. They could write an expression of the form Ft = ∆p and use this to

find the final velocity of the puck from its momentum. Or, they could write an

expression of the form a = F/m and follow it with a kinematic equation such as

v = v0 + at. While the expert thinker regards these two approaches as equivalent, a

novice problem solver would be less likely to realize that these two solutions are not

fundamentally the same. For Problem 3.2, students can report the value of this final

velocity as their answer and be finished. However, correctly answering Problem 3.1

requires an additional step that is both conceptually and mathematically challenging

for novices. They must correctly realize that the final speed of the puck is not equal

to v0+∆v, but rather that vf =
√
v20 + (∆v)2 because of the two-dimensional nature
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of this problem. The task of correctly dealing with vector components is generally

difficult for most introductory physics students.

We expected the scores of all groups on Problem 3.1 to be significantly lower than

on Problem 3.2, due to the known difficulty of solving vector problems. While we did

not believe that one group would score higher than another at these problems, we

did hypothesize that the treatment groups would attempt to solve these problems

by different methods. Since the Guided treatment lab scaffolded the process of

calculating impulse from force/time values more than the other two treatment labs,

we predicted that Group G students would be more likely to attempt these problems

by an impulse-momentum approach, while the other groups would have a greater

fraction of students attempting the F = ma, acceleration-based approach.

4.  Two students, Jim and Bob, are sitting in wheeled chairs facing each other.  Jim weighs 200 pounds and Bob 
weighs 160 pounds.  Bob has his feet on the floor.  Then Jim puts his feet on Bob’s knees and pushes off with his 
legs.  During this push, while they are still in contact: 

a. Neither student exerts a force on the other. 
b. Jim exerts a force on Bob, but Bob does not exert a force on Jim. 
c. Each student exerts a force on the other, but Jim exerts a larger force. 
d. Each student exerts a force on the other, but Bob exerts a larger force. 
e. Each student exerts the same amount of force on the other.  
 

5.  Refer back to the hockey puck in question 2.  The puck had an initial speed of 3 m/s.  The kick applies an 
average force of 100N over a time of 0.1 seconds.  The mass of the puck is 1kg. 

What is the final SPEED of the puck if the kick is perpendicular to the initial velocity as shown? 

 

What would be the final SPEED of the puck if it had been kicked from behind, parallel to its velocity? 

 

 

6.  Two blocks are sitting on a table, connected by a rope, and are being pulled along by a constant force F so 
that they accelerate.  Assuming the rope between them is under tension (so they move along together), find the 
ratio F/T.  Ignore friction. 

 

 

 

 

7.  Two blocks on a table (again) are being pushed from behind by a force F so that they accelerate.  They stay in 
contact with each other and do not separate.  The letter f represents the force of the heavy block pushing back 
on the light block.  Find the ratio F/f.  Ignore friction.  

  

2kg 
1kg 

F 

T 

2kg 

3kg 

F 

The third problem-solving item on the N3L post-test is Problem 3.3 (labeled

as question 6 in the figure). This problem is quite similar in physical content to

Problems 2.1 and 2.2: two blocks are connected by a rope under tension, and a

single external force acts on the system. However, the surface features are sufficiently

different (for example, the external force is a generic F rather than a specific weight,

mg) that we can reasonably expect novice problem-solvers to see this as a different

situation. There are two main ways to solve this problem, but these approaches are

more distinct than those of Problems 3.1 and 3.2. One method is to draw a free-body

diagram for each block and then apply Newton’s third law by setting the tension

forces on the blocks equal to each other. Using F = ma for each block and equating

the two accelerations leads to the answer from here. However, the problem can also

be solved by the use of ratios. The net force on the system is F, and its total mass

is 3kg. The net force on the large block is T, and its mass is 2kg. Therefore, since
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the acceleration of the block must equal the acceleration of the system, the ratio

F/T = 3/2. We wish to emphasize that although Newton’s third law is important

to the physics of this situation, the problem can be solved without using or even

understanding this law, if one is clever about applying Newton’s second law.

There are several factors that could make this item more difficult than Problems

2.1 and 2.2, even though the physical content is largely the same. Students could

mistakenly apply the external force F to both blocks, or they could fail to apply the

tension force to the small block. Other possible mistakes include setting the tension

equal to the applied force or not setting the accelerations equal. Each of these

mistakes can be tied to a specific conceptual difficulty or incorrect physical reasoning.

In addition, solving for a ratio of unknowns is algebraically more challenging than

finding a value or expression for two individual variables. For these reasons, we

hypothesized that whichever group scored highest on Problem 2.1 would also do

best here, though we expected scores to be lower for all three groups on Problem

3.3 than they had been on 2.1.

4.  Two students, Jim and Bob, are sitting in wheeled chairs facing each other.  Jim weighs 200 pounds and Bob 
weighs 160 pounds.  Bob has his feet on the floor.  Then Jim puts his feet on Bob’s knees and pushes off with his 
legs.  During this push, while they are still in contact: 

a. Neither student exerts a force on the other. 
b. Jim exerts a force on Bob, but Bob does not exert a force on Jim. 
c. Each student exerts a force on the other, but Jim exerts a larger force. 
d. Each student exerts a force on the other, but Bob exerts a larger force. 
e. Each student exerts the same amount of force on the other.  
 

5.  Refer back to the hockey puck in question 2.  The puck had an initial speed of 3 m/s.  The kick applies an 
average force of 100N over a time of 0.1 seconds.  The mass of the puck is 1kg. 

What is the final SPEED of the puck if the kick is perpendicular to the initial velocity as shown? 

 

What would be the final SPEED of the puck if it had been kicked from behind, parallel to its velocity? 

 

 

6.  Two blocks are sitting on a table, connected by a rope, and are being pulled along by a constant force F so 
that they accelerate.  Assuming the rope between them is under tension (so they move along together), find the 
ratio F/T.  Ignore friction. 

 

 

 

 

7.  Two blocks on a table (again) are being pushed from behind by a force F so that they accelerate.  They stay in 
contact with each other and do not separate.  The letter f represents the force of the heavy block pushing back 
on the light block.  Find the ratio F/f.  Ignore friction.  

  

2kg 
1kg 

F 

T 

2kg 

3kg 

F 

The final item on the N3L post-test is Problem 3.4 (labeled as question 7 in the

figure). The physics of the situation is not too different from the previous problem:

here, two blocks are in contact and one of them is pushed by an external force. The

two solution routes are therefore similar. Students can draw free-body diagrams

and employ Newton’s third law for describing the contact force between the blocks.

Application of Newton’s second law with equal accelerations then leads to a solution
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via some algebra. Or, the problem can again be solved by ratios without explicitly

using Newton’s third law. The net force on the system is F and the total mass is 5kg;

the net force on the large block is f and its mass is 5kg. Given equal accelerations,

the ratio of the forces is therefore 5/3. As in Problem 3.3, Newton’s third law is not

actually required here to obtain a correct final answer.

We believed this would be the most difficult quantitative problem across the

post-tests. The factors that make the previous problem challenging apply here

as well. However, based on the fact that the blocks are touching, we expected

mistakes based on conceptual difficulties, especially those involving Newton’s third

law, to occur more frequently. Due to the number of reasoning difficulties that

could be encountered in solving this problem, we believed that correct understanding

of Newton’s laws would be an especially important factor in determining student

success on this item. Our hypothesis was therefore that Group G would score higher

on this item, consistent with our predictions of Group G being most successful on

the N3L FCI items. That being said, scores were expected to be low in all three

groups due to the high difficulty of this problem.

2.5 Laboratory Practical Exam

In this section, we present the laboratory practical exam used to assess students’

lab skills at the end of the semester. The practical exam consists of three short,

standalone tasks and a longer experimental task. Each of these tasks is intended to

assess students’ abilities in a different area, such as use of apparatus, data collection,

error analysis, etc. Unlike the conceptual and problem-solving assessments, the

practical exam was not written by research personnel in our group. Rather, this

exam was written by previous instructors and administered to students at the end

of each semester as part of their course requirements. We coded the exams as an

additional source of data about our study participants.

Since the practical exam was not designed as part of our research study, not all of

the tasks on it are related in a meaningful way to the content of the treatment labs.
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However, the main experimental task on the exam is to determine the acceleration

of a low-friction cart down a ramp via distance and time measurements. A nearly

identical task was a part of the investigations conducted in the N2L treatment labs

(the difference being the source of the constant force applied to the cart). As such, it

was not unreasonable to think that there might be some variation in the performance

of the three treatment groups on this task. Since the primary pedagogical intent

of the open labs was to develop experimental skills, we hypothesized that Group

O would have the best performance on the acceleration measurement experiment,

which would lead to higher overall exam grades as well.

The full laboratory practical exam is reproduced below, after which we sum-

marize its content and describe the pedagogical intent behind each of the tasks.

Although the date on the exam reproduced below is Fall 2010, it is identical in

format and content to the practical exam given in Spring 2010.



Physics 141 / 161H Lab Practical      Fall 2010     NAME_____________________________________
  45 Minutes,  Closed book,   closed notes,   calculators allowed    
Do not change the equipment or touch the red tape. 
                          Station Number  _________Total Grade___________

1. For the pendulum or spring and mass system at your station 

measure the period with a stopwatch. Period________________

2. Draw and label the free 
body diagram of the pendulum
bob when it is at its maximum 
amplitude of 30E.  The magnitudes
 of the vectors must be correctly 
scaled and the directions correct. 
(Use most of the space; the  weight 
vector should be about 2 cm long.)

3. Measure the outside radius of the cylinder at your station.   Radius________________
Not the pendulum bob. RADIUS RADIUS RADIUS RADIUS

4. Perform the following experiment, using the dynamic cart and track, XPLorer
 photogates meter stick and blocks. The track is set to an angle of about 5E ( 2-10Erange) of incline. 
kDetermine the acceleration of the cart from the time it takes to travel the following distances:  20,

40, 60, 80 cm.   Use the photogates and XPLorer for timing . Do only one good run per distance. 
yPlace this data in a well-formed and well-labeled table. Use table and grid on the back. 
yGraph this data in such a way that the data should be a straight line and that the slope of
this line is proportional to the acceleration.
yDetermine the slope of this line.    On the graph identify the run and rise used.
yUse this slope to determine the acceleration of the cart.     SHOW YOUR WORK!   

GRADE (max)

________ (5)

________ (5)
Free body

________ (5)

USE TABLE ON BACK
Table

Graph

Slope_______________

Acceleration_______________

________(6)

________(7)

________(6)

________(6)

5. Identify three major sources of error in the experiment performed in part 4.  For each
 of these errors, indicate if the error would cause the acceleration as measured to be larger or smaller
than the correct  value or if the change can not be predicted simply..

       ________(9)

A.

B.

C.

6.  Clean up you station, remove the “flag” you made for the cart, and all masking tape you applied                  ______(1)
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The first task instructs students to measure the period of a simple harmonic

oscillator using a stopwatch. This task is graded such that full credit is awarded if

the student answer is within a certain range of the true value, and decreasing credit

is awarded for answers that are further away from the true value. It is expected that

students measure multiple cycles and then divide by the number of cycles to reduce

their measurement error. As such, this task is intended to assess student ability to

deal with random error.

The second task is a theoretical task requiring the construction of the free-body

diagram of a pendulum. Students are expected to perform conceptual reasoning in

correctly completing this task. They are expected to avoid the use of any “centrifugal

force” and to realize that the radial component of the gravitational force equals the

tension force. Students were to indicate this on the diagram by drawing a longer

arrow for the gravitational force than for the tension force.

The third task instructs students to find the radius of a provided cylinder using

Vernier calipers. In principle, the grading rubric for this task follows the same

format as that for the first task. However, the error bounds on this measurement

are very forgiving, such that students are not actually required to use the Vernier

scale (only the regular measurement labels) to obtain full points. In practice, the

determining factor of a student’s score on this task is whether the reported answer

is a radius or a diameter. That is to say, nearly all students responses are either

fully correct or wrong by a factor of two. The pedagogical intent behind this task is

to provide a situation in which the measurement itself is not the answer, but rather

a quantity calculated from the measurement.

After these three tasks, the main task of the practical exam commences. This

task requires students to conduct an experiment measuring the acceleration of a

low-friction cart as it rolls down an inclined ramp. Students must make a set of dis-

tance/time measurements, plot these data (or quantities derived from them) such

that a linear graph is produced, and determine the acceleration of the cart from

the graph. Scores for these sub-tasks are determined based on the quality of the

data table and graph, and the accuracy of their final answer. After reporting their
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acceleration value, students are expected to briefly discuss sources of error in the

experiment. These error analysis responses were graded for correctness and thor-

oughness.

We will discuss the research coding employed in analyzing students’ lab practical

exams in Chapter 3, which deals with our data analysis methods.

2.6 Execution of Treatments and Measurements

As previously discussed, we developed our three pedagogical approaches to labora-

tory investigations through an iterative process spanning the Spring 2009, Summer

2009, and Fall 2009 semesters. During this iterative process we collected anecdotal

information through interviews and discussions with TAs and students, as well as

formal data through classroom observations.

Throughout the entire process, each week a combination of research personnel

and course instructors conducted a meeting with lab TAs. These sessions included

training in the apparatus and pedagogical purpose of the upcoming lab investiga-

tions, administrative duties for the course (such as exam scheduling), solicitation

of feedback from all TAs, and time for veteran TAs to share advice about labs and

other course material with novice TAs. The discussions conducted during these

meetings became a significant component of the anecdotal information that we con-

sidered while developing new laboratory investigations in the Spring 2009 and Sum-

mer 2009 semesters. More formal information was derived from freeform classroom

observations conducted during the Summer 2009 semester.

In the Fall 2009 semester, we began formally collecting preliminary data. The in-

troductory calculus-based mechanics course for this semester was a large-enrollment

course taught by an experienced lecturer. The course was taught in a traditional

lecture-plus-lab format, with three separate hours of lecture and a single three-hour

lab session each week. Lab sessions were taught by TAs who ranged from having

zero to eight semesters of prior experience as lab TAs. Three data sets were gener-

ated during this semester: classroom observations, FCI tests, and opinion/attitude
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surveys.

We conducted formal classroom observations during several lab investigations

in Fall 2009. A member of the research team remained in the lab room for the

entire period. Every five minutes, this person would code the current activity of

each student into categories such as peer discussion, manipulating apparatus, data

collection, etc. For the next five minutes (until the next activity coding time),

the researcher surveyed the room and recorded written observations. This cycle of

coding and writing repeated until all students had left the lab room after completing

their investigations.

We also administered the FCI as both a pre-and post-test. Students who con-

sented to take the FCI signed an Institutional Review Board (IRB) form indicating

their voluntary participation in a study researching learning outcomes associated

with laboratory investigations. A small extra credit incentive was offered for par-

ticipation. A total of 270 students completed both administrations of the FCI for

this semester. The pre-test was administered during the first week of lab (second

week of the semester) and the post-test was administered during the last week of

lab (thirteenth week of the semester). The purpose of this FCI administration was

exploratory; we intended to analyze the data for each item to look for any unusual

outcomes that may be associated with the revised laboratory curriculum.

Finally, we provided two surveys to students at the end of the semester. These

surveys were made available via the course webpage for a period of two weeks

following the end of the lab course. Participation was incentivized with a small

amount of extra credit. One survey was the Maryland Physics Expectations Survey

(MPEX), which is a Likert-scale survey measuring student attitudes about physics.

The second survey was written by our research group to probe student attitudes

about the revised laboratory curriculum. This lab survey contained a mixture

of multiple-choice demographic questions, Likert-scale opinion questions, and free-

response prompts. The items on this survey focused on student opinions about

the lab curriculum. The lab survey was intended to inform curricular development

within the department, rather than as a research instrument.
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Based on the outcomes of the preliminary data collection conducted in Fall 2009,

we designed an experiment to be conducted in Spring 2010, which is the focus of the

present work. The goal of this experiment was to investigate the learning outcomes

associated with our three distinct pedagogical approaches to laboratory investiga-

tions. We wished to have students perform lab activities using the same apparatus,

and addressing the same experimental goals, but following different structures for

their investigations in accordance with our three pedagogical approaches. We would

then use multiple assessments to probe post-lab student performance in different

areas and to compare performance for different treatment groups. In this way, it

would be possible to gain information about ways in which our three pedagogi-

cal approaches may result in different learning outcomes for students. For this

experiment, we decided to focus on laboratory investigations concerning Newton’s

laws, particularly Newton’s second law, and Newton’s third law (combined with the

impulse-momentum theorem). The large body of PER publications regarding New-

ton’s laws would provide the background necessary for meaningful measurement and

interpretation of student learning outcomes within our research.

The experimental design will be summarized briefly now, with a more detailed

discussion to follow. We divided the enrollment of a course intro three treatment

groups. The first group, labeled Group G, conducted laboratory investigations

on Newton’s second law and Newton’s third law (combined with the impulse-

momentum theorem), following our Guided pedagogical approach. The second

group, Group T, conducted these investigations following a Traditional approach.

The last group, Group O, conducted their investigations following our Open ap-

proach. After these investigations, students completed post-tests assessing their

conceptual understanding and problem-solving skill in the content areas of Newton’s

laws and impulse. At the end of the semester, students completed a laboratory prac-

tical exam and surveys about their laboratory experiences. We then analyzed the

results of these various measurements for differences between the three treatment

groups.

This experiment was conducted on the introductory calculus-based mechanics
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course in the Spring 2010 semester. The course was similar to that described for

Fall 2009: approximately 420 students were enrolled across 19 laboratory sections.

Each section was taught by one of two physics faculty who had taught the course

before and who primarily employed traditional instructional methods (i.e. lecture).

Each section met for lab once weekly for three hours; these 19 sections were divided

between 11 TAs. Some of these TAs had never taught labs in our department before,

while others had several years of experience. IRB-approved consent forms were

completed by students during the first week of the lab course. Nearly all students

enrolled in the course consented to participate in our research study; of these, 397

completed at least one treatment lab and at least one subsequent post-test.

Seven sections were assigned to the Guided group, while six sections each were

assigned to the Traditional and Open groups. These assignments were made so that

each treatment group contained both novice and veteran TAs. In addition, sections

were assigned so that any TA who taught two sections would teach sections in two

treatment groups. For example, one such TA taught a section in Group G and an-

other section in Group T while a different TA taught one Group G section and one

Group O section. After making these assignments, we confirmed from departmental

records that the three treatment groups had approximately equal male-to-female

student ratios and average incoming GPA. The process of assigning sections to

treatment groups was intended to reduce TA expertise and demographic dispari-

ties as potential factors impacting any variations that might occur in the post-test

performance of the three treatment groups.

The number of students in each treatment group is presented in the table be-

low along with the number of students completing each post-test (in chronological

order). Part of the decrease over time is due to normal enrollment attrition for

the course. Two TAs were absent during the N3L post-test week and so not all

sections completed the post-test; fortunately, the number and demographics of stu-

dents and TAs in each treatment group remained approximately equal. In addition,

some TAs did not return the hard copies of their laboratory practical exams to the

department, so we were not able to collect data on the full set of students in each
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Enrollment of study participants
Group Total N2L Only N2L and N3L All Assessments

G 146 137 89 62
T 137 131 102 83
O 135 129 100 105

Total 418 397 291 230

Schedule of lab investigations
Week Lab Investigation 1 Lab Investigation 2

1 Guided - Graphing Techniques
2 Traditional - Short Experiments Open - Pasco Xplorer GLX
3 Guided - Kinematics Graphs Open - Balcony Height
4 Traditional - Bounce Plate [projectiles]
5 Guided - Force Table
6 TREATMENT LAB - N2L CONTROL LAB - Friction
7 TREATMENT LAB - N3L/Impulse Open - Collision Forces
8 Traditional - Momentum Conservation
9 Guided - Circular Motion
10 Traditional - Rotational Inertia Open - Angular Momentum
11 Guided - Springs Open - Pendulum
12 Traditional - Damped Driven Oscillator

Table 2.1: These tables contain logistical information about the Spring 2010 study.
The first table reports, in columns, the number of study participants completing the
various assessments used for data collection. The second table presents the title and
format (Guided, Traditional, Open) of each lab investigation conducted by students
in the Spring 2010 semester. Students completed three investigations per two-week
period.

treatment group. It is possible that this introduced some selection bias to the data

we obtained from the practical exams. However, the subsets of the three treatment

groups for which we do have practical exam data still obey the parity in TA expertise

and demographics described in the preceding paragraph. As such, we believe that

the students for whom we have practical exam data still constitute a representative

sample of their treatment groups.

As can be seen in Table 2.1, the first five weeks of the laboratory course consisted

of the same lab investigations for all three treatment groups. During these weeks,
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students and TAs became familiar with each of our three pedagogical approaches to

lab investigations. In week 6, each treatment group performed an N2L lab investiga-

tion following the pedagogical approach assigned to that group. In the same week,

all three groups also performed the same Open-style lab on coefficients of friction,

which we have labeled a “control lab” as discussed in Section 2.2. In week 7, each

treatment group performed a lab investigation on N3L and the impulse-momentum

theorem following their assigned pedagogical approach. Also in week 7, all three

groups performed the same investigation of factors affecting collision forces. Unlike

the friction lab, we do not count this investigation as a control lab because we did

not attempt to measure any learning outcomes related to its content.

During weeks containing treatment labs and/or post-tests, classroom observa-

tions of the labs were conducted by research personnel. The format of these obser-

vations was a refined version of that described above for the Fall 2009 semester. In

the lab classroom there were up to 12 stations each with 2-3 students, depending

on section enrollment. At five-minute intervals the researcher categorized each lab

station as being engaged in one of the following activities: using the manual, set-

ting up apparatus, collecting data, analyzing data, peer discussion, interacting with

the TA, or being off task. This categorization was accompanied by written notes

describing the activities and discussions happening in the classroom.

At the weekly TA meeting in week 5, we discussed the upcoming N2L treatment

labs with TAs and course instructors. Each TA was provided with a set of N2L

treatment lab manuals following the pedagogical approach(es) assigned to that TA’s

sections. In week 6, TAs distributed these N2L treatment labs to their students,

who conducted their N2L lab investigations at that time. At the weekly TA meeting

in week 6, we discussed the upcoming N2L post-tests and N3L treatment labs with

TAs and course instructors. Each TA was provided with a set of N2L post-tests as

well as the appropriate N3L treatment lab manuals. In week 7, TAs administered

the N2L post-tests to their students and distributed the N3L treatment labs to

their students, who then conducted their N3L lab investigations. At the week 7

TA meeting, we collected the N2L post-tests from TAs and provided each TA with
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a set of N3L post-tests. In week 8, TAs administered the N3L post-tests to their

students. We collected these post-tests from the TAs at the week 8 meeting. At this

point, normal course procedures resumed and all students performed the same lab

investigations for the remaining five weeks of the lab course. After the last week of

the lab course, students completed a laboratory practical exam as part of the course

requirements, as described in section 2.6. After students completed their practical

exams, we made MPEX and laboratory surveys available to all study participants

via the course website for a period of two weeks, as had been done in the Fall 2009

semester. After all administration of the course had been completed (final grades

entered, etc.) we collected the original hard copies of the laboratory practical exams

that had been retained by TAs and/or course instructors.

At this point, all data relevant to the Spring 2010 experiment had been collected.

In the next chapter, we will discuss the various methods of analysis that were applied

to the data.
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CHAPTER 3

DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

This chapter describes the tools and methods we employed for analyzing the data

obtained in the present study. We begin by describing the coding schemes applied

to the free-response sections of the various assessments described in the previous

chapter. We then present the various mathematical tools used to extract information

from our data. This chapter is approached from an instructional perspective, so that

readers who are unfamiliar with psychometrics may acquire the basic knowledge

needed to understand the contents of the subsequent chapters.

3.1 Introduction to Coding

As seen in the previous chapter, many items on our assessments prompted partici-

pants to write their own responses. In order to convert participant responses on such

items into quantitative data, a process known as coding is employed. The coding

process allows one to convert a set of written responses into a set of numerical data.

These data can then be analyzed by various statistical methods. Each code should

capture some property of the responses that is relevant to the research question(s)

being asked. Codes may be dichotomous (the written response either did or did not

have a certain property or element), polytomous (a property of the written response

was scored on a multi-point scale), or categorical (the written response was assigned

to one of several categories).

Throughout this section, we will utilize an ongoing example to help clarify the

concepts presented. Imagine that a research study is being conducted to measure

the graphing skills of students in a statistics course. One item given to study par-

ticipants provides them with a data set and asks them to construct a graph that
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appropriately represents the data. These participant-constructed graphs will be

coded by researchers as part of the study. There are several properties that may

be coded for, such as: Does the graph represent all the data points (dichotomous)?

Grade the quality of the graph on a zero-to-four rubric (polytomous). Is the graph

a bar graph, pie chart, line graph, or other (categorical)?

To produce meaningful information, a coding process must be both valid and re-

liable. The validity of a process is an indication of whether it measures the property

it is intended to measure. Reliability indicates whether the outcomes of the process

are reproducible.

In our example, one property of responses that might be coded is whether par-

ticipants used pencil or pen. Such a code would be reliable: multiple researchers

coding the same graph would almost always agree on whether pencil or pen was

used. However, it would not be a valid code, as it does not capture any meaningful

information about participants’ graphing ability. In contrast, a code for the graph

being too small would be valid but probably not reliable; producing a too-small

graph certainly indicates a lack of mastery of graphing skills, but it is unlikely that

a large majority of researchers would agree consistently as to whether each graph

to be coded was too small. A code for “represents the entire data set” would likely

be both valid and reliable.

There is no way to guarantee a priori that any particular coding scheme is either

valid or reliable. As such, it is necessary to establish the validity and reliability of

any coding scheme that is to be used for research. There is no single parameter that

is used to represent the validity of a code; to the contrary, there are several different

aspects of validity, and each may be evaluated differently from the others. That

being said, the various aspects of validity may be summarized by two questions: do

experts evaluating the code agree on what property it measures, and do results on

the code correlate well with other measurements of the property being coded for?

In contrast, the reliability of a code can be quantified by a single parameter, called

the inter-rater reliability. Its value is found by having multiple researchers code the

same set of participant responses to an item. The fraction of responses for which the
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researchers obtain the same result for a code is the value of that code’s inter-rater

reliability. For analyzing written responses, an inter-rater reliability above 0.8 is

generally considered to be good; above 0.9 is very good.

In our graphing example, the researchers would send their coding scheme to a set

of colleagues to solicit feedback on its validity. This feedback would likely take into

account publications of research in comparable areas as well as professional experi-

ence with related coding schemes. They might also calculate correlation coefficients

between their coding results and external measures such as course grades or exam

scores. Inter-rater reliability would be established as described above. For example,

they may have three researchers code a set of 50 responses for “represents all data

points”. If they obtain the same coding result on 46 of the 50 responses, then the

inter-rater reliability of this code would be 0.92, making this code very reliable. This

procedure would then be repeated for each code to be used.

Let us now return to the present study. In creating coding schemes for the

problem-solving assessments and the laboratory practical exam, we explicitly at-

tempted to design codes that would be highly valid and reliable. The advantage of

this approach is obvious: it increases the degree to which the data obtained from

coding meaningfully capture properties of student responses. However, it is some-

times necessary to narrow the scope of a code in order to increase its reliability. One

example of a dichotomous code we used is “student applies the impulse-momentum

theorem”. One could imagine making this code more specific, such as “student

writes ∆p = F∆t”. This version of the code would likely be even more reliable than

the first version, as the presence or absence of the string of symbols “∆p = F∆t”

should be agreed upon by all coders. However, it does not capture all varieties of

the impulse-momentum theorem that students may write or attempt to apply to the

problem at hand. This variant of the code is more reliable but arguably less useful

for research purposes. In contrast, another variant of this code could be student uses

the impulse-momentum theorem correctly. This variant comes closer to addressing

a fundamental research question: do students understand the content? However, it

is less reliable: what is a correct use of the impulse-momentum to one coder may
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not be correct to another coder.

For each code we created for the present research, it was necessary to consider

issues of reliability as discussed above. As previously mentioned, we made a design

decision to sacrifice some measure of descriptive power in order to achieve high

reliability levels. This decision was largely motivated by the relative novelty of our

work. Some previous work in PER had been conducted on the topic of in-lab learning

prior to the beginning of this experiment. However, the existing literature did not

establish reliable codes for working with the type of data we wished to analyze.

We therefore wished to have highly reliable codes so that future researchers could

benefit from our exploratory findings. We iterated our initial coding schemes by

applying them to the original student responses and analyzing the results. Codes

that were not adequately reliable were then modified and re-tested. In the end, we

achieved a reliability above 80% for all codes except for one, and approximately

half of our codes were over 90% reliable. At the same time, these codes retained

enough descriptive power that our statistical analysis allowed for the extraction of

meaningful and useful information from the data. These data will be presented in

the next chapter.

3.2 Coding Schemes for the Present Study

In this section we present the codes used for data analysis in the present work. First

the codes for the free-response problem-solving items (as presented in Section 2.4)

are given. We then give the codes for the laboratory practical exam (presented in

Section 2.5). Any commentary on the codes is provided in [brackets].

3.2.1 Problem-Solving Assessment Codes

Problems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3

F = ma : Student either explicitly or implicitly invoked Newton’s second law.

Corr. forces : Student correctly showed all forces relevant to solving the problem,

in equation form or on a free-body diagram.
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Attempt : Student found an incorrect solution which was consistent with the

forces/FBDs used in the setup of the problem, OR used a correct setup and showed

work but did not produce a final answer. [Students who had correct FBDs but did

not write correct F=ma equations from their FBDs were counted under this code.]

Algebra : Student produced a solution containing a final answer that was con-

sistent with the setup of the problem. [As this code captures only the correctness of

the algebra, not of the answer, it is a subset of the “Answer” code below and also

has some overlap with the “Attempt” code above.]

Answer : Student found the correct answer to the problem.

Manual eqn. : Student directly stated, without derivation, the formula for the

acceleration of this system as found in the lab manual.

Problem 3.1

Impulse : Student explicitly calculated impulse by using ∆p = F∆t or an equiv-

alent equation.

Vectors : Student correctly addressed the two-dimensional nature of the problem

with x and y- components of vectors.

Mom. cons. : Student explicitly attempted to use the relationship pi + ∆p = pf

or an equivalent statement.

Math err. : Student had fully correct physics for the problem, but did not

get the correct answer because of an algebraic and/or numerical mistake. [On this

problem, this code generally indicated a failure to correctly manipulate both x- and

y- components of the vectors.]

Answer : Student found the correct answer to the problem.

Problem 3.2

Vectors : Student addressed the one-dimensional vector nature of momentum

through arrows and/or correct positive/negative signs.

Answer (impulse) : Student found the correct answer by means of an im-

pulse/momentum calculation.

Answer (any corr.) : Student found the correct answer by any legitimate

method. [The previous code is a subset of this one.]
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Problems 3.3 and 3.4

B1
~F : Student correctly identified all relevant forces acting on Block 1, either in

equations or on a free-body diagram.

B2
~F : Student correctly identified all relevant forces acting on Block 2.

Sys. Fnet : Student wrote Fnet = mtota or an equivalent expression relating the

net external force to the total mass and acceleration of the two-block system.

N3L : Student explicitly invoked Newton’s third law in words, equations, or on

a free-body diagram.

Ans. N3L : Student found the correct answer to the problem by using Newton’s

third law.

Ans. (any corr.) : Student found the correct answer by any method. This

includes students who did not show sufficiently clear/legible work to be assigned

either of the above codes. [The two previous code is a subset of this one.]

3.2.2 Laboratory Practical Exam Codes

Basic Measurement Tasks

Pend-score : Score on a 0 to 5 rubric for measuring the pendulum’s period.

Pend-5of5 : All-or-nothing code for the student’s score on the previous code.

Students scoring 5/5 on that task are coded as a 1, while those scoring 4/5 or less

are coded as zero. [A dichotomous version of the pendulum code was useful as a

proxy for student use of error-correction procedures. Interviews with veteran TAs

indicated that a perfect score on the pendulum task strongly correlated with the

ability to control error in the measurement.]

Cyl-rad : All-or-nothing code for the student’s score on measuring the radius of

a cylinder with calipers. [While there was originally a rubric with accuracy criteria

(as for the pendulum), in practice virtually all students either scored full points or

reported the diameter rather than the radius. As such, for research purposes we

scored this task as a binary item.]

Pendulum Free-body Diagram

G-force : Student explicitly showed a gravitational force vector on the FBD.
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G-dir : Student showed the gravitational force pointing straight down.

T-force : Student explicitly showed a tension force vector on the FBD.

T-dir : Student showed the tension force pointed parallel to the pendulum string

and/or toward the center of its circular path of motion.

F-scale : Student correctly showed the relative magnitudes of the tension and

weight forces by making the tension arrow longer than the weight arrow.

F-fic : Student drew three or more force vectors on the FBD and/or labeled a

force as “centripetal”, “centrifugal”, or “normal”.

Data Table Task

Title : Student gave the data table a descriptive title. [Titles of “Data Table”

were not counted.]

Units : Student attached correct units to the numerical values in the table.

x and t : Student measured distance and time data as instructed and recorded

those values.

Logs : Student calculated ln(x) and ln(t) and recorded those values.

t2 : Student calculated the square of the measured time and recorded the value.

vf : Student reported a velocity value on the data table that was explicitly labeled

as “final velocity” or an equivalent. [This could be accomplished by measurement

(using the velocity-in-gate function of the photogates) or by calculation (computing

average velocity and doubling it).]

v̄ : Student reported an average velocity value on the data table. [Some students

explicitly labeled a value as “average velocity” or equivalent. Others simply reported

“velocity” without indicating if it was final, average, or other. In these cases, we

divided the student’s recorded distance and time values; if the result matched the

reported velocity, it was counted under this code.]

Other : Student reported other measured or calculated quantities that could not

be categorized into one of the above codes. [Common examples include ln(v), pt,

or illegible/unnamed entries. Students recording nothing except distance and time

also were counted in this code.]

Graphing Task
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Labels : Student’s graph had a title, labeled axes, and units.

Size+Scale : Student’s graph had uniformly scaled axes, with scale chosen so

that the data points spanned a reasonable fraction (roughly within 30-70%) of the

provided graphing area.

v vs. t : Student graphed average or final velocity vs. time.

x vs. t2 : Student graphed distance vs. time-squared, with or without a factor

of 0.5 or 2 on either axis (this re-scaling would make the acceleration directly equal

to the slope instead of twice the slope).

ln(x) vs. ln(t) : Student graphed log-distance vs. log-time.

Other : Student graphed other variables than the ones above, or did not make

a graph. A very small number of students in this category did graph
√
x vs. t,

but most chose axes that would not yield a useful linear graph (assuming constant

acceleration).

Linear : There were two criteria for this code. First, the student’s choice of

variables should be such that a linear graph should result (assuming constant accel-

eration). Second, the student’s data did actually appear linear when graphed.

Best Fit : The student drew a reasonable best-fit line or curve for the graphed

data points.

False Linear : This code also had two criteria. First, the student must have cho-

sen x- and y-axes such that the graph of the data should be nonlinear. Second, the

student must have drawn a straight best-fit line through the data. [Most commonly

this was seen with graphs of distance vs. time where the best-fit should have been

parabolic.]

Slope : Student correctly calculated the slope of his/her best-fit line as ∆y/∆x

and also had correct units for the slope.

Units : The final answer for the cart’s acceleration was given in m/s2 or cm/s2.

Slope-Accel : This code was marked if the student produced a linear graph whose

slope could be used to find acceleration (such as x vs. t2), and the student then

used that slope to attempt to find acceleration. Students who forgot the factor of 2

in x = at2/2, 2v̄ = vf = at, etc. still met the criteria for this code.
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Log-Accel : Student graphed ln(x) vs. ln(t) and related the y-intercept of that

linear graph to the acceleration of the cart.

Answer : This was an all-or-nothing code for the correctness of the final

aacceleration value. The answer on the practical was originally graded by TAs on a

0-6 partial credit scale: the further the reported value from the correct answer, the

fewer points obtained. In practice, most students’ grades on this task were either

5-6 (value correct or nearly so) or 0-2 (large inaccuracy or completely wrong value,

if any). As such, for research purposes we treated the correctness of the answer as

a binary code. Students graded from 4-6 were coded as correct and those graded

from 0-3 were coded as incorrect.

Error Analysis Task

The students’ error analysis responses were scored by research personnel on a

0-3 rubric. The rubric is as follows:

0 : No response or completely illegible response.

1 : Student provided a source of error that was irrelevant or unimportant for the

measurement of the cart’s acceleration.

2 : Student correctly provided a source of error that would affect the cart’s

acceleration but did not explain how it would affect the final answer.

3 : Student provided a correct source of error and stated or explained whether

it would increase, decrease, or randomly affect the final obtained value of the cart’s

acceleration.

3.3 Inferential Statistics

This section presents the statistical tests used in analyzing the data for the present

work. The purpose of this section is to explain which statistical procedures were

used and why they were chosen, rather than to examine in detail the statistical

theory behind them. For all statistical tests, we chose a 95% confidence level as our

threshold for statistical significance, as this is the standard in education research.
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In analyzing the results of our dichotomous codes, for each code we asked the

question: is the fraction of students in each treatment group meeting the criteria for

this code different from the fraction of students in other treatment groups meeting

the criteria for this code? To answer this type of question, we applied a Z-test for

comparison of population proportions to each pair of treatment groups[34]. For this

test, the null hypothesis is that the means of the two treatment groups are equal. We

therefore calculated the difference of the two measured treatment group proportions

and the standard error of this difference. If the difference is found to be significantly

different from zero at the desired level of confidence, then the null hypothesis can

be rejected.

In analyzing the results of our polytomous codes, or other numerical parameters

of treatment groups (e.g. total FCI score), we asked the question: is the mean

value of the parameter for each treatment group different from the mean value of

that parameter for the other treatment groups? To answer this type of question, we

applied Welch’s t-test for comparison of population means to each pair of treatment

groups. Welch’s t-test is a modification of the commonly used Student’s t-test that

does not require paired data, equal sample variances, nor equal sample sizes in the

groups being compared[34]. Qualitatively, the process is the same as for the Z-test

described above: we calculated the difference in the mean value of a given parameter

for two treatment groups and the standard error of this difference. If this difference

is significantly different from zero, we can reject the null hypothesis that the mean

value of the parameter is equal for the two populations being compared. The dif-

ference between this process and the Z-test for comparing population proportions is

simply that the calculations here are more involved.

We did not conduct ANOVA testing for these cases because ANOVA would

only reveal whether variation existed among treatment groups. It would not reveal

which groups performed higher or lower than others or the effect size (if significant

differences were found). Instead, we chose to conduct comparison tests between each

pair of treatment groups (G vs. T, G vs. O, T vs. O) of the kind described above.

While this method requires the researcher to perform additional computations, it
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yields additional information about the nature of the differences between groups.

However, conducting these pairwise comparisons does increase the chance of Type I

statistical error (false positive) relative to ANOVA[34]. When performing a test to

compare only two groups, a p-value of p ≤ 0.05 does indicate at least 95% confidence

that the difference between groups is significant. When making comparisons between

multiple groups, the increased chance of Type I error leads to a confidence level less

than 95% at p = 0.05.

It was therefore necessary for us to perform a correction to the results of our

statistical tests in order to achieve 95% confidence. A variety of such correction

methods exist; due to the very large number of comparisons being made, we felt it

prudent to choose a very conservative correction method to reduce the chance of

Type I error as much as possible. We therefore chose Bonferroni’s method, which

generates an effective p-value based on the number of groups and the p-value ob-

tained from the statistical test that has been performed: peff = (nC2)p, where n

is the number of groups. For our data there are three pairwise comparisons to be

made, as enumerated previously. We therefore required a p-value of p ≤ 0.016̄ to

be at least 95% confident that an observed difference between treatment groups

was statistically significant. Throughout the presentation and discussion of data for

tests where this correction was performed, we present results with 0.016̄ < p < 0.05

as “possibly significant”. We chose this label as it conveys that we are not at least

95% confident in the statistical significance of such results, while emphasizing that

the likelihood of these results having occurred by chance is low enough that they

may merit further study in subsequent research.

The above discussion applies to our analysis of results from both classical test

theory and item response theory. The difference between these two theories will

be discussed in subsequent sections. Additionally, in working with some of our

data that were specific to item response theory, we wished to compare measured

distributions of responses to the distributions predicted by the IRT model. A variety

of test statistics exist for comparing two distributions in different ways; in this

case, the question we posed was: “does the theoretical model produce a good fit
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to the observed data?” To answer this question, a chi-square test for goodness-of-

fit is appropriate. In this test, the null hypothesis is that variations between the

observed distribution and the expected distribution are caused by sampling error

(rather than a poor model). The standard chi-square statistic is calculated given

the expected and observed distributions; if the value of chi-square is below a cutoff

value determined by the desired level of confidence and the number of degrees of

freedom, the null hypothesis is supported and the model is determined to fit the

data well.

3.4 Classical Test Theory

One model for analyzing test results is classical test theory (CTT). This theory

contains methods for comparing the performance of individuals and groups on a

test, as well as for analyzing properties of the items on the test. Classical test

theory is well-suited for dealing with issues of reliability and validity both for items

and for full tests, including reliability and validity of codes as discussed in Section

3.1.

The basic postulate of CTT is simple. If a person takes a test, an observed

score X will be obtained; however, this is not a perfect measurement of the person’s

true score T on the test due to uncontrollable variables in the testing environment.

These factors introduce an error E in the score, such that X = T +E. If one could

administer the same test to the same person many times while removing the person’s

memory of the test between testing sessions, the average of the set of observed scores

would equal the true score of the person on the test.[35]

The basic ingredients of descriptive and inferential statistics are used to provide

information at the exam level. Each person has a total score on the exam, which

is calculated by summing that person’s score on the individual exam items. The

average score of a group of testers and the standard deviation of these scores are

computed in the usual way. The individual testers can be compared to each other

by their total scores, or by their percentile ranking within the group. One can also
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address questions such as “Is the total score of population A different from the total

score of population B?” by performing significance tests. Although a person’s exper-

imentally obtained total score is generally a discrete variable, if one believes that the

total score is a measurement of some underlying continuous variable (for example,

the true score may be modeled as such), then one may treat the total score as if it

were a continuous variable when performing calculations. While there exist other

exam-level variables, such as Cronbach’s alpha (a measure of exam reliability[35]),

we will not discuss them here as they are not required for understanding the data

analysis in the present work.

At the item level, the fundamental variable is the (unfortunately named) P-

value. This is not the p-value encountered in statistical testing; rather, it is simply

the proportion of examinees who correctly answered the item. The P-value of an

item is taken to represent the difficulty of an item, with lower P-values indicating

more difficult items. As such, in this model each item has a maximum difficulty of

zero, and a minimum difficulty of one. If the same group of testers answers multiple

items, then the P-values of these items can be compared to determine which items

are more difficult than others. However, one must be careful to avoid comparing

P-values that are obtained from the exam results of different examinee populations,

as this comparison is not meaningful within the framework of CTT.

The second item-level variable we will consider is the point-biserial correlation

coefficient. This correlation coefficient, which is a measure of the correlation between

a categorical variable and a numerical variable, can range in value from -1 to +1.

For the present discussion, the categorical variable is being correct or incorrect on

an item, and the numerical variable is total score on a set of items. It is calculated

via the following equation:

rpb =
X̄1 − X̄0

σX

√
n1n0

n2
(3.1)

In this equation, X̄1 is the mean total score of students who were correct on the

item, and X̄0 is the mean total score of students who were incorrect on the item.

The standard deviation of the total score for the full group is σX ; n1 is the number
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of students answering the item correctly, n0 is the number of students answering the

item incorrectly, and n is the total number of students.

A high point-biserial value for an item indicates that most examinees with high

total scores answered that item correctly while those with low total scores answered

that item incorrectly. A value near zero indicates that low-scoring and high-scoring

examinees were equally likely to answer the item correctly. If the value is negative,

this indicates that examinees with a high total score answered the item incorrectly

more often than those with a low total score. The point-biserial correlation co-

efficient is an indicator of an item’s discrimination: high point-biserial values in-

dicate that the item, by itself, discriminates effectively between low-scoring and

high-scoring examinees.

There are several other quantities within CTT that operate at the exam level or

at the item level. We will not discuss them here as knowledge of these quantities is

not required to understand the data analysis conducted in the present work. That

being said, we wish to point out an item-level quantity that does not exist within

classical test theory: the guessing value. CTT in general does not have a variable

which describes the likelihood of an individual arriving at the correct answer to an

item by guesswork rather than by “legitimate” means. The only exception is that

for multiple-choice items, one may assert without proof that the guessing probability

is equal to the reciprocal of the number of answer choices. We have made the lack of

a guessing factor explicit here to highlight a difference between CTT and the model

to be discussed in the next section.

A strong advantage of CTT is that it is relatively simple to understand and

interpret the results it produces. Another advantage is that it is broadly applicable

and that few criteria must be met for its use to be allowed in a given situation.

However, while CTT is broad in scope, it is somewhat limited in power compared

to other testing theories. An important limitation is that within the framework of

CTT it is not possible, given a set of testing data, to separate the properties of

a test from attributes of people taking the test. As such, one cannot determine

intrinsic properties of either people or assessment items as quantities independent
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of the test. It is therefore extremely difficult to predict the outcome of giving a

different test to the same examinees, or the outcome of giving the same test to a

different population. In order to make such predictions, a different theory of testing

must be used.

3.5 Dichotomous Item Response Theory

In recent years, PER has seen increased interest in the use of more varied and

modern analysis techniques. For decades, classical test theory was the standard

analysis model for research results. However, as discussed in the previous section,

data analysis within the framework of CTT is unable to separate the properties

of an exam from the properties of examinees. In the 2000s, studies increasingly

began to use more modern and powerful analysis models developed within the field

of psychometrics. These new methods allowed researchers to overcome some of the

shortcomings of classical test theory, leading to a more detailed understanding of the

instruments used to measure student learning. Ding and Beichner’s 2009 paper[36]

provides an excellent introduction to some of the modern analysis methods that are

now being adopted and employed in PER. For now, let us focus on the one most

relevant to this dissertation: item response theory, or IRT.

Unlike classical test theory, IRT begins with the postulate that each individual

has one or more intrinsic parameters describing some trait of that individual, and

that each item also has one or more intrinsic parameters that describe its properties.

Person and item parameters exist independently of each other. IRT also assumes

that a function exists that takes person and item parameters as inputs and yields the

probability of that person producing a given response on that item. Different models

exist under the umbrella of item response theory; models may differ by the number

of parameters they postulate, the types of items they describe, and/or the criteria

that must be met for the model to be valid. Besides the above postulates, there is

one criterion common to all IRT models: the requirement of local independence. In

order for any IRT model to be valid, items must be independent of each other; that
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is, correlations between sets of responses to different items should be determined

purely by the parameters of the people producing those items, and not by any

properties of the items themselves.

If the requirements of the IRT model being applied are satisfied, the model allows

us to separately estimate intrinsic properties of both the items administered and the

people responding to those items. The model also allows us to calculate statistical

properties of these estimates, such as their measurement error. This is very different

from CTT, which cannot separate item parameters from person parameters. From

a single data set consisting of a population of participants’ responses to a set of

items, both the abilities of those participants and the parameters of the items can be

estimated simultaneously using IRT. We will now introduce those models used in the

present work; for further explanations of these and other IRT models, we recommend

Frank Baker’s freely-available text for the IRT novice. (available online[37])

To examine students’ responses to the conceptual FCI items, we will use what is

known as a three parameter logistic (3PL) model. The 3PL model postulates that

each item is described by three intrinsic parameters of that item. These parameters

are the difficulty bi, the discrimination ai, and the guessing value ci (the subscript

i simply indicates the value for the ith item on the assessment). In addition, each

person has a trait θi, often called “ability” in educational settings, which represents

that individual’s overall knowledge or skill in the area being tested. The proba-

bility of participant j correctly answering item i can then be calculated from that

participant’s ability and the three item parameters using the following function:

Pi = ci +
1− ci

1 + exp[−ai(θj − bi)]
(3.2)

This equation describes a logistic curve with several important features. First,

this function has two horizontal asymptotes: limθj→−∞ Pi = ci and limθj→∞ Pi = 1.

That is to say, a student of infinitely high ability is guaranteed to answer the item

correctly, while even a student of the lowest possible ability has a probability equal
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to ci of answering correctly. This lower asymptote value, ci, is called the guessing

parameter of the item. The item difficulty bi is the ability value at which the function

has an inflection point - essentially, the “middle” of the graph is located at θj = bi.

More rigorously, for an item that a very low-ability person cannot answer correctly

(ci = 0), a student whose ability is equal to the difficulty of the item has a 50%

chance of answering correctly; that is, Pi(θj|ai, bi = θj, ci = 0) = 0.5. Finally, the

discrimination value tells us about the maximum slope of the function, which of

course occurs at its inflection point. Qualitatively, higher values of ai correspond to

steeper maximum slopes; to be precise, the slope of the function at θj = bi is equal

to ai(1− ci)/4.[37]

In order to estimate item parameters from a data set, some starting assumption

about the distribution of items and/or abilities must be used. A common approach

(and the one used in the present work) is to scale the theta axis such that the abilities

of the population of interest have a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a

standard deviation of one. Accordingly, in principle an individual’s ability can have

any real value, but in practice nearly all people have abilities between -3 and 3 on

this scale. Although the guessing parameter must be between zero and one, both the

difficulty and discrimination can hypothetically take on any real value. However,

a negative discrimination would indicate that high-ability people perform worse on

the item than low-ability people; generally, this indicates a problem with the item

itself. Realistically, discrimination values tend to fall between 0 and 2. In addition,

most item difficulties will fall between -2 and 2, unless the test purposely contains

extremely difficult or easy items. As a point of reference, an estimate of the 3PL item

parameters for all 30 FCI items was made at The Ohio State University; the range

of item parameters on the FCI was found to be 0.32 ≤ ai ≤ 2.83, −1.7 ≤ bi ≤ 1.39,

0.02 ≤ ci ≤ 0.34.[38]

While the parameter θj is often called “ability” and is an intrinsic property

of each person, it is not immutable; quite the opposite. Each person’s ability can

change over time as a result of instruction or other experiences. Change in ability can

be found for individuals and for groups as a function of time to examine the learning
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outcomes associated with instruction or other events. Furthermore, one can examine

how the distribution of abilities within a class transforms from the beginning to the

end of a period of instruction. Such changes in distribution can yield a great deal of

information. For example, a case might exist where the pre-instruction distribution

of abilities within a class was Gaussian while the post-instruction distribution for

the same class had a greater mean value and was skewed to higher abilities. This

outcome would suggest that most students benefited from instruction, but students

who initially had low ability gained more than others.

Also, the ability and difficulty values are measured on a logarithmic scale because

of the postulated item response function and the assumption that the distribution

of ability values in the population is Gaussian. As such, an item of difficulty 3 is

not twice as hard as an item of difficulty 1.5, nor is moving from an ability of 0 to

an ability of 1 the same amount of improvement as moving from 1 to 2. In fact, the

scale of the ability axis is a consequence of our arbitrary choice to set the standard

deviation of the assumed ability distribution equal to one. If one chooses to anchor

the axis in a different way, such as by setting the mean value of all item difficulties

equal to zero, a linear transformation can be found to convert one ability axis scale

to another. If a test is given that contains some items with unknown parameters

and others with previously established parameters, the scale can be anchored by the

known values so that the parameters estimated for the new items are automatically

on the same scale.

In short, while the values of person and item parameters obtained from any one

data set do not have an absolute meaning, they can be compared in a meaningful and

rigorous way to the results from any other data set. For our analysis of FCI items,

we avoid this complication entirely by using the item parameters (and therefore the

ability scaling) of the Ohio State study referenced above.

Let us briefly discuss a concrete example for the sake of illustration. Consider

a hypothetical FCI item with ai = 2.5, bi = 0.6, ci = 0.15. The item response curve

(IRC), a graph of P vs. θ, is given in Figure 3.1. About 15-20% of students with

θj < −0.5 will answer correctly, in accordance with the guessing value. However,
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Figure 3.1: An example of an item response curve is shown here. The item pa-
rameters producing this curve are ai = 2.5, bi = 0.6, ci = 0.15. The curve shows
the probability of a student with a given ability correctly answering the item. It is
standard for IRCs to place probability of correct response on the y-axis and ability
on the x-axis. To improve visual clarity, we will omit these labels on later IRCs.
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small changes in ability past that point lead to comparatively large changes in success

on the item, as would be expected by the high discrimination value. A student with

ability θj = bi = 0.6 has a 57.5% chance of answering correctly, halfway between the

floor of 15% and the ceiling of 100%. And finally, very high-ability people all have

a nearly 100% chance of obtaining a correct answer.

One might object that discussing “ability” does not add any new information,

and that it is simply a rescaling of total test score. Why should one do the extra

work required to find that a given student has (e.g.) an FCI ability of 1.2 instead of

an total score of 23 on the FCI? There are three important reasons, one qualitative

and two quantitative, that we will describe to justify the extra computational effort

required for IRT.

The qualitative difference is that there is no such thing as “FCI ability”. There

is Newtonian reasoning ability, which is measured by the FCI, as Newtonian rea-

soning is the mental construct invoked in answering FCI items. A completely dif-

ferent instrument, such as the FMCE, will yield the same estimate for the person’s

Newtonian reasoning ability (within statistical error) as long as the questions on

that instrument invoke the same mental construct as the FCI; there is no separate

“FMCE ability”. This is very unlike CTT, in which a person’s FCI score and FMCE

score are presumably related to each other in some way, but remain distinct entities.

The first quantitative difference between ability and score is one of precision.

There are over 2 million different response patterns that can lead to a total score of

23 on the 30-item FCI exam. However, not all of these response patterns give the

same ability score; a student who correctly answers a mixture of easy, medium, and

hard questions will be found to have a higher ability than a student with the same

total score, but who only succeeded at only easy and medium items. Furthermore,

not all items are equally easy or hard to answer by guessing rather than knowing

the answer; the pattern of responses becomes even more relevant taking this into

account. Essentially, working with ability instead of score allows for obtaining a

more fine-grained value of the trait measured by the collection of assessment items.

The second quantitative difference has to do with the item parameters within
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one’s IRT model. The item response function provides a model for calculating

the probability of obtaining a given response to an item based on its parameters

and the ability of the person responding. That is, our model is fundamentally

dependent on the existence of an intrinsic, item-independent property of examinees

(their abilities). Because ability is independent of the instrument used to measure

it, using ability to describe people instead of their total score allows us to find values

for item parameters that are independent of the population that responded to the

items under consideration.

Before examining the mathematical model underlying the sample-independence

of IRT, we wish to briefly explain the concept of differential item functioning (DIF).

Within item response theory, the parameters of a given item are generally assumed

to be both intrinsic and fixed, independent of the person answering the item. How-

ever, this assumption relies on the premise that the item measures the same mental

construct for all people. If the item in fact measures different mental constructs for

different populations, then its item parameters may be different for those popula-

tions. As an example, an SAT reading item may be intended to test the construct

of literary analysis. However, while the item may function as intended for native

English speakers, for non-native speakers the difficulty of the item could be signif-

icantly influenced by their knowledge of the vocabulary and grammar used in the

text to be analyzed. That is to say, for that population the item tests the construct

of English language knowledge, not literary analysis. In this case, a researcher would

find that the item parameters are not sample-independent, and that DIF was af-

fecting the obtained estimates of item parameters. It is often the case that DIF is a

result of cultural factors, though it can result from gender bias, socioeconomic fac-

tors, or even instruction. We note that the concept of differential item functioning

has begun to appear in PER publications; for example, DIF was used to examine

FCI items for gender bias[39]. The factor of instructionally-driven DIF is potentially

relevant to the current work, as we shall see in Chapter 5.
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3.6 The Expected A-Posteriori Method

At this point, let us examine the theoretical foundation of the previous section’s dis-

cussion of the independence of person and item parameters. It seems reasonable to

object that since the item response function depends upon both person and item pa-

rameters, one cannot obtain independent values of these quantities from a single set

of response data. We will address this objection with a detailed presentation of the

process by which we calculated person and item parameters in our research. There

exist several methods for doing so; in this section we consider only the Expected

a-Posteriori (EAP) method, as this is the method we employed for the present work.

Qualitatively, there are four steps to applying the EAP method to a data set.

First, the ability axis is defined such that the distribution of abilities in the popu-

lation of interest is a known function. Next, based on the IRT model being used,

the probability of having obtained the observed set of responses to the items ad-

ministered is written as a function of item parameters. After this, the values of the

item parameters are chosen such that this probability is maximized. Finally, with

these item parameters, the ability of each individual can be estimated based on his

responses to the items.

Readers who desire only a qualitative understanding of the EAP method may

move on to the next section at this point. We will now formally treat the method,

following Uebersax’s text as a reference.[40] Let us begin with the necessary defini-

tions.

- θ is the ability of a person.

- ~X is the vector of responses to the test items produced by that person.

- Each Xi is 1 or 0, if the person was correct or incorrect on item i.

- ~π is the full vector of estimated item parameters for the test.

- ~πi is the vector of estimated item parameters for item i.

- P (x|y, z) reads as “the probability of x, given y and z”.

- E(x|y, z) reads as “the expectation value of x, given y and z”.

- N(0, 1) indicates a Gaussian (normal) distribution with a mean of zero and a
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standard deviation of one.

Expectation value is computed by a weighted sum: one multiplies each possible

value of a variable by the probability of each one occurring, and sums those products.

In principle, all the distributions and probability densities are continuous functions,

and so the sum would become an integration in the continuum limit. In practice,

these will be integrated numerically, so we must discretize them. Accordingly, the

ability axis will be divided into s intervals.

The terms and concepts needed for working through the EAP method are now

established. We begin by using Bayes’s theorem to write the conditional probability

that the ability of a person lies within the sth interval on the ability axis:

P (θs| ~X,~π) =
P (θs)P ( ~X|θs, ~π)∑
s P (θs)P ( ~X|θs, ~π)

(3.3)

To evaluate this expression, two probabilities must be calculated. It is simple

to find P (θs), as we have assumed that the distribution of θ follows N(0, 1). To

ensure the discretized distribution remains normalized, we must set P (θs) equal to

the value of N(0, 1) in bin s multiplied by the bin width.

Calculating the other probability requires a little more work. We wish to find

the probability of a certain response vector, given ability and item parameters. To

perform this calculation, we must rely on one of the assumptions of IRT: local

independence of items. Local independence allows us to treat a person’s response

to a given item as an event independent of the person’s response to other items on

the test. Under this assumption, the probability of a given response vector is equal

to the product of the probabilities of the individual responses contained therein:

P ( ~Xi|θs, ~πi) =
∏
i

P (Xi|θs) (3.4)

Fortunately, the right-hand side of this equation can be calculated directly, with-

out further manipulation of probability expressions. The expression
∏

i P (Xi|θs) is
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the probability of obtaining a right or wrong answer at ability θs. Since this prob-

ability is the function for the item response curve that we established earlier, we

must substitute the item response function, using the estimated item parameters for

each item, to calculate the probability of the observed response (zero or one) at θs.

Next, we calculate the probability of the person having ability θs by putting that

result into Equation 3.3, for each s. Now, we can find the expectation value of the

person’s ability using the definition of expectation value:

E(θ| ~X,~π) =
∑
s

θsP (θs| ~X,~π) (3.5)

And finally, we have the expected value of one person’s ability, given the

maximum-likelihood values of the item parameters that were previously found. All

that remains is to repeat this procedure for each person! Given the computational

burden of implementing this procedure for a large data set, one can readily see why

item response theory was not widely used before the personal computer because a

widely-available tool.

3.7 Polytomous Item Response Theory

Although the 3PL model works very well for FCI items, we also wish to study

students’ ability to solve free-response quantitative problems such as textbook end-

of-chapter exercises or questions on in-class exams. While one can estimate 3PL

parameters for such items, the 3PL model described above is dichotomous - the

student response is either right or wrong. However, on problem-solving exercises,

it is typical to have some sort of grading rubric or other partial-credit scheme.

Fortunately, polytomous IRT models exist in which the item response can be scored

over a range of values besides just zero or one. Throughout the present work, we

will use only the Graded Response Model (GRM). The defining characteristic of this

model (as compared to other polytomous models) is that the response values are

well-ordered. For example, students can score 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 on an item, with a score
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of 4 being harder to attain than a score of 3, which is harder than a score of 2, etc.

In other polytomous models, it is not necessary for the difficulty of each score to be

strictly greater than the difficulties of lower scores.

The GRM is a 2-parameter model - items have difficulty and discrimination pa-

rameters, but there is no guessing value in the model. As before, the discrimination

ai determines the maximum slope of the item response curve (IRC). However, each

item now has several difficulty values - bi1, bi2 ... - which can be thought of as the

difficulty of scoring at least 1, 2, etc. for that item. Quantitatively, the value of bik

is equal to the ability θj at which the examinee has a 50% chance of obtaining a

score of k or higher on item i. That is, Pi,≥k(θj = bik) = 0.5. Once the probability

of scoring at least k is known for all k, it is simple to calculate the probability of

scoring exactly k by subtraction: Pi0 = 1− Pi,≥1, Pi1 = Pi,≥1 − Pi,≥2 and so on.[41]

In order to apply the GRM to our experimental data, it was necessary to create

a rubric for scoring each student response to each item in a reliable manner. To

do this, we relied on our coding schemes as we had already examined their validity

and reliability. We also created the rubrics such that the scores should remain

well-ordered as required by the GRM. We present the grading rubrics below, with

comments in [brackets].

Problem 2.1: Scored from 0 to 3. One point each for meeting the F=ma,

correct forces, and correct answer codes.

Problem 2.2: Scored from 0 to 3. One point each for meeting the F=ma,

correct forces, and correct answer codes.

Problem 2.3: Scored from 0 to 3. Three points for a correct answer, OR for

fully correct physics but a wrong answer caused by an algebra error. Otherwise, one

point each for the F=ma and correct forces codes. [This scoring choice was made

to give full credit to students who demonstrated that they could write down fully

correct physics for the problem and reach a solution.]

Problem 3.1: Scored from 0 to 4. Four points for a correct answer; three points

for a correct setup but incorrect algebra or use of vectors. Otherwise, one point each
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for calculating an impulse, for applying conservations of momentum, and for setting

up vectors with x- and y-components.

Problem 3.2: Scored from 0 to 2. Two points for a correct answer. Otherwise,

one point for applying F=ma and/or the impulse-momentum theorem.

Problem 3.3: Scored from 0 to 4. Four points for a correct answer. Otherwise,

one point each for correct forces on the first block, correct forces on the second

block, correct use of F=ma for the system of blocks, and correct use of Newton’s

third law. [While it is possible in principle for an extremely detailed response to

score full points on this problem without the correct answer, no students did so.]

Problem 3.4: Scored from 0 to 4. Four points for a correct answer. Otherwise,

one point each for correct forces on the first block, correct forces on the second

block, correct use of F=ma for the system of blocks, and correct use of Newton’s

third law. [While it is possible in principle for an extremely detailed response to

score full points on this problem without the correct answer, no students did so.]

There exist other polytomous models besides the GRM; as in the dichotomous

case, each model is defined by the number of parameters it uses and the criteria

that the data must meet for the model to be valid. However, we conclude our

pedagogical treatment of item response theory here, rather than discussing other

models, as the tools needed for understanding the rest of the present work have

been introduced. Readers interested in a more detailed explanation of IRT as it

relates to science concept inventories in general, and to the FCI specifically, are

encouraged to begin with reading the papers by Wallace and Bailey,[42] and by

Wang and Bao,[38] respectively. Kathryn Williamson’s dissertation[43] contains a

detailed discussion of the use of IRT in these areas as well.

Now that we have discussed the analysis methods to be applied, let us move on

to the experimental data themselves. The next chapter will present these data.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA AND RESULTS

This chapter presents the data obtained from the Spring 2010 experiment. We note

that this chapter does not contain any discussion of the meaning or implications

of the data; such discussion is reserved for Chapter 5. We limit ourselves here to

presenting the results of our measurements and the outcomes of statistical tests

performed on these results. This chapter is divided into three sections, one for each

assessed skill: conceptual understanding, problem-solving ability, and laboratory

skills. Each section provides a comparison of the three treatment groups within

the framework of classical test theory. The components of our item response the-

ory analysis that are relevant to a comparison of the three treatment groups are

provided in these sections as well. We conducted additional IRT analyses for the

purpose of studying characteristics of our entire population, rather than for com-

paring treatment groups; these analyses are discussed in Chapter 5.

We provide statistical summaries of the data as appropriate; when reporting the

value of a quantity as “x ± y”, we are giving the mean ± standard error unless

stated otherwise. We will also provide the significance level of differences between

quantities where it is meaningful to compare them. Throughout this dissertation

we employ three levels of statistical significance when comparing the performance

of our three treatment groups on assessments. For such comparisons p < 0.016̄

is statistically significant at a 95% confidence level, as discussed in Chapter 3. In

addition, we report statistical test outcomes with 0.016̄ < p ≤ 0.05 as “nearly

significant”, as the low p-value suggests that the observed difference between groups

may be a real treatment effect, though we cannot claim 95% confidence. Finally, we

also highlight results with 0.05 < p ≤ 0.10; while such results are not statistically
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significant by our criteria, we feel that they may still merit further investigation

in future research. In the tables we mark statistically significant p-values with ∗
(p < 0.016̄), nearly significant values with † (0.016̄ < p ≤ 0.05), and values meriting

further investigation with ‡ (0.05 < p ≤ 0.10).

4.1 Conceptual Understanding Results

We begin by considering the results of the conceptual understanding assessments.

We will first present the results in the framework of classical test theory and then

present additional results using the framework of item response theory. Because

each of the two theories affords a different perspective on the data, it is appropriate

to present both analyses here.

4.1.1 Classical Test Theory

The average total score of each of the three treatment groups on the conceptual

assessment items is given in Table 4.1. For each group, the average is computed

including only those students who took both assessments (the N2L and N3L items

were administered in different weeks), as CTT cannot distinguish between missing

scores and incorrect scores. These assessments were provided in Section 2.3. The

difference between treatment groups is given numerically in Table 4.1 as well, and

shown graphically in Figure 4.1. We see that none of the groups achieved an average

total score that was significantly higher than the average total score of any other

group.

Next is the percentage of students in each treatment group answering each item

correctly. These percentages are given in Table 4.2, divided between the N2L and

N3L items. The differences between treatment groups on each item are given in

Tables 4.3 and 4.4. A graphical representation of the same data is provided in

Figure 4.2.

On some items there is no significant difference in percent correct between treat-

ment groups, while on other items there are significant or nearly significant differ-
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Total score on conceptual understanding assessment
Group Total Score

G 6.37 ± 0.25
T 5.93 ± 0.25
O 6.20 ± 0.24

Difference of total score for treatment groups
Groups ∆ p-value
G vs. T 0.44 ± 0.36 0.112
G vs. O 0.17 ± 0.34 0.311
O vs. T 0.27 ± 0.34 0.219

Table 4.1: These tables provide data on the average total score on our conceptual
understanding assessment of students in each of the three treatment groups. The
first table presents the average score for each treatment group, while the second
table presents the differences between pairs of treatment groups. The minimum
possible score was zero and the maximum possible score was ten. Only students
who completed both sets of items (N2L and N3L) are included here. In this table
and all tables where we calculate the difference between treatment groups, the ∆
column is calculated as first group minus second group. For example, the value of
∆ in the “G vs. T” row is the average total score of group G minus the average
total score of group T.

Percentage of students correctly answering N2L conceptual items
FCI item number

Group 17 21 23 25 26 27
G 50.4 ± 4.3 57.7 ± 4.2 72.3 ± 3.8 53.3 ± 4.3 38.7 ± 4.2 83.2 ± 3.2
T 42.0 ± 4.3 49.6 ± 4.4 67.9 ± 4.1 49.6 ± 4.4 39.7 ± 4.3 85.5 ± 3.1
O 43.4 ± 4.4 55.8 ± 4.4 69.0 ± 4.1 46.5 ± 4.4 34.9 ± 4.2 85.3 ± 3.1

Percentage of students correctly answering N3L conceptual items
FCI item number

Group 4 8 15 28
G 81.6 ± 3.9 63.3 ± 4.9 60.2 ± 4.9 84.7 ± 3.6
T 74.1 ± 4.2 63.9 ± 4.6 46.3 ± 4.8 71.3 ± 4.4
O 71.7 ± 4.4 68.9 ± 4.5 54.7 ± 4.8 74.5 ± 4.2

Table 4.2: These tables give the percentage of students in each treatment group
answering each conceptual item correctly. The first table contains the N2L items
and the second table contains the N3L items.
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Figure 4.1: This graph shows the average total score on the conceptual understand-
ing assessment for each treatment group. Error bars on this graph and all others in
this chapter are ± one standard error.
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Figure 4.2: This graph shows the percentage of students in each treatment group
answering each conceptual item correctly. Error bars on this graph and all others
in this chapter are ± one standard error.
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Differences between groups on N2L conceptual items

FCI Item 17 FCI Item 21 FCI Item 23
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 8.4 ± 6.1 0.084‡ 8.0 ± 6.1 0.093 ‡ 4.3 ± 5.5 0.219
G vs. O 7.0 ± 6.1 0.129 1.9 ± 6.1 0.381 3.3 ± 5.6 0.279
O vs. T 1.4 ± 6.2 0.408 6.2 ± 6.2 0.160 1.1 ± 5.8 0.428

FCI Item 25 FCI Item 26 FCI Item 27
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 3.7 ± 6.1 0.274 -1.0 ± 5.9 0.433 -2.3 ± 4.4 0.303
G vs. O 6.8 ± 6.1 0.135 3.8 ± 5.9 0.261 -2.1 ± 4.5 0.323
O vs. T -3.1 ± 6.2 0.309 -4.8 ± 6.0 0.213 -0.2 ± 4.4 0.480

Table 4.3: These tables give the difference of the percentage of students in each
treatment group answering each conceptual item correctly, and the significance of
that difference. The first table contains the first three N2L items and the second
table contains the last three N2L items. The standard error reported here is the
pooled standard error for the two groups being compared.

Differences between groups on N3L conceptual items

FCI Item 4 FCI Item 8
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 7.6 ± 5.8 0.097‡ -0.6 ± 6.7 0.463
G vs. O 9.9 ± 5.9 0.048† -5.6 ± 6.6 0.200
O vs. T -2.4 ± 6.1 0.348 5.0 ± 6.5 0.221

FCI Item 15 FCI Item 28
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 13.9 ± 7.0 0.024† 13.4 ± 5.8 0.011∗
G vs. O 5.5 ± 6.9 0.214 10.2 ± 5.6 0.037†
O vs. T 8.4 ± 6.8 0.110 3.2 ± 6.1 0.298

Table 4.4: These tables give the difference of the percentage of students in each
treatment group answering each conceptual item correctly, and the significance of
that difference. The first table contains the first two N3L items and the second table
contains the last two N3L items. The standard error reported here is the pooled
standard error for the two groups being compared.
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ences. Within the set of N2L items, there are no significant or nearly significant

differences between the percent correct for the three groups. However, we feel that

group G’s higher success rate than group T on items 17 and 23 merits further in-

vestigation (Item 17: p = 0.084 ; Item 23: p = 0.093).

Within the set of N3L items, differences at all levels of significance appear. Group

G had a higher success rate than group T on item 4, which we feel merits further

investigation (p = 0.097). Also on Item 4, group G’s success rate was higher than

that of group O by a nearly significant margin. No differences are found between

groups on Item 8. On Item 15, group G had a higher success rate than group T by a

nearly significant margin. On Item 28, more students in group G answered correctly

than in either group T (statistically significant) or group O (nearly significant). We

note that on none of the ten FCI items was a non-negligible difference in percent

correct found when comparing groups O and T.

Considering the conceptual assessment as a whole, we note that on all control

items there were no non-negligible differences between treatment groups, and the

only items on which significant or nearly-significant differences were found were

items whose physics content was obviously relevant to the content of the lab inves-

tigations. This supports our claim that the assignment of students to treatment

groups resulted in groups whose pre-instruction levels of overall conceptual under-

standing were approximately equal. This also suggests that post-instruction differ-

ences in conceptual understanding between treatment groups may be at least partly

attributed to differences in their in-lab experiences.

4.1.2 Item Response Theory

The 3PL item parameters of our conceptual items are given in Table 4.5. These

item parameters are taken from the characterization of the FCI performed by Wang

and Bao in 2010.[38] Using these item parameters and our student response data

as input, we estimated the abilities of all study participants as a single group using

a maximum-likelihood calculation. We then sorted the students into their three

ability groups for the purpose of examining the IRT data for treatment effects. The
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FCI item number
Parameter 17 21 23 25 26 27 4 8 15 28

ai 1.44 0.63 0.75 1.95 1.74 0.53 1.19 0.71 0.63 1.23
bi 1.39 0.75 -0.08 1.19 1.33 -0.64 0.8 -0.19 1.29 0.46
ci 0.06 0.23 0.05 0.10 0.02 0.23 0.15 0.20 0.13 0.13

Table 4.5: The item parameters from Wang and Bao’s 2010 characterization of the
FCI are shown here. The first six items in this table are N2L items and the last four
are items on N3L and impulse. The discrimination of the item is ai, the difficulty
is bi, and the guessing parameter is ci.

item response curves (IRCs) for our ten items based on these previously established

parameter values, along with the fraction of our study participants in each ability

bin who answered the items correctly, are given in Figure 4.5.

We note that the range of item parameters in our set of ten conceptual items is

mostly representative of the range of item parameters in the full FCI. The discrimi-

nation values of our chosen items range from 0.52 to 1.95, while on the full FCI they

range from 0.32 to 2.83. The difficulty values of our chosen items range from -0.64

to 1.39, while on the full FCI they range from -1.70 to 1.39. The guessing values

of our chosen items range from 0.02 to 0.23, while on the full FCI they range from

0.02 to 0.34.

The average Newtonian reasoning ability θc of each of the three treatment groups

is given in Table 4.6. Since IRT treats missing responses differently from wrong

answers, we include all students: those who completed only the N2L or N3L portions

of the assessment, as well as students who completed both portions. The difference

between treatment groups is given numerically in Table 4.6 as well. The distributions

of abilities for each of the three treatment groups are shown graphically in Figure

4.3, and the distributions are shown together in Figure 4.4. We find that none of the

three groups had a Newtonian reasoning ability that was significantly higher than

that of any of the other groups. However, a visual inspection of the distributions of

abilities for the three treatment groups suggests that there may be non-negligible

differences in the distributions of abilities. In particular, we note the “spike” in
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Average Newtonian reasoning ability
Group Ability θc

G 0.685 ± 0.070
T 0.582 ± 0.078
O 0.590 ± 0.074

Difference of average θc between groups
Groups ∆ p-value
G vs. T 0.103 0.163
G vs. O 0.095 0.175
O vs. T 0.007 0.472

Table 4.6: These tables provide data on the average Newtonian reasoning ability of
students in each of the three treatment groups. The first table presents the average
conceptual ability θc for each treatment group, while the second table examines the
differences in θc between pairs of treatment groups. The ability scale was chosen such
that the estimated mean ability of the overall population is zero and the standard
deviation of the ability is one.

abilities for group T at θc ≈ 1.5. We will discuss these distributions in further detail

in Chapter 5.

A visual inspection of our conceptual item response data suggests that on some

items, our observed pattern of responses may not match the pattern of responses

predicted by the item response curve calculated from the item parameters given

in Table 4.5. We performed a chi-square test for goodness-of-fit to compare the

expected and observed response patterns; the results of this test are provided in

Table 4.7. In calculating the value of χ2, we did not count students at the lowest and

highest ability scores found in our population. This exclusion was made to reduce the

effect of outliers who answered all items correctly or all items incorrectly: because

the abilities of these students cannot be accurately estimated from their response

data, their observed and expected probability of being correct on each item would

automatically differ. This difference would artifically inflate the value of χ2, so we

excluded them to reduce the risk of Type 1 error. We find that on four items (FCI

items 17, 25, 4, and 28) the χ2 statistic exceeds 12 (two per degree of freedom)
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Figure 4.3: These graphs show the distributions of Newtonian reasoning abilities
θc for each of the three treatment groups, as well as the distribution for the full
combined set of research subjects. Ability bins are labeled by their upper bound.
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Figure 4.4: This graph shows the distributions of Newtonian reasoning abilities θc
for each of the three treatment groups placed together on a single axis. Ability bins
are labeled by their upper bound. We note that the three groups were approximately
equal in the number of people they contained, and so any differences in the three
distributions should not be attributed to differences in the sizes of the three groups.
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Goodness-of-fit statistics for conceptual items
FCI item number

Statistic 17∗ 21 23 25∗ 26 27
χ2 23.7 6.5 22.8 27.5 19.4 9.0
ROE 1.29 0.87 1.09 1.26 1.16 1.17

FCI item number
Statistic 4∗ 8 15 28∗
χ2 30.0 18.0 11.0 21.3
ROE 1.38 0.83 1.13 1.26

Table 4.7: These tables provide goodness-of-fit statistics of the 3PL model for our
ten conceptual items. The χ2 statistic compares the expected and observed number
of correct responses in each ability bin. The value of ROE is the total number
of observed correct responses to the item divided by the total number of expected
correct responses as calculated from the 3PL item parameters and estimated student
abilities. Items with both χ2 > 12 (two per degree of freedom) and ROE > 1.25 are
marked with ∗.

and also the number of observed correct responses is at least 25% greater than the

number of expected correct responses. On three additional items (FCI items 23, 26,

and 8) χ2 > 12 but the ratio of observed to correct responses is closer to 1, within

the range 0.8 < ROE < 1.2. We will examine some implications of these statistics

in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.5: Item response curves for our ten FCI items are given here. The solid
curve is the expected IRC, calculated from the item parameters in Table 4.5. The
triangular markers show the data from our study participants. After estimating each
person’s θc, we sorted people into nine ability bins. The markers on these graphs,
placed at the mean ability for each bin, show the fraction of people in each bin
answering the item correctly. Error analysis for these results is discussed in Chapter
5.
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4.2 Problem-Solving Results

We will now consider the results of the quantitative problem-solving assessments.

As before, we will first present the results in the framework of classical test theory,

and then present additional results using the framework of item response theory. As

it will be useful for our CTT analysis to consider both the dichotomous right/wrong

results for problem-solving items as well as the polytomous graded results, we will

present both sets of results in the Classical Test Theory subsection. For the Item Re-

sponse Theory subsection, we present only the polytomous results here, for reasons

to be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.2.1 Classical Test Theory

The average total scores of the three treatment groups on the problem-solving as-

sessment are provided in Table 4.8, along with the differences between groups and

the significance of these differences. The same information is provided graphically in

Figure 4.6. For the dichotomous scoring of assessment items, we find no differences

between the total scores of the three treatment groups. For the polytomous scoring

of assessment items, we find that group O had a higher total score than group T by

an amount meriting further investigation (p = 0.073).

Next we consider the performance of students in each treatment group on each

item. The percentage of students in each group answering each item correctly are

given in Table 4.9. The differences in percent correct between treatment groups on

each item are given in Tables 4.10 and 4.11. The average scores on each item from the

polytomous data are given in Table 4.12, and the differences in score between groups

are given in Tables 4.13 and 4.14. Figure 4.7 provides a graphical representation of

both the dichotomous and polytomous item-by-item data.

For the dichotomously scored item data, we find no statistically significant differ-

ences between groups for the fraction correct on any item, but there are some nearly

significant differences. On problem 2.1, a greater fraction of students in group O

answered correctly than in either groups G or T, by a nearly significant margin. On
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Total score on problem-solving assessment
Group Total Dichotomous Total Polytomous

G 2.37 ± 0.22 12.9 ± 0.7
T 2.42 ± 0.19 12.2 ± 0.6
O 2.54 ± 0.19 13.6 ± 0.7

Difference of total score for treatment groups
Dichotomous Polytomous

Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -0.05 ± 0.29 0.431 0.63 ± 0.96 0.256
G vs. O -0.17 ± 0.29 0.283 -0.71 ± 0.96 0.230
O vs. T 0.12 ± 0.27 0.331 1.34 ± 0.92 0.073‡

Table 4.8: These tables provide data on the average total score on our problem-
solving assessment of students in each of the three treatment groups. The first table
presents the average score for each treatment group, while the second table examines
the differences between pairs of treatment groups. Total scores on the dichotomous
scale range from zero to seven and total scores on the polytomous scale range from
zero to 25. Only students who completed both sets of items (N2L and N3L) are
included here.

Percentage of students correctly answering N2L problems
Quantitative problem number

Group 2.1 2.2 2.3
G 30.7 ± 3.9 34.3 ± 4.1 34.3 ± 4.1
T 31.3 ± 4.1 32.1 ± 4.1 45.0 ± 4.3
O 42.6 ± 4.4 28.9 ± 4.0 34.9 ± 4.2

Percentage of students correctly answering N3L problems
Quantitative problem number

Group 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4
G 20.4 ± 3.4 43.9 ± 4.2 41.8 ± 5.0 31.6 ± 4.4
T 18.5 ± 3.4 47.2 ± 4.4 44.4 ± 5.3 31.5 ± 4.5
O 19.8 ± 3.5 40.6 ± 4.3 44.3 ± 5.4 39.6 ± 5.0

Table 4.9: These tables give the percentage of students in each treatment group
answering each problem-solving item correctly. The first table contains the N2L
items and the second table contains the N3L items.
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Figure 4.6: These graphs show the average dichotomous and polytomous total scores
on the problem-solving assessment for each treatment group.
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Figure 4.7: These graphs show the performance of students in each treatment group
on the problem-solving items. The first graph shows the fraction of students in each
treatment group answering each item correctly. The second graph shows the average
fraction of possible points earned on each item by students in each treatment group.
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Differences between groups of percent correct on N2L problems

Problem 2.1 Problem 2.2 Problem 2.3
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -0.6 ± 5.6 0.455 2.2 ± 5.7 0.347 -10.7 ± 6.0 0.036†
G vs. O -12.0 ± 5.9 0.022† 5.6 ± 5.7 0.163 -0.6 ± 5.8 0.461
O vs. T 11.3 ± 6.0 0.030† -3.3 ± 5.7 0.278 -10.2 ± 6.1 0.049†

Table 4.10: This table gives the difference of the percentage of students in each treat-
ment group answering each N2L problem-solving item correctly, and the significance
of that difference.

Difference between groups of percent correct on N3L problems

Problem 3.1 Problem 3.2
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 1.9 ± 5.5 0.366 -3.3 ± 6.9 0.315
G vs. O 0.6 ± 5.6 0.458 3.3 ± 6.9 0.316
O vs. T 1.3 ± 5.4 0.405 6.7 ± 6.8 0.164

Problem 3.3 Problem 3.4
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -2.6 ± 6.9 0.353 0.2 ± 6.5 0.491
G vs. O -2.5 ± 6.9 0.359 -8.0 ± 6.7 0.118
O vs. T -0.1 ± 6.8 0.494 8.1 ± 6.5 0.107

Table 4.11: These tables give the difference of the percentage of students in each
treatment group answering each problem-solving item correctly, and the significance
of that difference. The first table contains the two impulse/momentum items and
the second table contains the two N3L items.
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Average score of students on N2L problems
Quantitative problem number

Group 2.1 2.2 2.3
G 1.66 ± 0.09 1.72 ± 0.09 2.40 ± 0.10
T 1.58 ± 0.09 1.64 ± 0.09 2.40 ± 0.10
O 1.91 ± 0.09 1.66 ± 0.09 2.34 ± 0.10

Average score of students on N3L problems
Quantitative problem number

Group 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4
G 1.85 ± 0.16 0.93 ± 0.10 2.32 ± 0.24 1.76 ± 0.23
T 1.67 ± 0.15 1.04 ± 0.09 2.31 ± 0.23 1.84 ± 0.21
O 2.02 ± 0.15 0.92 ± 0.09 2.38 ± 0.23 2.15 ± 0.23

Table 4.12: These tables give the average scores of students in each treatment group
on each problem-solving item. The first table contains the N2L items and the second
table contains the N3L items. Problems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 3.1 were scored out of
3 points, problem 3.2 was scored out of 2 points, and problems 3.3 and 3.4 were
scored out of 4.

problem 2.3, a greater fraction of students in group T answered correctly than in

either groups G or O, by a nearly significant margin. We note that no non-negligible

differences between the rates of correct answers of the three groups are found on

any of the impulse/N3L problems.

For the polytomously scored item data, we find other differences between the

scores of groups on these items. On problem 2.1, group O outscored group G

by a nearly significant margin, and group O outscored group T by a statistically

Differences between groups of average score on N2L problems

Problem 2.1 Problem 2.2 Problem 2.3
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 0.08 ± 0.13 0.274 0.07 ± 0.13 0.285 -0.00 ± 0.14 0.491
G vs. O -0.25 ± 0.13 0.027† 0.06 ± 0.13 0.331 0.06 ± 0.14 0.337
O vs. T 0.33 ± 0.13 0.006∗ 0.02 ± 0.13 0.445 -0.06 ± 0.15 0.331

Table 4.13: This table gives the difference of the average score of students in each
treatment group on each N2L problem, and the significance of that difference.
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Difference between groups of average score on N3L problems

Problem 3.1 Problem 3.2
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 0.18 ± 0.23 0.210 -0.11 ± 0.14 0.213
G vs. O -0.17 ± 0.23 0.217 0.01 ± 0.14 0.460
O vs. T 0.35 ± 0.21 0.048† -0.12 ± 0.13 0.177

Problem 3.3 Problem 3.4
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 0.01 ± 0.33 0.487 -0.09 ± 0.32 0.390
G vs. O -0.06 ± 0.33 0.427 -0.40 ± 0.32 0.112
O vs. T 0.07 ± 0.32 0.413 0.31 ± 0.32 0.163

Table 4.14: This table gives the difference of the average score of students in each
treatment group on each impulse/N3L problem, and the significance of that differ-
ence. The first table contains the two impulse/momentum items and the second
table contains the two N3L items.

significant amount. We note that within the polytomous data set, we do not find any

non-negligible differences between groups on problem 2.3, unlike the dichotomously-

scored result on that problem. On problem 3.1, group O scored higher than group T

by a nearly significant margin. However, the N3L problems still show no differences

in score on each item between treatment groups in the polytomous data set. We

will discuss implications of this difference between the dichotomous and polytomous

results in Chapter 5.

The data from our coding of student responses to the quantitative problems are

shown in Tables 4.15 and 4.17. The differences between the coded properties of the

groups’ responses, along with the significance of these differences, are provided in

Tables 4.16, 4.18, and 4.19. A graphical representation of the same data can be

found in Figures 4.8 through 4.10.

On problem 2.1, we find several differences between the coded properties of

student responses for the three groups. Statistically significantly more students in

group O correctly wrote Newton’s second law than in either groups G or T. More

students in group O correctly identified all forces in the problem than in group T
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Percentage of students meeting each code for problem 2.1
Coded property of student response

Group F = ma Corr. forces Answer Manual eqn.
G 84.7± 3.1 50.4± 4.3 30.7± 3.9 26.3± 3.8
T 84.0± 3.2 42.7± 4.3 31.3± 4.1 14.5± 3.1
O 93.0± 2.2 55.0± 4.4 42.6± 4.4 11.6± 2.8

Percentage of students meeting each code for problem 2.2
Coded property of student response

Group F = ma Corr. forces Answer Manual eqn.
G 84.7± 3.1 50.4± 4.3 30.7± 3.9 26.3± 3.8
T 84.0± 3.2 42.7± 4.3 31.3± 4.1 14.5± 3.1
O 93.0± 2.2 55.0± 4.4 42.6± 4.4 11.6± 2.8

Percentage of students meeting each code for problem 2.3
Coded property of student response

Group F = ma Corr. forces Attempt Answer
G 79.6± 3.4 49.6± 4.3 43.8± 4.2 34.3± 4.1
T 81.7± 3.4 65.6± 4.1 33.6± 4.1 45.0± 4.3
O 80.6± 3.5 53.5± 4.4 40.3± 4.3 34.9± 4.2

Table 4.15: Each entry shows the percentage of students in one treatment group
meeting the criteria for each code on Newton’s second law problems. Details on the
meanings of the codes in this table and subsequent tables are given in Section 3.1.
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Figure 4.8: These graphs show the performance of students in each treatment group
on the N2L quantitative problems. Each graph shows the fraction of students in
each treatment group meeting the criteria for our codes on one of the three N2L
problems.
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Difference between groups on Problem 2.1 codes

F = ma Corr. forces
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 0.7 ± 4.4 0.437 7.6 ± 6.1 0.106
G vs. O -8.4 ± 3.9 0.016∗ -4.7 ± 6.1 0.223
O vs. T 9.1 ± 4.0 0.012∗ 12.3 ± 6.2 0.024†

Answer Manual eqn.
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -0.6 ± 5.6 0.454 11.8 ± 4.9 0.009∗
G vs. O -12.0 ± 5.9 0.022† 14.6 ± 4.8 0.001∗
O vs. T 11.3 ± 6.0 0.030† -2.8 ± 4.2 0.247

Difference between groups on Problem 2.2 codes

F = ma Corr. forces
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -1.5 ± 4.3 0.356 6.8 ± 6.1 0.134
G vs. O -3.7 ± 4.2 0.190 3.7 ± 6.1 0.272
O vs. T 2.1 ± 4.1 0.305 3.0 ± 6.2 0.313

Answer Manual eqn.
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 2.2 ± 5.7 0.348 4.6 ± 4.2 0.137
G vs. O 5.6 ± 5.7 0.162 9.1 ± 3.9 0.011∗
O vs. T -3.3 ± 5.7 0.278 -4.4 ± 3.6 0.108

Difference between groups on Problem 2.3 codes

F = ma Corr. forces
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -2.1 ± 4.8 0.330 -16.0 ± 6.0 0.004∗
G vs. O -1.1 ± 4.9 0.415 -3.9 ± 6.1 0.265
O vs. T -1.1 ± 4.9 0.414 -12.2 ± 6.1 0.024†

Attempt Answer
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 10.2 ± 5.9 0.043† -10.7 ± 6.0 0.036†
G vs. O 3.5 ± 6.1 0.283 -0.6 ± 5.8 0.461
O vs. T -6.7 ± 6.0 0.132 -10.2 ± 6.1 0.049†

Table 4.16: These tables give the difference of the percentage of students in each
treatment group meeting the criteria for our coded properties of student responses,
and the significance of that difference. The first two tables show results for Problem
2.1, the middle two tables for Problem 2.2, and the last two tables for Problem 3.3.
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by a nearly significant margin. Statistically significantly more students in group G

directly applied an equation derived in the lab manual than in either groups T or

O.

On problem 2.2, only a single non-negligible difference in coding is found between

the three groups. More students in group G directly applied an equation derived in

the lab manual than in group O, by a statistically significant amount. No differences

between groups were found for use of N2L or for use of correct forces.

Differences between groups are found on problem 2.3 as well. More students in

group T correctly identified all forces in the problem than in group G (statistically

significant) or group O (nearly significant). Students in group G more frequently

met the criteria for the “Attempt” code than in group T, by a nearly significant

margin. There were no non-negligible differences between groups for use of N2L.

On problem 3.1, we find several differences in the coded properties of the three

treatment groups’ responses. Fewer students in group G attempted an impulse

calculation than in either group T (merits further investigation, p = 0.080) or group

O (statistically significant). Fewer students in group G than in group O applied

conservation of momentum and/or the impulse-momentum theorem, by a margin

meriting further investigation (p = 0.060). More students in group G met the

criteria for the “Math error” code than in group T (statistically significant), and

more students in group O did than in group T by a nearly significant margin. There

were no non-negligible differences between groups for addressing the vector nature

of the problem.

For problem 3.2, we find a non-negligible difference between groups for only one

code: fewer students in group G found the correct answer via impulse/momentum

calculations than in group T, by a margin meriting further investigation (p = 0.099).

No differences were found between groups for the correct use of vectors.

In contrast to the above problems, on problem 3.3 we find no non-negligible

differences between treatment groups for any of the coded properties of student

responses.

On problem 3.4, we find no non-negligible differences between group G and the
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Percentage of students meeting each code for problem 3.1
Coded property of student response

Group Impulse Vectors Mom. cons. Math err. Answer
G 12.2± 2.8 39.8± 4.2 17.3± 3.2 39.8± 4.2 20.4± 3.4
T 19.4± 3.5 40.7± 4.3 24.1± 3.7 23.1± 3.7 18.5± 3.4
O 25.5± 3.8 40.6± 4.3 26.4± 3.9 34.9± 4.2 19.8± 3.5

Percentage of students meeting each code for problem 3.2
Coded property of student response

Group Vectors Answer (impulse) Answer (any corr.)
G 49.0± 4.3 11.2± 2.7 43.9± 4.2
T 52.8± 4.4 17.6± 3.3 47.2± 4.4
O 50.9± 4.4 14.2± 3.1 40.6± 4.3

Percentage of students meeting each code for problem 3.3
Coded property of student response

Group B1
~F B2

~F Sys. ~Fnet N3L Ans. N3L Ans. (any corr.)
G 37.8± 4.1 14.3± 3.0 28.6± 3.9 14.3± 3.0 9.2± 2.5 41.8± 5.0
T 40.7± 4.3 14.8± 3.1 29.6± 4.0 14.8± 3.1 12.0± 2.8 44.4± 5.3
O 34.9± 4.2 17.9± 3.4 31.1± 4.1 16.0± 3.2 14.2± 3.1 44.3± 5.4

Percentage of students meeting each code for problem 3.4
Coded property of student response

Group B1
~F B2

~F Sys. ~Fnet N3L Ans. N3L Ans. (any corr.)
G 30.6± 3.9 11.2± 2.7 26.5± 3.8 8.2± 2.3 5.1± 1.9 31.6± 4.4
T 31.5± 4.1 6.5± 2.2 34.3± 4.1 4.6± 1.8 2.8± 1.4 31.5± 4.5
O 34.0± 4.2 14.2± 3.1 33.0± 4.1 9.4± 2.6 8.5± 2.5 39.6± 5.0

Table 4.17: Each entry shows the percentage of students in one treatment group
meeting the criteria for each code on our problems dealing with impulse and New-
ton’s third law.
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Difference between groups on Problem 3.1 codes

Impulse Vectors Mom. cons.
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -7.2 ± 5.1 0.080‡ -0.9 ± 6.8 0.445 -6.7 ± 5.7 0.118
G vs. O -13.2 ± 5.5 0.009∗ -0.8 ± 6.9 0.455 -9.1 ± 5.8 0.060‡
O vs. T 6.0 ± 5.7 0.146 -0.2 ± 6.7 0.489 2.3 ± 5.9 0.346

Math err. Answer
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 16.6 ± 6.5 0.005∗ 1.9 ± 5.5 0.366
G vs. O 4.9 ± 6.8 0.236 0.6 ± 5.6 0.458
O vs. T 11.8 ± 6.2 0.030† 1.3 ± 5.4 0.405

Difference between groups on Problem 3.2 codes

Vectors Answer (impulse) Answer (any corr.)
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -3.8 ± 7.0 0.293 -6.4 ± 4.9 0.099‡ -3.3 ± 6.9 0.315
G vs. O -2.0 ± 7.0 0.390 -2.9 ± 4.7 0.266 3.3 ± 6.9 0.316
O vs. T -1.8 ± 6.8 0.394 -3.4 ± 5.0 0.246 -6.7 ± 6.8 0.164

Table 4.18: These tables give the difference of the percentage of students in each
treatment group meeting the criteria for our coded properties of student responses,
and the significance of that difference. The first two tables show results for Problem
3.1 and the last table shows the results for Problem 3.2.
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Difference between groups on Problem 3.3 codes

B1
~F B2

~F Sys. ~Fnet
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -3.0 ± 6.8 0.331 -0.5 ± 4.9 0.457 -1.1 ± 6.3 0.434
G vs. O 2.8 ± 6.7 0.336 -3.6 ± 5.2 0.241 -2.6 ± 6.4 0.345
O vs. T -5.8 ± 6.6 0.190 3.1 ± 5.1 0.270 1.5 ± 6.3 0.406

N3L Ans. N3L Ans. (any corr.)
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -0.5 ± 4.9 0.457 -2.9 ± 4.3 0.254 -2.6 ± 6.9 0.353
G vs. O -1.8 ± 5.0 0.364 -5.0 ± 4.5 0.136 -2.5 ± 6.9 0.359
O vs. T 1.2 ± 4.9 0.402 2.1 ± 4.6 0.323 -0.1 ± 6.8 0.494

Difference between groups on Problem 3.4 codes

B1
~F B2

~F Sys. ~Fnet
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -0.9 ± 6.5 0.447 4.7 ± 3.9 0.115 -7.7 ± 6.4 0.115
G vs. O -3.3 ± 6.6 0.305 -2.9 ± 4.7 0.266 -6.5 ± 6.4 0.157
O vs. T 2.5 ± 6.4 0.350 7.7 ± 4.2 0.033† -1.2 ± 6.4 0.424

N3L Ans. N3L Ans. (any corr.)
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 3.5 ± 3.4 0.149 2.3 ± 2.7 0.195 0.2 ± 6.5 0.491
G vs. O -1.2 ± 4.0 0.375 -3.4 ± 3.5 0.170 -8.0 ± 6.7 0.118
O vs. T 4.8 ± 3.4 0.085‡ 5.7 ± 3.1 0.036† 8.1 ± 6.5 0.107

Table 4.19: These tables give the difference of the percentage of students in each
treatment group meeting the criteria for our coded properties of student responses,
and the significance of that difference. The first two tables show results for Problem
3.3 and the last two tables show results for Problem 3.4.
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Figure 4.9: These graphs show the performance of students in each treatment group
on the impulse quantitative problems. Each graph shows the fraction of students in
each treatment group meeting the criteria for our codes on one of the two impulse
problems.
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Figure 4.10: These graphs show the performance of students in each treatment
group on the N3L quantitative problems. Each graph shows the fraction of students
in each treatment group meeting the criteria for our codes on one of the two N3L
problems.
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other two groups. However, we find differences between groups O and T for three

codes. More students in group O correctly applied N2L to the second block than in

group T by a nearly significant margin. More students in group O applied N3L to the

problem than in group T, by an amount meriting further investigation (p = 0.085).

And, more students in group O achieved the correct answer via N3L methods than

in group T, by a nearly significant margin. We found no differences between groups

for the correct application of N2L to the first block or to the entire system.

Considering the success rates of the treatment groups on the full set of seven

problems, we note that on all control items there were no non-negligible differ-

ences between treatment groups, and the only items on which significant or nearly-

significant differences were found were items whose physics content was obviously

relevant to the content of the lab investigations. This supports our claim that the

assignment of students to treatment groups resulted in groups whose pre-instruction

levels of overall problem-solving skill were approximately equal. This also suggests

that post-instruction differences in problem-solving between treatment groups may

be at least partly attributed to differences in their in-lab experiences.

4.2.2 Item Response Theory

The average problem-solving ability θp of each of the three treatment groups is given

in Table 4.20. The given values of θp were calculated using the polytomous graded-

response model. Since IRT treats missing responses differently from wrong answers,

we include all students: those who completed only the N2L or N3L portions of the

assessment as well as students who completed both portions. The difference between

treatment groups is given numerically in Table 4.20 as well. The distributions of

abilities for each of the three treatment groups are shown graphically in Figure 4.11,

and the distributions are shown together in Figure 4.12. We find that none of the

three groups had a problem-solving ability that was significantly higher than that

of any of the other groups.

In Figures 4.14 and 4.15, we provide graphical representations of the relation-

ship between students’ problem-solving ability and the coded properties of student
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Average problem-solving ability
Group Ability θp

G -0.019 ± 0.076
T -0.043 ± 0.076
O 0.065 ± 0.075

Difference of average θp between groups
Groups ∆ p-value
G vs. T 0.024 ± 0.107 0.411
G vs. O -0.084 ± 0.107 0.216
O vs. T 0.108 ± 0.107 0.156

Table 4.20: These tables provide data on the average problem-solving ability of stu-
dents in each of the three treatment groups. The first table presents the average
problem-solving ability θp for each treatment group, while the second table exam-
ines the differences in θp between pairs of treatment groups. The ability scale was
chosen such that the estimated mean ability of the overall population is zero and
the standard deviation of the ability is one.

responses to our quantitative problems. Each graph plots the fraction of students

within each ability bin meeting the criteria for one of our codes. Each graph also

contains a best-fit curve for the data in the style of a 3PL item response curve. We

wish to emphasize here that each code cannot be a true item within our IRT model

as the codes are not independent of each other. However, we believe that it is still

meaningful to describe properties of students’ solutions to problems as a function

of ability, and so we will analyze these graphs further in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.11: These graphs show the distributions of problem-solving abilities θp for
each of the three treatment groups, as well as the distribution for the full combined
set of research subjects. Ability bins are labeled by their upper bound.

Problem-solving item number
Parameter 2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4

ai 2.75 3.16 2.17 0.58 0.58 1.15 0.82
bi1 -1.40 -1.28 -1.23 -1.28 -0.07 -0.25 0.69
bi2 -0.03 0.01 -0.97 -0.19 0.46 0.17 1.31
bi3 0.49 0.54 -0.96 0.52 0.21 1.43
bi4 2.65 0.35 1.48

Table 4.21: The item parameters for our quantitative free-response problems are
given here. The value of ai is the discrimination of that item, while bi1 is the
difficulty of scoring at least 1 on that item, bi2 is the difficulty of scoring at least
2, etc. Not all items have the same number of difficulty parameters, as the grading
rubrics for some items contained more points than others.
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Figure 4.12: This graph shows the distributions of problem-solving abilities θp for
each of the three treatment groups placed together on a single axis. Ability bins are
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Figure 4.13: Item response curves for our seven quantitative problems are given
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Figure 4.14: Student response patterns on our quantitative N2L problems are shown
with respect to problem-solving ability. The triangles mark the fraction of students
in each ability bin who met the criteria for the code. A “code characteristic curve”
in the style of a 3PL IRC is displayed on each graph to visually highlight trends in
the data.
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Figure 4.15: Student response patterns on our quantitative N3L problems are shown
with respect to problem-solving ability. The triangles mark the fraction of students
in each ability bin who met the criteria for the code. A “code characteristic curve”
in the style of a 3PL IRC is displayed on each graph to visually highlight trends in
the data.
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4.3 Laboratory Skills Results

Let us now examine the results of the laboratory practical exam using classical test

theory. Unlike the other assessments, the laboratory practical exam we administered

does not satisfy all the requirements of item response theory. Specifically, one cannot

reasonably claim that local independence of items is true for the practical exam, as

a student’s results on one task can affect the answers to subsequent tasks. We

therefore restrict our analysis to the use of classical test theory. The coding schemes

for the laboratory practical exam were provided in Section 3.2.

The performance of the three treatment groups on our basic measurement tasks

is given in Table 4.22. Group O scored higher on the pendulum timing task by

a nearly significant margin. For the dichotomized coding of the task (full points

vs. not full points), group O had a statistically significantly higher success rate

than group G, and group T had a higher success rate than group G by an amount

that merits further investigation (p = 0.077). On the task of measuring the radius

of a cylinder with calipers, group T had a higher success rate than group O by a

statistically significant amount, and a higher success rate than group G by a margin

that merits further investigation (p = 0.073)

The performance of the three treatment groups on the theoretical task, drawing

a free-body diagram for a pendulum, is given in Table 4.23. On all but one code, no

non-negligible differences between any of the groups are found. We therefore do not

provide a table of deltas and p-values. The code for which non-negligible differences

do appear between treatment groups is the correct relative scaling of force arrows.

The percentage of students in group G correctly scaling their force arrows is 13.1%

higher than in group T, with a significance of p = 0.060. The percentage correct in

group G is 13.5% higher than in group O, a difference which is nearly significant.

The performance of the three treatment groups on constructing a data table is

given in Table 4.24, and the differences between groups are shown in Table 4.25. A

graphical representation of the data is provided in Figure 4.16. Non-negligible dif-

ferences between groups were found on several of the codes for student construction
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Student performance on basic measurement tasks
Lab practical code

Group Pend-score Pend-5of5 Cyl-rad
G 3.66 ± 0.24 59.7 ± 6.2 66.1 ± 6.0
T 3.93 ± 0.21 71.1 ± 5.0 77.1 ± 4.6
O 4.24 ± 0.15 78.1 ± 4.0 61.0 ± 4.8

Pend-score Pend-5of5 Cyl-rad
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -0.27 ± 0.31 0.200 -11.4 ± 7.9 0.077‡ -11.0 ± 7.5 0.073‡
G vs. O -0.59 ± 0.27 0.020† -18.4 ± 7.2 0.006∗ 5.2 ± 7.7 0.252
O vs. T 0.32 ± 0.25 0.108 7.0 ± 6.4 0.136 -16.1 ± 6.8 0.010∗

Table 4.22: These tables show the performance of the three treatment groups, and
the differences between them, on basic measurement tasks. The first code is the
group’s average score on a 0–5 scale for measuring the period of a pendulum. The
second code is the percentage of students scoring 5/5 on the previous code. The
final code is the percentage of students correctly measuring the radius of a cylinder
with calipers.

Student performance on constructing a pendulum FBD
Free-body diagram code

Group G-force G-dir T-force T-dir F-scale F-fic
G 100 96.8 ± 2.2 85.4 ± 4.5 80.6 ± 5.0 51.6 ± 6.3 12.9 ± 4.2
T 97.6 ± 1.7 97.6 ± 1.7 89.2 ± 3.4 84.3 ± 4.0 38.6 ± 5.3 9.6 ± 3.2
O 99.0 ± 0.9 99.0 ± 0.9 83.8 ± 3.6 82.9 ± 3.7 38.1 ± 4.7 9.5 ± 2.9

Table 4.23: This table shows the performance of the three treatment groups on
constructing a free-body diagram for a pendulum. Each column gives the percentage
of students in each treatment group meeting the criteria for one of our codes.
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Student performance on data table construction
Coded feature of student data tables

Group Title Units x and t
G 62.9 ± 6.1 90.3 ± 3.8 93.5 ± 3.1
T 50.6 ± 5.5 95.2 ± 2.4 97.6 ± 1.7
O 64.8 ± 4.7 92.4 ± 2.6 93.3 ± 2.4

Coded feature of student data tables
Group Logs t2 vf v̄ Other

G 12.9 ± 4.3 21.0 ± 5.2 11.3 ± 4.0 21.0 ± 5.2 42.0 ± 6.3
T 15.7 ± 4.0 50.6 ± 5.5 6.0 ± 2.6 16.9 ± 4.1 22.9 ± 4.6
O 12.4 ± 3.2 35.2 ± 4.7 16.2 ± 3.6 20.0 ± 3.9 26.7 ± 4.3

Table 4.24: These tables show the performance of the three treatment groups on a
data table construction task. Columns give the percentage of students in each group
meeting the criteria for one of our codes.

of data tables. A statistically significantly higher fraction of students in group O

gave their data tables meaningful titles than in group T, and more students in group

G did the same than in group T, by an amount that merits further investigation

(p = 0.071). More students in group T recorded a full set of distance and time

values than in group O by an amount meriting further investigation (p = 0.088).

We found no differences between treatment groups for the correct use of units.

We also find differences in how the groups conducted data analysis on their data

tables. A statistically significantly larger fraction of group T students calculated

time-squared than in group G. The difference between groups G and O and groups

T and O for calculation of time-squared are nearly significant as well. More students

in group O measured or calculated the cart’s final velocity than in group T by a

statistically significant amount. More students in group G had useless or missing

analysis on their data tables than in either groups T or O; the difference between

group G and T was statistically significant and the difference between groups G

and O was nearly significant. No differences between groups were found for use of

logarithms, or for calculation of average cart velocity on the data table.

The performance of the treatment groups on the task of graphing their data is
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Difference between groups on data table construction task

Title Units x and t
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 12.3 ± 8.3 0.071‡ -4.9 ± 4.3 0.128 -4.0 ± 3.3 0.115
G vs. O -1.9 ± 7.7 0.405 -2.1 ± 4.4 0.322 0.2 ± 4.0 0.478
O vs. T 14.2 ± 7.2 0.026† -2.8 ± 3.6 0.218 -4.3 ± 3.1 0.088‡

t2 vf v̄
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -29.6 ± 8.1 2 ∗ 10−4∗ 5.3 ± 4.6 0.129 4.1 ± 6.5 0.266
G vs. O -14.3 ± 7.3 0.027† -4.9 ± 5.6 0.192 1.0 ± 6.4 0.441
O vs. T -15.4 ± 7.2 0.018† 10.2 ± 4.7 0.016∗ 3.1 ± 5.7 0.292

Logs Other
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -2.8 ± 5.9 0.321 19.0 ± 7.7 0.008∗
G vs. O 0.5 ± 5.3 0.461 15.3 ± 7.5 0.022†
O vs. T -3.3 ± 5.1 0.259 3.8 ± 6.4 0.277

Table 4.25: These tables give the differences in coded properties of the data tables
constructed by students for the three treatment groups, and the significance of those
differences. For each coded property, we give the difference between the percentage
of students in the treatment groups meeting the criteria for that code.
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structing a data table. The fraction of students in each treatment group meeting
the criteria for each of our codes is given.
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given in Table 4.26, and the differences between groups are shown in Table 4.27.

A graphical representation of the data is provided in Figure 4.17. We find non-

negligible differences between treatment groups for all but one of the coded proper-

ties of students’ graphs of their data. A statistically significantly greater fraction of

students in group O than in group G gave their graphs titles and labeled axes, and

more students in group T did so than in group G by an amount meriting further

investigation (p = 0.071). A statistically significantly smaller fraction of students in

group G than in either group T or group O chose variables for their x- and y-axes

that should yield a linear graph. Statistically significantly more students in group

O constructed graphs with appropriate size/scale than in groups G and T. Fewer

students in group G drew a best-fit line for their data than in group O by a margin

that merits further investigation (p = 0.092). However, statistically significantly

more students in group G drew a linear fit for a non-linear graph than in group T,

and more than in group O by a margin meriting further investigation (p = 0.071).

We find differences between treatment groups for the quantities graphed by stu-

dents as well. More students in group G graphed velocity (either average or final)

vs. time than in group T by an amount meriting further investigation (p = 0.087),

and more students in group O did the same than in group T by a nearly significant

amount. Statistically significantly more students in group T graphed distance vs.

time-squared than in group G, and also more than in group O by a margin that

merits further investigation (p = 0.097). A statistically significantly greater fraction

of students in group O graphed distance vs. time-squared than in group G. No

differences were found for the percentage of students in each group creating graphs

of ln(x) vs. ln(t). The percentage of students in group G graphing other variables

(such as x vs. t or ln(v) vs. ln(t)) was significantly higher than in groups T and O.

Some differences are also found in how students analyzed the information on

their graphs. No differences were found between groups in successful calculation

of the slope of a best-fit line. Statistically significantly fewer students in group G

successfully related the slope of their line to the acceleration of their cart than in

groups T or O. The percentage of students in group G who gave correct units for
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Student performance on graph construction task
Coded feature of student graphs

Group Labels Size+Scale Linear Best Fit False Linear
G 37.1 ± 6.1 58.1 ± 6.3 67.7 ± 5.9 82.3 ± 4.9 21.0 ± 5.2
T 49.4 ± 5.5 66.2 ± 5.2 89.2 ± 3.4 86.7 ± 3.7 8.4 ± 3.1
O 56.2 ± 4.8 83.8 ± 3.6 86.7 ± 3.3 89.5 ± 3.0 12.4 ± 3.2

Coded feature of student graphs
Group v vs. t x vs. t2 ln(x) vs. ln(t) Other

G 29.0 ± 5.8 17.7 ± 4.9 9.7 ± 3.7 40.3 ± 6.2
T 19.3 ± 4.3 44.6 ± 5.5 8.4 ± 3.1 22.9 ± 4.6
O 32.4 ± 4.6 35.2 ± 4.7 13.3 ± 3.3 19.0 ± 3.8

Coded feature of student graphs
Group Slope Slope-Accel Log-Accel Answer Units

G 71.0 ± 5.8 45.2 ± 6.3 4.8 ± 2.7 22.6 ± 5.3 69.4 ± 5.9
T 71.1 ± 5.0 65.1 ± 5.2 3.6 ± 2.0 16.9 ± 4.1 80.7 ± 4.3
O 78.1 ± 4.0 63.8 ± 4.7 5.7 ± 2.3 27.6 ± 4.4 87.6 ± 3.2

Table 4.26: These tables show the performance of the three treatment groups on
a graph construction task. Columns give the percentage of students in each group
meeting the criteria for one of our codes.
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Difference between groups on graph construction task

Labels Size+Scale Linear
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -12.3 ± 8.3 0.071‡ -8.2 ± 8.1 0.157 -21.4 ± 6.7 0.001∗
G vs. O -19.1 ± 8.0 0.009∗ -25.7 ± 7.0 2 ∗ 10−4∗ -18.9 ± 6.4 0.002∗
O vs. T 6.8 ± 7.3 0.178 17.5 ± 6.3 0.003∗ -2.5 ± 4.8 0.303

v vs. t x vs. t2 Other
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T 9.8 ± 7.1 0.087‡ -26.8 ± 7.9 4 ∗ 10−4∗ 17.4 ± 7.7 0.013∗
G vs. O -3.3 ± 7.4 0.326 -17.5 ± 7.2 0.009∗ 21.3 ± 7.1 0.002∗
O vs. T 13.1 ± 6.5 0.022† -9.3 ± 7.2 0.097‡ -3.8 ± 6.0 0.260

Best Fit False Linear Slope
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -4.4 ± 6.0 0.229 12.5 ± 5.8 0.016∗ -0.1 ± 7.6 0.494
G vs. O -7.2 ± 5.4 0.092‡ 8.6 ± 5.8 0.071‡ -7.1 ± 6.9 0.152
O vs. T 2.8 ± 4.7 0.279 3.9 ± 4.5 0.192 7.0 ± 6.4 0.136

Slope-Accel Answer Units
Groups ∆ p-value ∆ p-value ∆ p-value
G vs. T -19.9 ± 8.3 0.009∗ 5.7 ± 6.6 0.195 -11.4 ± 7.2 0.058‡
G vs. O -18.6 ± 7.9 0.010∗ -5.0 ± 7.0 0.237 -18.3 ± 6.3 0.002∗
O vs. T -1.3 ± 7.0 0.430 10.8 ± 6.2 0.042† 6.9 ± 5.3 0.098‡

Table 4.27: These tables give the differences in coded properties of the graphs
constructed by students for the three treatment groups, and the significance of those
differences. For each coded property, we give the difference between the percentage
of students in the treatment groups meeting the criteria for that code. Codes for use
of logarithms are omitted as there were no significant differences between groups on
these codes.
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Figure 4.17: This graph shows the performance of students on the task of construct-
ing a graph of their data and analyzing the data using the graph. The fraction of
students in each treatment group meeting the criteria for each of our codes is given.
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Student performance on error analysis task
Average score on describing sources of error

Group Error 1 Error 2 Error 3
G 2.73 ± 0.08 2.48 ± 0.11 2.02 ± 0.14
T 2.78 ± 0.06 2.53 ± 0.09 2.20 ± 0.11
O 2.82 ± 0.05 2.44 ± 0.08 2.31 ± 0.10

Table 4.28: This table shows the average scores of the three treatment groups on
the error analysis task. Each student’s response for each of three sources of error
was scored by a rubric on a 0-3 scale.

their answer is significantly less than in group O, and is less than in group T by

a margin meriting further investigation (p = 0.058). More students in group O

gave correct units than in group T by an amount that merits further investigation

(p = 0.097). No differences were found between the percentage of students in group

G who obtained the correct final answer and the percentage in groups T or O.

However, more students in group O obtained the correct answer than in group T by

a nearly significant margin.

The scores of the three treatment groups on the error analysis task are given in

Table 4.28. We do not provide a table of the differences between groups as the only

non-negligible difference between groups is that average score of group G students

on the third source of error was nearly significantly lower than the average score of

group O students.

Finally, we consider the overall grades of students on the lab practical exam.

The average exam grade for each treatment group is given in Table 4.29, along with

the differences between the average grades of the groups. The same information is

represented graphically in Figure 4.18. We find that the average grade for students

in group O is statistically significantly higher than the averages grades for students

in groups G and T. We note that the p-value for this difference is extremely low

(p ≈ 9 ∗ 10−6).

In the next chapter, we will discuss various interpretations and implications of

the data presented in this chapter.
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Figure 4.18: This graph shows the average overall grade on the lab practical exam
for the three treatment groups. The value given for each group is the average percent
grade of students in that group.
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Total score on conceptual understanding assessment
Group Average Grade

G 70.6 ± 2.3
T 69.2 ± 1.6
O 78.3 ± 1.3

Difference of total score for treatment groups
Groups ∆ p-value
G vs. T 1.4 ± 2.7 0.304
G vs. O -7.7 ± 2.4 0.002∗
O vs. T 9.2 ± 2.0 9 ∗ 10−6∗

Table 4.29: The first table gives the average grade on the lab practical exam for
each of the three treatment groups as a percentage of possible points. The second
table gives the difference in average percent grade for pairs of treatment groups.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we discuss various implications of our data set and inferences that

may be made from our results. We also discuss areas in which the data are incom-

plete or suggest the necessity for further research. The first section of the chapter

addresses our primary research questions using the results presented in Chapter

4. The second section of this chapter evaluates our data collection and analysis

processes by comparing the results obtained from our different analysis methods.

The third section considers additional questions that arose during the course of this

experiment. We conclude the chapter with a brief bullet-point summary of our

findings.

5.1 Addressing Our Primary Research Question

We will now consider the first half of our primary research question: “What differ-

ences, if any, exist between the learning outcomes associated with our three pedagog-

ical approaches to lab investigations?” As in previous chapters, we will consider our

three dimensions of student learning (conceptual understanding, problem-solving,

and laboratory skills) individually. For each dimension, we will discuss the results

taken as a whole and then explicitly address our individual hypotheses posed in

earlier chapters.

The same potential confounding variables will apply to all of the results in this

section, so we will address them now. The one that we believe to be the most

important is variation in TAs’ implementation of lab curriculum. We did lead the

TA training sessions for the lab course and we conducted classroom observations of

many lab classes over the course of the Spring 2010 to obtain data on implementation
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of the labs. Our observations indicated that TAs did generally adhere to the spirit

of each pedagogical approach when teaching lab sections. However, there were of

course variations in implementation even within the classes we observed, and it

is very likely that the classes we did not observe contained additional variations

in implementation. We attempted to address this variable in our experimental

design by allocating comparable sets of TAs to each treatment group, as described in

Chapter 2, but variations in implementation are nonetheless an unavoidable factor

here. It is not feasible to estimate the way in which these variations may have

affected our experimental results due to the large number of possible effects even

within those sections for which we have observational data.

Another important variable to consider is the assignment of students to treat-

ment groups. We did use departmental records to confirm that average parameters

of treatment groups such as GPA and SAT score were approximately equal. But,

other demographic and scholastic factors that we were unable to access because

of IRB or other privacy regulations, such as socioeconomic status, may have been

unequal between treatment groups. We cannot know whether this variable had an

impact on our results, and if so, in what way it did.

There is also the matter of the relatively limited scope of our experiment. Our

primary goal was to examine the learning outcomes associated with different ped-

agogical approaches to lab investigations, but we only have data about these ap-

proaches within a single physics content area (Newton’s laws). Accordingly, we do

not have enough evidence to be able to state whether the results we have obtained

could be generally true, or whether the differences in learning outcomes that we

found are special to this content area. It is in principle possible that the differences

in in-lab learning we found were dependent on the physics content of the labs, and

that a different set of variations in learning for the same three approaches would be

found in a different content area.

In any research involving psychometrics, reliability and validity of the instru-

ments used are unavoidable sources of error. Throughout this dissertation we have

discussed these issues, and have demonstrated that our experimental design explic-
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itly addresses them. The reliability of our data reduction processes met or exceeded

the levels recommended in the literature. We will discuss the matter of validity

in the next section when we conduct an analysis of our methods informed by the

data. Even so, our instruments are not 100% reliable nor valid, and so there is the

possibility that the data we have obtained do not exactly represent the true learning

outcomes of our study participants.

A more subtle factor to consider is the interaction between students’ experiences

during lab and their experiences in other aspects of the introductory course. All

treatment groups were exposed to the same instructional content in the non-lab

portions of course - lecture, exams, homework, etc. We can therefore reasonably

attribute (qualified by the confounding variables described above) differences be-

tween treatment groups to their overall in-lab experiences. That being said, we

must consider the possibility that the different lab investigations prepared students

to experience the other aspects of the course differently, and that their learning

from those components of the course was different than it would have been with-

out our lab treatments. Similarly, the instruction received by students before their

treatment labs may have primed them to be able to learn differently from these labs

than they would have in the absence of an introduction to the topic. While this does

not prevent us from being able to identify meaningful differences in ability between

treatment groups, it does mean that the differences we find between groups do not

represent a measurement of only the effects of the lab investigations by themselves.

Keeping in mind these possible sources of experimental error, let us now examine

the answers to our research questions that are provided by the data.

5.1.1 Conceptual Understanding

The CTT and IRT analyses of the data both show that the overall differences be-

tween the average conceptual understanding of the three treatment groups are nei-

ther large nor statistically significant. These measures of conceptual understanding

have the highest value for group G and the lowest value for group T, with group

O in the middle. This result is consistent with our hypothesis on the matter, but
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the weak statistical significance of the result means that we cannot actually state

that the data support our hypothesis. It is more correct to state that we found a

null difference between the conceptual understanding levels of the three treatment

groups. That being said, on each individual item where there was a non-negligible

difference between groups, group G outperformed the other two groups.

Our analysis does show that many students performed significantly better on

several items than is typical for a lecture-based introductory course. Within the

CTT model, we find that the percentage of students (for all three groups) answer-

ing these items correctly is much higher than the percentages reported from FCI

administrations for comparable courses. The IRT model shows that on these items,

the fraction of students answering correctly is significantly higher than is predicted

by the item parameters and the estimated abilities of our students. This finding

does suggest that all three treatment groups gained a non-trivial understanding of

the relevant physics concepts during their lab investigations. We will discuss this

result in greater detail in the next section.

Taking the above into consideration, it is consistent with the data to state that

all three groups attained a better-than-expected level of conceptual understanding

on some topics, with group G slightly above the other groups. It is possible that

we are not able to fully resolve the differences between the three groups because

of a saturation effect: with some students in all groups demonstrating very high

levels of conceptual understanding, we cannot accurately determine whether the

high-performing students in one group learned even more than the high-performing

students in other groups.

Let us now address our hypotheses about the individual items. On Item 17,

regarding tension in an elevator cable, group G did score higher than the other two

groups, as we predicted. However, the difference was of weak statistical significance.

We believe that this is the result of group G students discussing the tension acting

on the cart but not conducting any experiments to test their ideas about the tension.

The results on Items 25, 26, and 27, which involved Newton’s second law with

a frictional force acting, showed no significant differences between the treatment
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groups. We had hypothesized that group O might perform differently from the other

groups due to the greater variation in their experimental procedures. Our data show

that this did not occur, suggesting that any variations between the procedures of

group O and the other groups were not enough to lead them to perform differently

on this item. The null difference on Item 26 is consistent with our hypothesis on

that item, insofar as we expected differences between groups to be of the same kind

as on item 25 but smaller in size. The fact that the groups performed equally on

Item 27 reveals information about the interaction between lab investigations. We

had hypothesized that groups might perform differently on this item because their

different N2L investigations could prepare them to learn differently from the shared

friction investigation. The fact that the groups performed equally on this item

suggests that the three different N2L labs did not have this effect.

Items 21 and 23 were taken as control items for the N2L portion of the as-

sessment. Item 23 showed no differences between groups, in agreement with our

expectations. However, on Item 21 we find that group G did in fact score higher

than group T at our “merits further investigation” level of significance. It is possible

that the degree of transfer from the labs to this item was not as great as we expected,

and that group G did develop a slightly better understanding of N2L which they

applied to this item. That being said, the weak significance of this result means that

additional evidence is required to convince us whether it is a real treatment effect.

The differences between groups on the N3L items are overall more significant

than those on the N2L items. First, we note that our control item, Item 8, did

behave as expected. We found no differences between the three treatment groups

on this impulse item, even though an impulse investigation was part of the treatment

labs. This is consistent with our hypothesis that the three groups would not develop

different conceptual understandings of this topic, or that if they did, there would be

no measurable differences in transfer to this item.

Our hypothesis that group T would have the lowest success rate on Item 15

(two bodies in contact while accelerating) is supported by the data, though the

difference between groups O and T is not statistically significant. This suggests
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that the variation in experimental procedures that occurred during Open labs was

not enough to produce a significant difference in conceptual learning between the

two groups. We do find that group G outscored group T on this item by a nearly

significant margin. Given that group G was not instructed to perform the analogous

experiment during their lab investigations, this suggests that group G students

developed a robust enough understanding of N3L to be able to apply it with some

degree of transfer.

On Item 4, a question about N3L in head-on collisions, group G outperformed

both other groups by non-negligible margins, though neither difference met our cri-

terion for full statistical significance. Even so, this finding is consistent with both

our hypothesis and the proposed mechanism for it. Our classroom observations

showed that nearly all students tested head-on collisions during their lab investiga-

tions. This suggests that differences in learning between groups could be the result

of differences in the thinking that students engaged in regarding their experiments,

rather than the experiments they conducted. Additional data would allow us to

address both the significance level of this finding and possibly to reveal more about

the mechanisms influencing it.

Item 28 is the item for which we find differences between groups at the greatest

level of statistical significance. On this item, which concerns two bodies pushing off

each other, group G scored higher than group T by a statistically significant margin

and also higher than group O by a nearly significant margin. This finding supports

our hypothesis that group G would be more successful than the others. Further-

more, our observations showed that very few students in any lab group encountered

this situation or one close to it during their lab investigations. This suggests that

the differences between groups may attributed to their actual understanding of the

relevant physics, rather than a memory of an in-lab experience.

Finally, we consider the histograms of the conceptual abilities of the three treat-

ment groups, as given in Figure 4.3. We begin by observing that the overall distri-

bution of abilities is approximately Gaussian, as one would typically expect for an

ability variable. The two non-Gaussian features of the distribution are an unusually
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large number of students near θc ≈ 1.5, and that the high-ability tail falls off more

slowly than would be expected for a true Gaussian distribution. This suggests that,

post-instruction, a larger-than-expected number of study participants had a strong

conceptual understanding of Newton’s laws.

In comparing the ability distributions of the three groups, we find that each

distribution appears different, though we will restate that the average abilities for

the three groups were not significantly different. In each case, we take an assumed

Gaussian distribution as our reference for making comparisons. Group O has the

most nearly Gaussian distribution of the three, while groups G and T vary from

this noticeably, so we will only compare groups G and T here. Group G’s distri-

bution has a lower-than-expected number of students near the mean, with bumps

in the distribution above and below the average (at θc ≈ 0 and θc ≈ 1.5). In

contrast, group T’s distribution has a slightly increased number of students at low

ability, and a noticeable deficit of students just above the mean followed by a spike

at θc ≈ 1.5. We propose the following explanation that is consistent with these

distributions. Within group G, most students who had very low pre-instruction

abilities approached θc ≈ 0 post-instruction, and some students at average ability

pre-instruction moved into the high-ability region. In contrast, low-ability group T

students remained at low abilities while most students who had moderately high

pre-instruction abilities improved to θc ≈ 1.5. It is possible to infer from this that

the guided labs were more beneficial for low-ability students than the traditional

labs. That being said, we must consider that these distributions reflect the effects of

other components of the course as well. It would be necessary to collect ability data

pre-instruction, then post-lecture but pre-lab, and then post-instruction to test this

explanation.

5.1.2 Problem-Solving

We now consider the results on the problem-solving assessment. The CTT and

IRT analyses of the data both show that the overall differences between the average

problem-solving performance of the three treatment groups are near zero, and are
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not statistically significant. This strongly suggests that the problem-solving skills of

the three treatment groups were equal, and were not affected by the treatment labs.

This is consistent with the design principles of our three pedagogical approaches,

as none of the three was intended to teach problem-solving. This also implies that

we were successful in assigning TAs and students to treatment groups such that the

groups were “equal” overall, though there is no guarantee that this extends to the

conceptual understanding and lab skills of the three groups. Unlike the conceptual

items taken from the FCI, our problem-solving items are not externally calibrated,

so we cannot perform a comparison of expected and observed response patterns as

we did above.

We note that the results are slightly different when one compares the data from

scoring the assessment items polytomously rather than dichotomously. The dichoto-

mous scoring tends to reveal larger differences between groups at the item level, while

the polytomous scoring reveals slightly larger differences between the overall perfor-

mance of groups. We do not believe that this indicates a deficiency in either method;

rather, it suggests that the two ways of examining the data are complementary and

that both can be valuable. One can make inferences based on the differences in the

two methods’ results, as well. For example, the dichotomous total score of group G

is lower than that of group T, but the polytomous total score of group G is higher

than that of group T. This reveals that a larger number of group G students had

partially-correct solutions overall, while a larger number of group T students were

either fully correct or fully incorrect.

Let us now address our hypotheses about the individual items. In this section,

we will discuss the coding results only for those problems for which we explicitly

stated hypotheses in Chapter 2. A more general discussion of the coding results is

presented later in this chapter.

Our hypothesis for Problem 2.1 was incorrect; we expected that group T would

have the best performance on this item and group G the least, but in fact group

O performed better than both of the other groups by a nearly significant margin.

Most students in all three groups performed a similar calculation during their lab
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investigations, so it is likely that the difference between groups on this item is related

to the differences in the thinking they engaged in while performing the calculation in

lab. We suggest that groups G and T did not develop as rigorous an understanding

as group O, as they were led through the calculation by the manual and did not

have to generate it themselves as group O did. Student interview data might allow

us to determine if this is correct.

Regarding Problem 2.2, our hypothesis was partly correct. It is true that there

was no difference between treatment groups on this item, as predicted; however, we

had predicted that the overall performance of the three groups would be lower on

this item than on 2.1, when in fact the average percent correct values were nearly

equal for the two items. While our hypothesized outcomes were not fully correct,

the data are still consistent with our proposed explanation of the results on this

problem. We proposed that the novelty of Problem 2.2 (relative to 2.1 and the in-

lab calculations) would reduce or remove any treatment effects observed on Problem

2.1. This does seem to be the case, under the assumption that the difference between

groups observed on Problem 2.1 is a treatment effect.

Our hypothesis for Problem 2.3 was incorrect as well; we predicted that there

would be no difference between groups on this item, but the data show that group T

had a higher success rate than the other two groups, by a nearly significant margin.

Our classroom observations reveal an explanation for this outcome that does not

directly relate to the lab investigations per se. We found that group T students

completed their N2L investigations in less time than the other groups, and so spent

a greater amount of time on their friction investigations. A significant fraction of

these students spent their extra time working on friction calculations with their TAs.

We believe that the number of group T students who did so is enough to account

for the difference in performance of the treatment groups on this item.

For all four problems on the impulse and N3L portion of the problem-solving

assessment, we find no non-negligible differences between the success rates of the

three treatment groups. This result is consistent with our hypotheses for Problems

3.1 and 3.2; our prediction that success rates would be higher on 3.2 than on 3.1
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was also correct. Interestingly, our hypothesis regarding the coding results for this

problem was not only incorrect, but actually the opposite of the final result. We

had predicted that group G would show the greatest use of impulse methods on

these problems because of the Guided manual’s emphasis and detail on impulse

calculations, while in fact group G was significantly less likely than others to ap-

ply this method. There is no information from our classroom observations nor our

assessment data that suggests an obvious explanation for this result. We can only

speculate that the impulse content in the lab manual was not structured appropri-

ately for group G students to be able to both make sense of it and appreciate its

value.

We hypothesized that whichever group was most successful on Problem 2.1 would

also be most successful on Problem 3.3, because of the similar physical content of

the two problems. We also expected Problem 3.3 to have a higher difficulty than

Problem 2.1. Neither of these was correct; the problems had similar difficulties and

the overall fraction correct on 3.3 was slightly higher than on 2.1. This does imply

that the differences in context between Problems 3.3 and 2.1 either did not affect the

difficulty of the problem, or had competing effects such that the net difficulty was

equal. The equal success rates of the three groups on these items suggests that the

observed differences in conceptual understanding of N3L between the three groups

were not an important factor in determining students’ success on this item.

Regarding Problem 3.4, we hypothesized that it would be the most difficult item

on the problem-solving assessment, and that group G would be most successful be-

cause of a stronger conceptual ability. In fact, we find that the success rates of all

three groups were again equal on this item, suggesting that conceptual understand-

ing was not a primary factor in determining success on this item. We will discuss

the (lack of) relationship between conceptual understanding of N3L and Problems

3.3 and 3.4 in the last section of this chapter. This item was very difficult within the

context of the assessment, as predicted, though it was not as difficult as Problem

3.1. It is interesting to compare these two items by contrasting the dichotomous

and polytomous scoring results. The fraction of students answering Problem 3.1
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was much lower than the fraction answering 3.4 correctly, but the average fraction

of possible points scored on Problem 3.1 was slightly higher than on 3.4. This re-

veals that more students earned partial credit on 3.1 but very few solved it correctly,

while on Problem 3.4 students who did not answer it fully correctly tended to earn

only zero or one pints (out of 4). We believe that this result implies that Problem

3.1 was extremely difficult for mathematical reasons (dealing with 2-dimensional

vectors), while Problem 3.4 was very difficult for conceptual reasons (understanding

the interaction between the blocks).

Finally, we consider the histograms of the problem-solving abilities of the three

treatment groups, as given in Figure 4.11. We begin by observing that the overall

distribution of abilities is approximately Gaussian, as was the case for conceptual

ability. It is also the case here that the number of students at high abilities is above

the level that would be present in a true Gaussian distribution, though the effect is

more subtle for θp than it was for θc. It is interesting that the θc distributions are

more obviously non-Gaussian than the θp distributions, which provides additional

evidence that the labs had a greater impact on conceptual understanding than they

did on problem-solving ability.

5.1.3 Laboratory Skills

Let us now consider the results of the laboratory skills assessment. Unlike the above

discussions, for this assessment we can use only classical test theory, as explained

previously. Furthermore, we analyzed most of the tasks on the assessment via

descriptive codes rather than dichotomous or polytomous scoring. We will therefore

focus primarily on the differences in the coded properties of the lab exams of the

three treatment groups.

There is one important confounding variable specific to the lab exam results that

we must discuss here, which is related to the matter of TA implementation of labs.

Although our lab manual set forth requirements for the grading of students’ lab

investigations and the associated lab reports, and we discussed grading during the

TA training sessions, we cannot guarantee that the feedback provided to students
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on their lab assignments was consistent in content or quality. It is possible that the

TAs in different treatment groups provided their students with qualitatively different

feedback on their students’ assignments and that the students developed different

skills in data analysis and presentation as a result. While we assigned TAs with

mixed backgrounds and levels of experiences to each treatment group to mitigate

this effect, we cannot discount its possible impact on the results presented here.

Based on prior research on the relationship between open lab experiences and

development of laboratory skills, we hypothesized that group O students would

show the strongest performance on any lab practical tasks for which measurable

differences between groups were found. We will therefore not discuss hypotheses for

each task individually.

The first set of tasks on the practical are basic measurement tasks: finding the

period of a pendulum with a stopwatch, and finding the radius of a cylinder with

calipers. We find that group O was more successful than the other groups at the

pendulum measurement, implying that a greater fraction of group O students were

able to successfully deal with measurement error to obtain an accurate result. It

is possible that the performance of group O students on this task was improved by

the increased level of independence they had in dealing with sources of error during

their treatment lab investigations. On the cylinder measurement task, we find that

group T was significantly more successful than the other groups. Since calipers were

not used in any of the treatment labs, we can offer no explanation for this result

beyond the sources of error already discussed.

The next task on the lab practical required students to construct a correct free-

body diagram for a swinging pendulum at its maximum displacement. Group G

students were most successful at correctly scaling their force vectors on the dia-

gram. We note that the fractions of students in each group performing this scaling

correctly are nearly equal to the fractions of students in each group who correctly

answered FCI Item 17 (the elevator cable tension item). This suggests that concep-

tual understanding of tension forces was important in doing well on this task, and

supports our inference that group G had a slightly better understanding of tension
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than the other groups.

The largest component of the practical exam, finding the acceleration of a cart

down a ramp via distance and time measurements, spanned several individual tasks.

The first task was constructing a data table with distance and time measurements

and any derived quantities (such as velocity or time-squared). We find that a smaller

fraction of group T students titled their data tables than in other groups, but that

a greater fraction of group T students actually populated their data tables with dis-

tance and time values. During the treatment labs, Group T students were instructed

to create appropriate data tables, but had to create the tables for themselves. In

contrast, group G students filled in pre-made data tables and group O were give

no instruction as to how to organize their data. It is possible that these different

experiences affected students’ facility with basic data table construction.

It is more interesting to consider the analysis portion of the data table task and

compare the derived quantities presented on the data tables of the three treatment

groups. Calculating time-squared was the preferred method of students in all three

groups, while using logarithms and finding the final velocity of the cart were sig-

nificantly less commonly chosen. This result does not imply any unusual findings,

as calculating time-squared is arguably the simplest correct method for finding the

cart’s acceleration (via x = 1/2at2). We note that the method of obtaining the

cart’s final velocity relied on facility with the operation of the photogates, requiring

students to be able to set up the devices to measure the velocity of the cart as it

passed through the gate at the bottom of the ramp. The photogates were used in

the N2L treatment lab, and in our classroom observations we found that group O

students were most likely to explore the use of the photogates to measure different

quantities. We therefore propose that students in group O had a stronger under-

standing of the use of photogates because of their more independent exploration

with the devices, and that this understanding was successfully applied on the prac-

tical exam by some students. A significantly greater fraction of students in group G

had either useless or no derived quantities on their data tables than in other groups.

This result suggests that the lab experiences of group G students led them to either
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not feel it important to calculate derived quantities on a data table, or to be less

able to do so.

After tabulating their results, students were to manually draw a linearized graph

of the data and to extract the cart’s acceleration from the graph. We find that in

terms of the construction of the graphs, group G students were less likely than

the others to choose variables that correctly linearized the graph and more likely

to attempt to fit a straight line to a nonlinear graph, which are extensions of the

result that these students did not perform correct calculations with their data on the

table. That the result extends to the graphing portion implies that these students

were actually unable to calculate derived quantities rather than simply not writing

them on the data table portion of the exam. We also find that students in group

O were more successful than students in the other groups in drawing graphs with

appropriate size and scale. An explanation for this finding is suggested by our

classroom observations: we found that students conducting Open lab investigations

more commonly sketched graphs of their data while conducting their lab activities

in attempting to make sense of the data during lab. Students conducting Guided

or Traditional labs more commonly spent their lab time collecting data without

graphing it in real time. It is possible that group O students developed an improved

ability to draw graphs by hand as a result of these experiences.

The choices of variables for the x- and y-axes of students’ graphs closely match

their derived quantities calculated on the data tables. While a large majority of

students in all three groups correctly calculated the slopes of their best-fit lines,

fewer students in group G correctly calculated the units for these slopes than in the

other groups, and fewer group G students were able to correctly relate the slopes

of their best-fit lines to the acceleration of the cart. Taking this result into account

with the previous results, we feel confident in stating that group G had the weakest

overall data analysis ability out of the three treatment groups. Because of the large

variety of skills and knowledge involved in the ability to analyze data, we cannot

estimate how much of this deficit may be a result of the treatment labs as compared

to other factors.
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Group O students were most successful in obtaining the correct final value for the

cart’s acceleration, which suggests that these students had a stronger set of overall

experimental skills. It is interesting to note that while group G had the weakest

analysis skills overall, a slightly higher fraction of students in group G obtained the

correct final answer than in group T. We therefore infer that group G students were

more successful in obtaining accurate data than group T students. Unfortunately,

our data do not permit a more detailed comparison of data collection vs. analytical

skills for the treatment groups.

Students were also required to perform a basic error analysis task on the practical

exam. They were to identify three sources of error that may have affected their

results and to describe the effect of each source on the obtained acceleration of

the cart. We found no non-negligible differences between groups in providing two

sources of error, and only minor differences on the third source of error. Learning

error analysis was not a design consideration for our three pedagogical approaches,

and our data suggest that the three approaches did not have different effects on

students’ error analysis abilities. We do note that all three groups performed well

on the error analysis task, and so it is possible that the task was not difficult enough

to resolve differences in the error analysis abilities of the three groups.

Finally, we consider the average total scores of the three treatment groups on

the lab practical exam. Since we cannot apply IRT to the lab practical data, we use

the total score as our measurement of overall laboratory skills. The data show that

group O had a total score 8-9% higher than that of the other treatment groups, at an

extremely high level of statistical significance. This indicates a meaningful positive

difference in the laboratory skills of the group O students relative to the others. We

cannot necessarily attribute this difference to the treatment labs themselves because

of the confounding variables discussed earlier. That being said, this result suggests

that the pedagogical approach followed by students in their lab investigations may

have an important impact on their laboratory skills, and so conducting additional

research on the matter is worthwhile.
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5.2 Analysis of Our Methods

In conducting an analysis of our results such as the above, we must also consider

whether the analysis itself is meaningful and valid. The use of both classical test

theory and item response theory to analyze assessment data are well-established.

However, there are areas of our analysis that we wish to consider in more detail. As

one way of examining validity within both CTT and IRT, one can calculate correla-

tions between various quantities in the data and consider whether the values of these

correlations indicate that the findings are self-consistent. In addition, when utilizing

IRT one must determine whether the model that has been chosen is appropriate to

use for the data set, and whether the model provides a good fit to the data. In the

subsections below, we address each of these issues: overall validity/consistency of

results, choice of model for the problem-solving assessment, and goodness-of-fit for

the conceptual assessment. Note that we assume our conceptual instrument to be

valid, as the items were taken directly from the FCI, which prior research has shown

to be a valid instrument.

5.2.1 Correlations Between Scores, Abilities, and Codes

We begin with a very simple test: finding the correlation between conceptual and

problem-solving abilities. One would expect these two variables to be positively

correlated, but there is no clear answer as to what value the correlation coefficient

should have. If we were using a standardized problem-solving instrument such as

the Mechanics Baseline Test, or if a measurement of such correlations within the

framework of IRT had been published, previous research would be our guide. Since

neither of these is the case, we can only speculate as to whether the value we obtain

seems reasonable.

When we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient for θc and θp, we obtain a

value of R = 0.319. This value is positive and significantly greater than zero, which

does meet our basic expectation that conceptual ability and problem-solving ability

should be positively correlated. It is more interesting to consider whether this value
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is greater or smaller than one would expect. Most veteran physics instructors believe

that strong conceptual understanding is a necessary but not sufficient condition for

being a strong problem solver, a statement with which we agree. Problem-solving

ability is also influenced by various mathematical and analytical skills that are not

measured by the FCI or similar conceptual instruments. We therefore suggest that a

correlation coefficient for θc and θp close to either zero or one would indicate a lack of

validity of one or both of the instruments used to measure these abilities. Our value

of R = 0.319 does not fall near either of these extreme values, so we believe that

it does not show our problem-solving assessment to have poor validity (assuming a

valid conceptual assessment). That being said, the value is closer to zero than it

is to unity. This low value may be the result of a bias in our scoring rubrics that

undervalues the conceptual content of students’ solutions, or it may indicate that

there is not a one-to-one correspondence between concepts tested by our conceptual

assessment and concepts required to score well on our problem-solving assessment.

To further examine the validity of our problem-solving assessment, we can con-

sider the codes used to describe and score student responses. While we found the

codes to be highly reliable via inter-rater reliability testing, reliability does not nec-

essarily imply validity. We can examine the validity of these codes by finding how

they correlate to other measured quantities, such as θc and θp. Some codes, such

as those for the use of correct forces, would be expected to correlate strongly with

conceptual ability. Others, such as those for correct algebra, may or may not corre-

late strongly with θc (depending on the possible presence of underlying explanatory

factors, which we cannot easily predict). When finding correlations between codes

and conceptual ability, we will consider values of rpb < 0.05 to be particularly small

and rpb ≥ 0.25 to be large. It is less obvious whether the correlation values be-

tween problem-solving codes and θp indicate validity, as most of the codes were

incorporated into the scoring rubric that was used in the estimation of θp. One

would expect that most codes that contributed to students’ scores on the assess-

ment would have moderate or large correlation values with θp. However, very large

or small correlations between individual codes and θp could suggest that those codes
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Correlation values for problem-solving ability
2.1 Code F = ma Corr. forces Answer Manual eqn.

rpb 0.49 0.76 0.74 0.00

2.2 Code F = ma Corr. forces Answer Manual eqn.
rpb 0.57 0.77 0.75 0.01

2.3 Code F = ma Corr. forces Attempt Answer
rpb 0.56 0.60 0.61 0.48

3.1 Code Impulse Vectors Mom. cons. Math err. Answer
rpb 0.22 0.33 0.21 0.14 0.22

3.2 Code Vectors Answer (impulse) Answer (any corr.)
rpb 0.21 0.32 0.29

3.3 Code B1
~F B2

~F Sys. ~Fnet N3L Ans. N3L Ans (Any corr.)
rpb 0.47 0.42 0.27 0.39 0.42 0.28

3.4 Code B1
~F B2

~F Sys. ~Fnet N3L Ans. N3L Ans (Any corr.)
rpb 0.41 0.38 0.30 0.34 0.32 0.28

Table 5.1: Each entry gives a point-biserial correlation value rpb between students’
problem-solving ability values and a problem-solving code. Values that are partic-
ularly large or small within the range here are rpb < 0.25 or ≥ 0.70.

have unexpected properties. We will therefore examine in more detail correlations

between codes and problem-solving ability with values rpb < 0.25 or rpb ≥ 0.70 as

being unusually large or small. This is a much wider range of values than for the

conceptual ability correlations because of the explicit inclusion of coded properties

of student responses in the estimation of problem-solving ability.

In Tables 5.2 and 5.2 we present several of the point-biserial correlation values

between codes and abilities. As suggested above, many of the correlation values for

θp are found to be in the range 0.25 < θp < 0.70. When we consider all codes with

correlation coefficients outside this middle range, we can find plausible explanations

for why each one would be particularly large or small.

For Problems 2.1 and 2.2, the Correct Forces and Answer codes are strongly
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correlated with problem-solving ability (θp ≈ 0.75 for all four). The item character-

istics for these problems indicate that they are of moderate difficulty relative to the

other problems on the assessment. This implies that low-ability students would be

unlikely to answer these items correctly, and that they would accordingly be unlikely

to have incorporated the full set of correct forces into their solutions. In contrast,

high-ability students would be very likely to have met the criteria for both of these

codes, as it would be very unlikely to have scored well on the assessment overall

without having answered these items correctly. It is therefore reasonable that these

codes are strongly correlated with problem-solving ability. This explanation is also

consistent with the fact that the Answer code is less strongly correlated with abil-

ity on Problem 3.3, as the lower difficulty of that item would result in low-ability

students being more likely to answer it correctly.

The correlations of the Manual Equation codes for both Problems 2.1 and 2.2

are effectively zero. This could imply that problem-solving ability had no effect on

a student’s choice to apply equations derived in the lab manual; however, it is also

possible that students at low and high abilities were equally likely to do this but

for different reasons. Student interview data could allow us to choose between these

explanations. We also note that while this correlation on Problem 2.1 was negative,

the value is not statistically significantly different from zero. While it is interesting

to consider the possibility that increased ability makes students less likely to apply

equations derived in the manual, the significance and effect size of this correlation

in our data set suggest that this is, at most, an uncommon effect.

The correlations between Problem 3.1 codes and θp are small, ranging from 0.14

to 0.33. These small values can be explained in terms of the item parameters. Due to

this problem’s high difficulty and discrimination values, few students at any ability

level produced meaningful solutions, with the success rate at high abilities not being

significantly greater than at low abilities. This resulted in weak correlations between

ability and coded properties of solutions.

On Problems 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, the correlation values with θp for the codes lie

within our range of moderate values, suggesting that these codes in general do not
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Correlation values for conceptual ability
2.1 Code F = ma Corr. forces Answer Manual eqn.

rpb 0.10 0.20 0.26 -0.01

2.2 Code F = ma Corr. forces Answer Manual eqn.
rpb 0.13 0.20 0.20 0.05

2 .3 Code F = ma Corr. forces Attempt Answer
rpb 0.17 0.27 0.20 0.18

3.1 Code Impulse Vectors Mom. cons. Math err. Answer
rpb 0.09 0.45 0.15 0.11 0.30

3.2 Code Vectors Answer (impulse) Answer (any corr.)
rpb 0.29 0.31 0.31

3.3 Code B1
~F B2

~F Sys. ~Fnet N3L Ans. N3L Ans (Any corr.)
rpb 0.31 0.12 0.22 0.13 0.12 0.22

3.4 Code B1
~F B2

~F Sys. ~Fnet N3L Ans. N3L Ans (Any corr.)
rpb 0.27 0.17 0.23 0.11 0.14 0.22

Table 5.2: Each entry gives a point-biserial correlation value rpb between students’
conceptual ability values and a problem-solving code. Values that are particularly
large or small within the range here are rpb < 0.05 or ≥ 0.25.

have unusual properties relative to problem-solving ability. We do note that this

includes the codes for explicit use of Newton’s third law on 3.3 and 3.4. While

only a few students at most ability levels applied N3L to their solutions, the rela-

tively greater number of very high ability students who did use N3L may have been

responsible for making this correlation have a moderate instead of a weak value.

There is additional information to be obtained from analyzing the correlation

values between conceptual ability and the coded properties of students’ responses

to the problems. On Problems 2.1 and 2.2 the low correlation between θc and the

codes for F = ma and correct forces may seem surprising. However, even at low

abilities, a large fraction of students were able to meet these codes, so the correlation

cannot be very strong. The correlations between θc and the Manual Equation codes
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on these problems are near zero, as were the θp correlations. This suggests that

neither conceptual nor problem-solving ability are important factors in determining

whether a student will attempt to apply equations derived in the manual (though

again, it is possible that there are confounding variables at work).

On Problem 2.3, the correlation between θc and correct forces is stronger than

for 2.1 and 2.2. This is more interesting when one considers that 2.1 and 2.2 were

numerical problems while 2.3 is purely symbolic, but all three problems are similar

to situations students could encounter during their lab investigations. In addition,

Problem 3.3 involved an extra force (friction) that was not in the others. It is possible

that these factors prevented some low-ability students from correctly incorporating

all forces into their solutions.

The strongest correlation between any of our codes and θc occurs on Problem

3.1, for the Vectors code. This suggests that conceptual ability was an important

factor in determining a student’s probability of correctly dealing with 2-dimensional

vector quantities. The correct answer code on this problem also had a comparatively

strong correlation with θc. This is likely a result of the high difficulty of the problem,

which led to only students with very high abilities (both conceptual and problem-

solving) being probable to answer correctly. We note that the use of impulse to solve

this problem was only very weakly correlated with conceptual ability, which was the

opposite of what we expected. We expected that students with strong conceptual

abilities would preferentially select this more sophisticated method; it would be

interesting to interview high-ability students to learn more about this result.

Interestingly, all of the codes on Problem 3.2 are at or above our “strongly

correlated“ level (rpb ≥ 0.25). We propose that this is a result of the low difficulty

and low computational complexity of the item. Given these factors, students of

strong conceptual understanding but mediocre problem-solving ability would be less

likely to be prevented from applying their understanding of the physics by a deficit in

mathematical skills. Administration of additional low-level problems would provide

further information as to whether the above explanation is valid.

On Problems 3.3 and 3.4, the only codes that have correlation values with θc
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above our moderate range are the first code for each problem - correctly applying

Newton’s second law to one block in the system. This suggests that students with

high conceptual ability were more able to correctly reason about the forces acting

on at least part of the system, even if they were unable to produce correct solutions

for the rest of the problem.

We can also consider the codes that were used in analyzing students’ laboratory

practical exams. On this exam, unlike on the problem-solving assessment, we used

codes more for the purpose of describing student responses than for evaluating or

scoring them. For the lab codes that were descriptive, establishing their reliability

also suffices to demonstrate their validity. For the codes that evaluated correctness

(such as on the measurement tasks), the correlation with lab exam grade may or may

not indicate validity, as was the case with the problem-solving codes. Nonetheless,

it is interesting to examine the degree to which various coded properties of students’

responses correlate to their grades on the lab practical exam.

As with the problem-solving codes, we find that many of the lab practical codes

do not have particularly large nor small correlations with the lab exam grade. One

set of codes in which we find interesting correlations to exam grade is the set of

codes describing students’ choice of variables for the experimental task. While all

students were expected to measure distances and times, a variety of other variables

could be measured or calculated which could correctly be used to determine the

cart’s acceleration. In Table 5.3, we provide the correlation values between students’

choice of variable and their total grade on the exam.

We have already seen that the fraction of students in each treatment group

meeting the criteria for our codes is quite different for some codes but nearly equal

for others. The variations between treatment groups of the correlations between

variable choice and exam grade provide additional evidence of differences in the

laboratory skills of the three treatment groups.

We find that for all three groups, using distance and time-squared as variables

was positively correlated with exam grade, indicating that students with stronger

lab skills were most likely to choose this method of analysis. The correlation was
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Correlation between variable choice and final grade
Experimental variables

Group x and t2 ln(x) and ln(t) vf and t v̄ and t Other
G 0.221 -0.161 0.173 0.144 -0.167
T 0.474 -0.206 -0.055 -0.220 -0.217
O 0.290 0.074 0.071 -0.267 -0.284

Table 5.3: This table shows point-biserial correlation values between our codes for
choice of experimental variable(s) in the lab practical exam and total grade on the
exam. Each row contains the values for one of the three treatment groups.

much stronger in group T than in groups G and O. For all three groups, the use

of “other” variables was negatively correlated with exam grade, suggesting that the

students who did not use one of our four coded sets of variables had weaker lab

skills. The correlation was strongest in group O and weakest in group G. While the

values of these correlations vary in magnitude between the three groups, we do not

believe that these quantitative differences imply qualitatively different properties of

the three groups.

On the other three codes for variable choice, the correlations with total exam

grade for the treatment groups do not all have the same sign. The use of the cart’s

final velocity was negatively correlated with exam grade for group T but positively

correlated for groups G and O. It is possible that students in groups G and O were

more skilled at using the photogates to generate accurate velocity data than students

in group T, which would earn them more points for their final value of the cart’s

acceleration. The use of the cart’s average velocity was positively correlated with

exam grade for group G but negatively correlated for groups T and O. This indicates

that in groups T and O, the students with weaker lab skills were more likely to work

with the average velocity of their cart. We note that the range of correlation values

on this code is greater than for any of the other codes for choice of variable. While

this suggests the presence of a treatment effect, there is no obvious mechanism by

which the in-lab experiences of the three groups may have led to this result.

The code for use of logarithms yields perhaps the most interesting results. We
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find that in groups G and T the use of logarithms to analyze position and time data

is negatively correlated with total exam grade, but in group O the correlation is

positive. We originally expected that the correlation on this code would be strongly

positive, as we believed that the students with the strongest lab skills would choose

to use the more mathematically powerful data analysis technique. Our data instead

reveal that this technique was chosen more often by students with weak lab skills in

groups G and T (and in the total combined population). We suspect that this out-

come is the result of a group low-ability students choosing the logarithm technique

because they had used it in previous lab investigations, despite lacking a functional

understanding of the technique. It is interesting to consider what experiences of the

group O students may have led a greater number of high-ability students in that

group to use logarithms in analyzing their data, but we have no evidence to support

any particular mechanism, so we leave this as an open question for the present.

5.2.2 Dichotomous vs. Polytomous Scoring of Quantitative Problems

In the previous chapter, all our discussion of students’ problem-solving ability θp was

conducted within the polytomous graded response model (GRM). One may wonder

why we did not use a dichotomous IRT model to analyze our problem-solving data,

especially given that one would expect a dichotomous model to be more reliable than

a polytomous model when student responses are coded and scored by hand. In fact,

we originally analyzed our problem-solving data with three different IRT models -

a 2PL dichotomous model, a 3PL dichotomous model, and the GRM polytomous

model presented in Chapter 4. Let us now consider our choice to use the GRM in

more detail.

When using item response theory to analyze a data set, one must determine if

the requirements of the model are met by the data set. In this case, our problem-

solving assessment and the data generated from it met the requirements of all three

models we considered (2PL, 3PL, GRM). One must also consider whether the model

provides a good fit to the data, as determined by various statistics. For our data

set, all three models again provided an adequate fit to the data. The 3PL model
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fit the data slightly better than the 2PL model, but not by an amount greater than

that to be expected from the inclusion of an additional free parameter in the model.

The polytomous model provided a better fit as well, but again not at a better level

than that to be expected because of the additional parameters.

The question therefore arises: if all models fit equally well, why did we ultimately

choose the GRM? In Figure 5.1 we present a graph that compares student abilities

estimated via the 3PL model to abilities estimated via the GRM. We find that for

high-performing students, the values of θp produced by both models are in close

agreement. However, for low-performing students, we find that for each value of

θp in the 3PL model, there are multiple corresponding values of θp in the GRM.

Furthermore, students with a particular dichotomously-estimated θp value may be

found to have either a higher or a lower value of θp in the GRM. This result suggests

that for some low-performing students, the dichotomous model does not give them

credit for their partial successes, while for others the dichotomous model is unable

to accurately estimate how low their ability actually is. We therefore infer that

the polytomous GRM is better able to distinguish between the abilities of low-

performing students than the dichotomous 3PL model.

Given the method by which abilities are estimated in the models, this inference

is reasonable. Let us consider, as an example, two students who provided different

responses to Problem 2.1. In this example, Student A correctly identified all forces in

the problem but failed to achieve the correct answer because of a mistake in algebra,

while Student B did not include all correct forces in his solution and therefore did

not obtain the correct answer. In the 3PL model, both students would score 0/1

on this problem, but in the GRM Student A would score 2/3 but Student B would

score 1/3. As such, in estimating the abilities of these students, the 3PL calculation

would find it most likely that their abilities were equal, whereas the GRM model

would find it more likely that Student A had a higher ability than Student B.

We note that, given a problem-solving assessment containing a larger number of

items with a wider variety of item parameters, one could more accurately estimate

the abilities of low-performing students using a dichotomous model than was possible
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Figure 5.1: This graph compares the estimated problem-solving ability values θp
as obtained in the dichotomous 3PL and polytomous graded response models. At
each location on the graph where a point is plotted, at least one student had the
corresponding values of θp as estimated in the two models. The correlation coefficient
between the two variables is R = 0.875, indicating that the relationship between
them is not completely linear. Nonetheless, a best-fit line is provided to visually
highlight the overall positive correlation between these two variables.
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in our experiment. For such an assessment, given that student responses can be

scored more quickly and more reliably using a dichotomous model than a polytomous

model, it may be advantageous to apply a dichotomous IRT model instead of a

polytomous one. In our experiment, we used a problem-solving assessment with

only seven items and we found the inter-rater reliability on the polytomous scoring

of these items to be over 90%. In addition, a significant fraction of our students

had low-to-moderate values of θp, in the region where the ability estimates produced

by the two models were noticeably different. We believe that for our data set, the

increased resolution at low values of θp afforded by the GRM more than compensated

for the slight loss in reliability compared to the 3PL model, and that the graded

response model is therefore the most appropriate choice for analyzing our data on

the problem-solving assessment.

5.2.3 Item Response Characteristics of Conceptual Items

Let us now return to the information presented in Table 4.7 and Figure 4.5. For each

item we calculated two statistics. The first is a χ2 statistic comparing the observed

distribution of responses (fraction of students in each ability bin answering correctly)

to the expected distribution (the probability of a student in each ability bin pro-

ducing a correct answer, as calculated from the 3PL item parameters). The second

is ROE, which is the ratio of the observed number of correct answers to the item to

the expected number of correct answers (calculated finding the expectation value of

the number correct in each bin from the 3PL item parameters and summing over

these expectation values). Our motivation here is not to test the FCI as an instru-

ment, since we have explicitly taken the previously established FCI item parameters

as known quantities. Rather, we wish to examine our students’ response patterns

on FCI items as a function of conceptual ability θc as another way of investigat-

ing possible effects of their lab activities on their conceptual physics understanding.

The number of participants in each treatment group is not large enough to permit

such a statistical analysis, so we will examine the combined population of study

participants. This will prevent us from finding treatment effects associated with the
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individual pedagogical approaches to lab investigations, but it may allow us to find

evidence of learning outcomes associated with all three approaches.

In determining how different the observed and expected responses are from each

other, we consider both the value of χ2 and the value of ROE. The χ2 statistic gives

us a measure of the significance of the difference, while ROE gives us a measure

of the effect size. For the difference to be considered statistically significant, we

require χ2 > 12 (this is two per degree of freedom, which corresponds to a p-value

of p ≈ 0.06 on a χ2 distribution with six degrees of freedom). For the effect size

to be considered important, we require that ROE < 0.8 or ROE > 1.2; that is to

say, the observed number of correct responses differs from the expected number by

at least 20%. While this choice of threshold for effect size is somewhat arbitrary,

we have chosen a range of values for ROE that we feel excludes small-to-moderate

deviations in response patterns and highlights only larger effects.

We first consider the six N2L items. Items 21 and 27 do not meet either our

statistical significance nor our effect size criteria. A visual inspection of the item

response graphs for these items shows that our student response data do match the

expected IRCs. Item 21 was chosen as a control item, and we see no significant

evidence that students performed differently than expected on this item. We do see

that students at all abilities did perform consistently better than expected on Item

27, by a margin of approximately 15%. It is interesting to note that this item deals

with a situation involving frictional forces that all students had the opportunity

to encounter during their control lab (friction investigation). However, since the

difference between observed and expected responses on this item does not meet

either of our significance criteria, we cannot make any claims as to whether it may

be a treatment effect or simply a result of statistical error in the IRT calculations.

Items 23 and 26 both have large enough values of χ2 to meet our statistical

significance criterion, but do not meet our criterion for significant effect size. The

graph for Item 23 shows that our student response data are scattered both above

and below the expected IRC, while ROE = 1.09. We therefore suspect that the

large χ2 value on this item is the result of noise in the data. This item was our
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second N2L control item, and the response pattern does not show any clear signs

of treatment effects. On Item 26, we find that our lower-ability students perform

below expectations while our higher-ability students perform above expectations.

The graph for this item suggests that for our students, the item was slightly less

difficult but more discriminating. One explanation of this result is that our higher-

ability students may have acquired knowledge in lab that helped them in answering

this item, but our lower-ability students did not experience the same benefit. We

do not have enough evidence to confirm or refute this explanation.

Items 17 and 25 meet both our statistical significance and our effect size criteria.

Item 17 deals with the tension in an elevator cable, and we hypothesized that stu-

dents’ in-lab consideration of the tension between an accelerating cart and a hanging

weight would affect their responses to this item. We find strong evidence on this item

that students at moderate-to-high abilities (θc > 1) performed significantly better

than expected on this item, with no analogous effect for students low-to-moderate

abilities. However, we do not have enough information to determine whether this

effect was the result of in-lab experiences or another instructional experience (such

as lecture or homework). We find a similar result on Item 25, the first in a series of

three items involving a frictional force. Low-to-moderate ability students perform at

or slightly below expected levels, while students with θc > 0.5 perform significantly

higher than expected. We did hypothesize that for the set of items 25-27, any treat-

ment effects would be largest on Item 25, as we expected situations analogous to this

one to be encountered most frequently by students in lab. The item response data

here do support this hypothesis to some extent, as the difference between observed

and expected responses is greater for Item 25 than for Items 26 or 27. As with the

other items, we cannot discount the possibility that students’ experiences in other

parts of the course are responsible for this result. That being said, nearly 100% of

students in the top third of the ability range answered this item correctly, so the

effect must be due to some factor(s) common to all three treatment groups, not just

a single treatment group. Whether these factors are an in-lab experience shared by

all groups or something else, we cannot say.
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We now consider the four conceptual items on N3L and impulse. FCI Item 15,

which deals with a small object pushing a large object while accelerating, met neither

of our significance criteria. The item response graph shows our observed responses

scattered both above and below the expected IRC, as was the case with Item 23.

Item 8, which we chose as a control item regarding impulse, meets our criterion for

statistical significance but not effect size. A visual inspection of the graph reveals

the performance of our lowest ability bin to be an extreme outlier from the expected

value. Removing these low-ability students results in χ2 = 0.3 and ROE = 0.89 for

the item. This indicates that our overall population of study participants performed

as expected on this item, with the exception of the lowest-ability students. Such a

result suggests that some unknown factor specific to low-ability students significantly

reduced their performance on this item, but from our data we are unable to propose

what this factor might be.

The other two N3L items, 4 and 28, meet our criteria for both statistical signifi-

cance and effect size. Item 28 deals with a situation in which two unequal stationary

bodies push off each other. The item response graph shows that only the lowest-

ability students performed below expectations, with all other students performing

better than expected. Since few students encountered this exact situation during

the N3L treatment labs, this result suggests that many high-ability students had a

robust conceptual understanding of N3L that was not strictly limited to situations

experienced in lab. However, we are unable to determine whether this is the re-

sult of a transfer of understanding acquired from in-lab experiences or from other

instructional interventions.

The statistics are particularly dramatic for Item 4, with χ2 = 30 and ROE = 1.38,

indicating that students overall performed much better than should be expected

from their abilities and the item parameters. The item response graph supports this

statement, with the fraction of students in every ability bin answering correctly being

higher than the fraction predicted by the item parameters. The physical situation

described in the item, a head-on collision between unequal bodies, was encountered

by nearly every student during their N3L lab investigations. As such, we strongly
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suspect that the large difference in observed and expected response patterns is at

least partly due to the in-lab experiences of our students. As in Item 25, since nearly

100% of students in the top third of the ability range answered this item correctly,

indicating that the factor(s) causing this unexpectedly high performance must be

shared by all three treatment groups.

As noted throughout this section, we cannot prove that the differences between

observed and expected results on various items were caused by in-lab experiences.

That being said, the largest effects were found on items with physical situations most

closely related to the in-lab experiences of students, and weak-to-null differences were

found on items that were less directly related to the content of the lab investigations.

This correlation strongly suggests that at least some of the effect described here may

be attributed to the lab investigations performed by students. Additional data to

test this claim could be generated through interviews with students and classroom

observations that track the in-lab experiences of individual students.

5.3 Emergent Questions and Considerations

We will now consider some additional information and analyses that emerged during

our experimental process. While the ideas discussed here do not directly address

our original research questions, we feel that they are interesting in their own right

and potentially valuable for informing future research. For the present discussion

we break these ideas into three categories: the item response theory analysis of our

conceptual results, our technique of combining item response theory analysis with

coding of free-response problems, and the proposal of a multidimensional ability

space for characterizing populations of introductory physics classes.

5.3.1 Item Response Theory and the FCI

Continuing our analysis from the previous section, we will now discuss some con-

siderations that arise when examining the differences between the observed and

expected response patterns of our students on FCI items. The relevant data are
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given in Chapter 4, in Table 4.7 and Figure 4.5.

Overall, we note that our goodness-of-fit statistics are much less favorable than

those reported by other groups that have applied IRT to the analysis of FCI results.

We have identified three possible sources of this discrepancy for our experiment,

which we will discuss below. As our data set does not allow us to make quantita-

tive hypotheses about the relative importance of these effects, the discussion will

largely be speculative, intended to inform future research in the field rather than to

rigorously diagnose our results.

The first source of discrepancies is related to sample size. A data set intended for

IRT analysis will ideally have several hundred to thousands of individuals responding

to items. The data set from our experiment is well above the generally recommended

minimum, which is 100-200 individuals according to most sources. However, the

statistical error in our estimations is necessarily greater than that in larger studies.

This statistical error is further increased by the fact that we used only 10 of the 30

items on the FCI. It is likely that some of the discrepancies between our findings

and those of other groups are due to our smaller data set. That being said, the

presence of discrepancies on multiple items with high significance values leads us to

doubt that they are caused entirely by estimation errors intrinsic to the process of

using IRT.

The second source is related to treatment effects, which we have discussed above.

We propose the following mechanism by which the lab investigations conducted by

our students may have caused the discrepancies between observed and expected re-

sponse patterns. This mechanism is motivated by the fact that we found the greatest

discrepancies on items about situations most closely related to those encountered

by students during their lab investigations. The premise is that the in-lab experi-

ences of students increased their overall Newtonian reasoning ability by at most a

small amount, but instead equipped them with primarily context-dependent knowl-

edge and/or the capacity for transferring their understanding to similar situations.

Students would then perform as expected on items unrelated to in-lab content. How-

ever, items closely related to in-lab content would activate their context-dependent
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knowledge and/or improved transfer, allowing them to perform at a higher level

than would be expected from their overall Newtonian reasoning ability. We wish

to emphasize that we do not claim this mechanism to be responsible for our results

per se; it is simply a plausible explanation, consistent with our data, that could

account for part of the overall discrepancy between observed and expected response

patterns.

The third source is related to the content of the FCI itself. Since the FCI was

first published, PER specialists and physics instructors have debated the validity

of the instrument. Various methods, including IRT, have been used to analyze

the FCI as an instrument. Large-scale administrations of the full exam yield data

sets with goodness-of-fit statistics indicating that the exam results are consistent

with a unidimensional 3PL model. While the statistics show that a unidimensional

model fits the exam well, this does not imply that the exam truly measures only a

single construct. It only demonstrates that the unidimensional model is sufficient to

explain student response patterns. It may be the case that a multidimensional model

would fit the FCI equally well (or better) while providing more detailed information

about students’ conceptual reasoning abilities.

There is some experimental evidence that the FCI is multidimensional. The ap-

plication of factor analysis to this topic in 2012 found that as many as five factors

may be necessary to adequately explain student response patterns on the FCI[44].

Another way to address dimensionality is to construct a covariance matrix for the

items on the exam and perform an eigenvalue analysis. The relative size of the

eigenvalues indicates the relative importance of additional ability dimensions in ex-

plaining individuals’ responses to exam items. Applying this procedure to the FCI

revealed that the importance of a second ability dimension is approximately a factor

of 5 less than that of the primary ability dimension, with additional dimensions be-

yond the second being even less important.[38] However, we know of no analysis of

the FCI within the framework of IRT revealing the extent to which each item mea-

sures more than one dimension of conceptual reasoning or to what mental constructs

those additional dimensions correspond.
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It is possible that the set of 10 FCI items we chose contains items that are among

the more multidimensional items on the full exam. It is also possible that each of

our items is largely unidimensional, but that some of the items primarily measure

one mental construct and that the other items primarily measure a different mental

construct. This second explanation is consistent with our grouping of items as N2L

and N3L items. In either case, our assessment would be more multidimensional

than the full FCI, so the unidimensional item parameters as obtained from the full

exam would be less able to accurately explain student responses on our assessment.

We would therefore expect a discrepancy between expected and observed responses.

Unfortunately, the relatively small size of our data set makes it impossible for us

to perform a meaningful multidimensional IRT analysis of our data. If additional

information on the dimensionality of the FCI becomes available, we may be able to

revisit this matter within our current data set.

At the present time, we must simply state that this possible source of discrepan-

cies between our observed and expected responses is consistent with our data and is

a plausible explanation for these discrepancies. It is possible that all three sources

we have identified contribute to the total discrepancy by different amounts. It would

be interesting to design and execute an experiment to address the matter further.

5.3.2 Combining Coded Free-Response Items with IRT

We now return to the information presented in Chapter 4 regarding the IRT analysis

of the problem-solving assessment results. We know of no comparable analysis of

free-response items that has been performed within the PER literature. We would

therefore like to address here both the validity of this approach and some of the

information that can be obtained thereby.

Let us first reiterate that we are not treating individual coded properties of stu-

dent responses as items. This is not possible given the IRT requirement of local

independence of items; on several items our codes describe sequential steps or com-

plementary components of a solution, so they are necessarily interdependent. One

therefore cannot (using coding schemes similar to ours) treat the coded properties
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of a student’s responses as distinct elements of an overall response vector to be used

for estimating that student’s ability. This does not imply that one cannot use cod-

ing information within a given problem to determine a score on that problem via

a polytomous scoring rubric, as we have done. What is required for our method

to be valid is that the score on one problem is independent of the scores on other

problems. That is, correlations between students’ scores on different items must

be sufficiently accounted for by the students’ abilities and the item parameters. In

our case, we find that we have met the requirement of item independence by ob-

taining sufficient goodness-of-fit between a unidimensional model and our data. We

therefore believe that our method of scoring student responses is valid within the

framework of polytomous IRT.

After scoring student responses using the rubrics presented in Chapter 3, we

used the commercial software IRTPRO to estimate both item parameters and stu-

dent abilities using the expected a-posteriori method. First we consider the item

parameters for each of the seven problems. The numerical values of the item pa-

rameters are given in Chapter 4 in Table 4.21, and the polytomous item response

curves are given in Figure 4.13. We find that overall the N2L problems have higher

discrimination values and lower difficulty values than the impulse/N3L problems.

This indicates that on our impulse/N3L problems, incremental increases in student

ability are more likely to result in incremental increases in performance for students

at all ability levels, but that it is more difficult to achieve a given score (as com-

pared to the N2L problems). From our data alone it is impossible to determine

whether this is a general trend for N2L and N3L problems, or if it is particular to

the problems and/or scoring rubrics we used.

Problems 2.1 and 2.2 have very similar item characteristics. Both are highly

discriminating and have nearly equal difficulty values for each possible score (1,2,3).

As such, their item response curves are very similar as well. The high discrimina-

tion values are evident in the IRCs in that there are regions where the probability

of obtaining a particular score changes very rapidly as a function of ability. For

example, on Problem 2.2 a student with an ability of 0 has only a 15% chance to
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produce a fully correct answer, but a student with an ability of 0.5 has nearly a 50%

chance. This may be an intrinsic property of these problems, but it may also be due

to the lab experiences of our students. It is consistent with these results to believe

that above a threshold θp value, students have the problem-solving ability necessary

to transfer their in-lab experiences to this problem, thereby greatly increasing their

chances of solving it correctly. It would be interesting to administer these problems

to a population of students that had not performed such lab investigations and see

if the item discrimination as determined from that data set were different.

Problem 2.3 shares the property of high discrimination values with Problems 2.1

and 2.2, but it is in fact much less difficult to answer correctly. We found this result

surprising, as we expected the presence of a frictional force and the requirement

to solve the problem symbolically to make it more difficult. It may be that in

their friction labs or in a homework set, students solved very similar problems and

were able to effectively remember a solution to this problem instead of having to

solve it independently. However, it could also be the case that the population of

students was comfortable enough with algebraic manipulation that removing the

numerical component of the problem actually made it easier to obtain a correct

answer by eliminating the possibility of numerical errors leading to an incorrect

answer. Ultimately, we do not have enough information to determine the cause of

this finding. We do note that extremely few students at any ability level scored 2

out of 3 on this problem, indicating that nearly all students who were able to get

the problem “mostly right” also had the ability necessary to finish their solutions

correctly.

Problem 3.1 was more complex than Problem 3.2 due to being a 2-dimensional

problem rather than a 1-dimensional problem. This statement is supported by the

relative difficulty values of these problems; earning full points on 3.1 was much

more difficult than earning full points on 3.2. The fact that scoring one or two

points on Problem 3.1 was easier than scoring a single point on Problem 3.2 is

likely an artifact of our rubrics, as there were more ways in which a student could

earn a single point on 3.1 than on 3.2. Given that the physical content of the two
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problems is nearly identical, with the only difference being their dimensionality, this

result suggests that adding a dimension to a problem while keeping other factors

the same can significantly increase the difficulty of the problem. We note that

despite their disparities in difficulty, the two problems have equal discrimination

values. It is interesting to consider whether this is due the similarity of the physical

situations posed in these two problems, but our data are unable to address this

matter. There is a feature of Problem 3.2 that is unique within our set of problems:

at no ability level was there a greater than 10% chance that students would obtain

a score between zero and full points. This could potentially explained by our choice

of rubric. However, it may instead be a case similar to that of Problem 2.3, where

students who were able to produce enough of a solution to earn any points generally

had the ability necessary to produce a fully correct solution.

Unlike our other paired problems (2.1 and 2.2, 3.1 and 3.2) Problems 3.3 and

3.4 have differing values of both discrimination and difficulty. Problem 3.4 was less

discriminating but much more difficult than Problem 3.3; in fact, the difficulty of

scoring at least one point on 3.4 was higher than the difficulty of producing a fully

correct solution for any problem other than Problem 3.1. For both 3.3 and 3.4, the

probability of achieving a partial credit score was low at all abilities, though not as

low as in Problem 3.2.

We believe that the increased difficulty of Problem 3.4 relative to Problem 3.3

was caused by the block-to-block contact in the problem, which we suspect made it

more difficult for students to correctly apply third-law reasoning than in 3.3, where

there was no block-to-block contact. That is to say, we believe that Problem 3.4 is

conceptually more difficult than Problem 3.3, and that the difference in item difficul-

ties reflects this. This conceptually-driven difficulty stands in contrast to Problem

3.1, whose extremely high difficulty we attribute to the level of mathematical so-

phistication required to correctly deal with the 2-dimensional vector nature of the

problem, as opposed to the conceptual difficulty of the problem’s physics content.

We will now consider the information presented in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, relating

the coded properties of students’ responses to their problem-solving abilities. These
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graphs show the fraction of students within each ability bin whose solutions met the

criteria for each of our codes. On each graph we have drawn a “code characteristic

curve” (CCC), a curve in the form of a 3PL item response function, which matches

our data. We refrain from providing the numerical parameters ai, bi, ci for these

curves to emphasize that the codes are not items per se. That being said, we feel

it is appropriate to discuss the discrimination and difficulty values ai and bi of

each CCC as we would for a traditional item: the discrimination value indicates

the maximum slope of the CCC, and the difficulty is the location of the curve’s

inflection point. However, the interpretation of ci in this context requires some

clarification. For a traditional dichotomous item, ci is the probability of a very

low ability student obtaining the correct answer, which is commonly interpreted

as guessing in a multiple-choice context such as on the FCI. On a CCC the lower

asymptote indicates the probability that a very low ability student will produce a

response meeting the criteria for that code. However, it is not necessarily appropriate

to treat this as guessing; for example, a very low ability student may genuinely

realize that he is supposed to use F = ma to solve a problem but be unable to

proceed correctly from there. We therefore will simply describe this value as the

lower asymptote of the function and make note of cases where it appears to be

non-zero.

Within the framework of classical test theory, one can calculate point-biserial

correlations between each code and total score, giving an indication of how each

code is linked to overall performance. It is also possible to bin students by their

total score and to generate functions analogous to our CCCs relating coded behavior

to total score. However, using item response theory to examine the properties of

students’ solutions to free-response problems as a continuous function of ability is a

superior method because the estimates of person and ability parameters generated

by IRT are sample-independent. Using IRT in this way we can build a predictive

model that allows for meaningful hypotheses about the ways in which a given group

of students will respond to quantitative free-response problems. To the best of our

knowledge, the generation and analysis of code characteristic curves in this way is
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a novel method for examining students’ quantitative abilities in PER.

Let us now examine the CCCs of our seven problems. On Problems 2.1 and

2.2, the codes for using F = ma, correct forces, and correct answer are all very

discriminating. They are also ordered in difficulty as one would expect, with the F =

ma code having the lowest difficulty and the correct answer code having the highest.

The combination of high discrimination and ordered difficulty of codes makes these

problems potentially useful for both formative and summative assessment purposes.

If a student meets the criteria for one code but not the next, one can be very

confident that the student’s ability lies in the range bounded by the difficulty values

of the two codes. The code for use of equations for the lab manual has a very

different CCC. We find that the discrimination values of these codes are zero or

slightly negative (the estimated value is negative but not statistically significantly

different from zero). This suggests that high ability students may be slightly less

likely to rely on equations from the lab manual than low ability students, though it

could also be the case that the probability of doing so is independent of ability. We

would need to collect additional data to resolve the discrimination values of these

codes more accurately.

The CCCs for Problem 2.3 provide additional information about questions posed

earlier in this section, regarding the difficulty of symbolic vs. numerical problems

and about conceptual vs. mathematical sources of problem difficulty. The F =

ma, correct forces, and correct answer codes are again ordered in difficulty, and

the difficulty values of the codes are nearly equal to those of their counterparts in

the previous two problems. The difficulty of the code for correct algebra is found

to be lower than that of the correct forces code. Even a below-average student

at θp ≈ −0.5 has a nearly 80% chance of producing an algebraically consistent

solution, while the same student has a less than 50% chance of identifying the

correct forces in the problem. This result lends support to our speculation that

algebraic content is not the primary factor affecting the difficulty of our quantitative

Newtonian problems. The discrimination values of codes on Problem 2.3 are overall

lower than on Problems 2.1 and 2.2, which is consistent with the problems’ overall
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discrimination values in the GRM. We note that, with the exception of the “manual

equation” codes discussed above, none of the codes on the three N2L problems had

lower asymptotes significantly different from zero.

On Problems 3.1 and 3.2, we find both similarities and differences between their

CCCs. The codes for using impulse appear similar for the two problems, but noise

in the data prevents us from being more precise about this comparison. We do

find that on both problems, high-ability students were more likely to attempt the

problem via impulse calculations. The code for applying momentum conservation

(with the impulse-momentum theorem) to Problem 3.1 has a non-zero lower asymp-

tote, showing us that approximately 10% of low-ability students attempted this in

their solutions. At moderate-to-high abilities (θp > 0) this CCC closely matches

that of the impulse code, suggesting that students in the upper half of the ability

range who performed impulse calculations were successfully able to integrate these

calculations into a statement about momentum in the problem. In Problem 3.1, the

code for explicitly using vectors has higher values of difficulty, discrimination, and

lower asymptote than the analogous code in Problem 3.2. This difference in lower

asymptote is reasonable given the dimensionality of the problems: in 3.1, which is

2-dimensional, we would expect even some low-ability students to realize that the

problem requires separate x- and y-components, but in 3.2, which is 1-dimensional,

we would not necessarily expect low-ability students to make their use of vector

quantities explicit via correct +/− signs. The CCC for “Math err.” in Problem

3.1 may appear perverse, but it does yield further information about our students.

In order to meet the criteria for this code, students must have a physically correct

solution that does not produce a correct final answer because of mistakes with al-

gebra or vector manipulation. It is therefore reasonable that the lower asymptote

is zero, as low-ability students would be highly unlikely to produce solutions with

fully correct physics. At higher abilities, we find that approximately 50% of students

meet the criteria for this code, but one would expect the CCC to approach zero at

high values of θp. We believe that at higher abilities this would occur, resulting

in a bell-shaped curve, but the lack of very high ability students in our population
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prevents us from seeing this in the data. Finally, we note that the correct answer

CCCs for both problems closely match the maximum-score parts of the polytomous

IRCs for these problem, as one would expect.

Based on the item-level results and the above discussions, one would expect the

CCCs for Problems 3.3 and 3.4 to be similar to each other, which is indeed the

case. The one code which behaves most differently for the two problems is that for

correctly applying Fnet = mtotasys to the system of blocks. The lower asymptote

for this code is zero on Problem 3.3, but approximately 15% on Problem 3.4, which

may be a consequence of the physical setups of the two problems. In Problem 3.3

the blocks are connected by a string, whereas in Problem 3.4 they are touching each

other; we believe that the physical contact between the two blocks in Problem 3.4

made low-ability students more likely to treat them as a single combined object,

while these students treated the blocks in Problem 3.3 separately because of their

physical separation. The other codes which yield new information are those on the

use of Newton’s third law. In our CTT analysis of the codes, we found that few

students applied N3L to these problems. The CCCs reveal that the majority of

students who applied N3L had above-average ability (θp > 0.5), and that only in

our highest ability bin did even 50% of students apply N3L. This suggests only high-

ability students were capable of both realizing that these problems were “third-law

problems” and incorporating N3L into their solutions correctly. This result is more

interesting when one considers our FCI results, which showed that a large fraction

of students in all three treatment groups did well on conceptual N3L items. There

appears to be a discrepancy between the level of understanding of N3L demonstrated

on FCI items and the level at which N3L is applied on the quantitative problems.

It may be that the complexity of Problems 3.3 and 3.4 fully occupied the cognitive

resources of low-to-moderate ability students, preventing them from activating their

conceptual understanding and applying it to their solutions. More information, such

as from interviews with students or from additional testing with less complex N3L

problems, is necessary to address this conjecture.
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5.3.3 A Three-Dimensional Ability Space

We will now present a consideration of a way in which item response theory might

be applied to the introductory physics classroom. This discussion is intended to be

largely qualitative in nature rather than to describe a specific mathematical model,

though we will consider relevant mathematical concepts as appropriate. The basic

premise is that there exists an N-dimensional phase space of abilities, and that a

set of ability values for a person can be treated as a set of coordinates in this “abil-

ity space”. In this way, one can imagine an individual’s set of abilities correspond

to certain location in ability space, and that the abilities of a population therefore

describe a density distribution within the space. One can then imagine that each in-

dividual follows some trajectory through this space as a function of time, influenced

by instruction. In this way, one can describe the effects of different instructional

interventions in terms of the transformations they apply to the population’s density

distribution within the ability space. The dimensionality of the space necessarily

depends upon the models one is using; we propose that for the introductory physics

class, at least three dimensions of ability are needed to explain overall success in the

course - conceptual ability, problem-solving ability, and experimental ability.

Let us begin with a two-dimensional model and clarify the above ideas with

concrete examples. We will use the data from our IRT analysis of our conceptual

and problem-solving assessments. In this example, we have a two-dimensional phase

space, defined by a conceptual ability coordinate (our x-axis) and a problem-solving

ability coordinate (our y-axis). Each student has a pair of abilities (θc, θp) which

describe a location in the plane. On a graph, we can plot each student as a point

located at the coordinates corresponding to that student’s ability scores. In this

way, we can map the density distribution of students within the phase space; this

map of our data is given in Figure 5.2.

The plane can be broken up into regions describing different combinations of

abilities. For example, the lower-left quadrant contains students with low conceptual

and problem-solving abilities, the upper-left quadrant contains students with low
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Figure 5.2: This graph shows the density distribution of our study participants in
a two-dimensional ability space, with conceptual ability on the x-axis and problem-
solving ability on the y-axis. We note that the Pearson correlation coefficient be-
tween θc and θp as calculated earlier in this chapter can be found by creating a
best-fit line for this graph and calculating its R2 fit parameter. This best-fit line is
displayed on the graph not to imply a strong linear relationship between θc and θp,
but to highlight the more densely-populated “main diagonal” region.
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conceptual ability but high problem-solving ability, and so on. Analyzing the density

distribution of students in this plane can reveal important information about some

properties of our students. We begin by observing that while the main diagonal

(bottom-left to top-right) of the graph is more densely populated than other regions,

there is no region of the plane that is completely unpopulated. This reveals that

there are students who have strong conceptual understanding of the material but

poor problem-solving ability. We also notice a densely-populated region at moderate

θp and very high θc, which contains the students who were found in the high-ability

spikes on the individual histograms shown earlier.

Many physics instructors have heard students claim that they “understand the

concepts but just can’t do the problems” – our data suggest that some of these

students may actually be telling the truth! There are also some students who have

very poor conceptual understanding yet have strong problem-solving abilities. We

believe that these students have successfully memorized algorithms for dealing with

physics problems that work reasonably well even in the absence of understanding

why they work. The fact that the lower right quadrant is much more populations

than the upper left quadrant suggests that it is much more rare for a student to be

good at problems but bad with concepts than for a student to be good with concepts

but bad at at problems. This is also qualitatively consistent with a commonly held

belief that one must understand the physics to solve problems successfully.

We can also characterize the effect of instruction as transformations acting on

the distribution. For example, let us assume for the moment that our Guided

labs increased students’ conceptual ability but not their problem-solving ability.

In this case, the effect of these labs would be to shift the distribution to the right

without any change on the horizontal axis. More realistically, the effect would not be

uniform, but would instead be a function of ability itself. If the Guided labs primarily

benefited students at low θc, then we would see the left side of the distribution

compressed toward the middle, while the right side was unaffected; if they primarily

benefited students at higher θc, we would observe a shearing effect whereby the right

side of the distribution would be stretched further to the right while the left was
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unaffected. If an instructional intervention affected multiple abilities simultaneously,

we could characterize its effect as a 2x2 transformation matrix (if linear) or a set of

multivariable functions (if nonlinear).

One can imagine extending this model to additional dimensions. A three-

dimensional space, with laboratory ability on the z-axis, can be visualized. In order

to generate data to populate such a space, it would be necessary to design an as-

sessment of laboratory ability that is compatible with the requirements of IRT. In

adding extra dimensions beyond a third, it would be necessary to consider whether

they improve the descriptive power of the model sufficiently to justify the added

complexity. That being said, it would certainly be interesting to study the relation-

ship between various latent traits that can be measured on a logistic scale, such as

perhaps “pure math” ability or attitudes toward science, and overall success in the

introductory physics course.

5.4 Summary

Let us conclude this chapter by briefly summarizing the main points discussed above.

The next chapter will discuss some implications of these results for future research.

There was no significant difference in the overall conceptual understanding of

the three treatment groups. However, group G did outperform the other groups on

several of the individual conceptual items, and for every item where there was a

non-negligible difference between groups, group G performed better than the other

two groups. This suggests that the Guided pedagogical approach has the potential

to lead to greater conceptual gains than the other approaches, but that it may not

be more effective for all content areas.

There was no significant difference in the overall problem-solving skills of the

three treatment groups. However, we were able to identify several ways in which

the solutions produced by students in the three treatment groups differed, and in

most cases to propose plausible mechanisms by which the labs may have led to

these differences. This suggests that while laboratory investigations can in principle
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affect students’ problem-solving abilities, none of our three pedagogical approaches

is overall significantly better or worse than the others at doing so.

There was a significant difference in the overall laboratory exam scores of the

three treatment groups, with group O outscoring the other two groups by an amount

that was both large and statistically significant. In addition, we found many ways in

which the coded properties of the three treatment groups’ laboratory exams differed

from each other. While this does suggest that our Open pedagogical approach

may lead to stronger laboratory skills than the other approaches, more research is

necessary to determine if this effect is reproducible and to better understand the

impact of other variables on student learning in this area.

Our item response theory analysis of the data allows for additional directions

of study beyond our original research questions. This analysis suggests that a sig-

nificant amount of context-dependent conceptual learning did occur in all three

treatment groups. It also reveals a rich set of information about how properties

of student solutions to free-response problems are related to those students’ con-

ceptual and problem-solving abilities, in the form of code characteristic curves. In

addition, our findings about the properties of the items themselves may be useful

to researchers who wish to design and validate quantitative free-response instru-

ments, or for those who wish to further investigate the dimensionality of concept

inventories. Finally, we propose that placing students in a multi-dimensional ability

space may be a powerful method for better understanding both the properties of the

population of introductory physics students and the effects of instruction on that

populations.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter describes the contribution of the present research to PER as a field,

and suggests some ideas for future research and curriculum development inspired

by the research presented in this dissertation. The list of research ideas is not

intended to be an exhaustive discussion of possibilities, but rather a set of examples

of work that could feasibly be conducted in the near future (relative to the time

of writing). With respect to the discussion of curriculum development, we wish

to emphasize that many of our experimental results are of a preliminary and/or

exploratory nature. Our discussion comprises suggestions for curriculum that are

informed by the present work and by other research findings, not a set of unarguable

prescriptions.

6.1 Importance of the Present Work

We wish to briefly describe how the present work advances PER as a field of study.

There exists already a significant body of work on learning that occurs in the lab-

oratory and on the development of research-based laboratory curricula. Even so,

aspects of the research we have presented here are unique. Previous research on

the physics laboratory course has compared curricula that provide students with

different sequences of experiments, in addition to varying apparatus, pedagogical

approach, etc. We know of no work in PER that has attempted to study how in-

lab experiences and cognition affect learning by assigning the same experiments to

treatment groups and using instructional materials to motivate different cognitive

processes in groups conducting the same experiments. Simultaneously measuring

three dimensions of learning as impacted by laboratory investigations and studying
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their relationships to each other is a novel approach as well. Our success in obtaining

meaningful results from the present research demonstrates that additional research

on the topic can be successfully conducted.

In addition, our work on student problem-solving has unique aspects that can

significantly improve future research in the area. To our knowledge, nobody in PER

has yet applied item response theory to analyzing student solutions to quantitative

free-response physics problems. We have developed, and demonstrated the practical-

ity of, a novel approach for combining traditional coding methods with polytomous

IRT to analyze assessment data on student problem-solving. Our approach can yield

rich descriptions of the data that reveal information that could not be obtained by

previous methods of analysis. In particular, we can produce polytomous item re-

sponse curves for physics problems that allow a detailed analysis of their properties

as assessment items, and code characteristic curves that show how properties of stu-

dents’ solutions to these problems are influenced by their problem-solving ability.

Furthermore, using IRT has allowed us to examine relationships between conceptual

ability and problem-solving ability that are independent of the assessments used to

measure these mental constructs, demonstrating that it is possible to study the im-

portant relationship between these two abilities at a deeper level than has been done

so far.

6.2 Curriculum Development Suggestions

Let us consider how one might develop a laboratory curriculum that takes into

account our findings as well as other PER results. Since we have no data on the re-

producibility of our results, we cannot claim that a particular pedagogical approach

will necessarily lead to a desired learning goal. We will instead describe an exam-

ple of a laboratory curriculum that is informed by and consistent with our findings.

The goal of this example lab curriculum will be to improve student understanding of

concepts known to be difficult while simultaneously improving students’ laboratory

skills.
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This example curriculum spans a semester broken into two-week Units. Each

two-lab Unit contains one Guided lab and one Open lab. These two labs cover

the same physics content area, but have different purposes. The Guided lab has

the dual purpose of addressing known conceptual difficulties in the content area

and familiarizing students with apparatus useful for investigating the content area.

These aims are achieved through a Socratic-questioning-style manual that guides

students into an exploration of the concepts with a metacognitive component, and

to a development of meaningful data collection and analysis processes. Students

are required to record their laboratory activities in the manual and submit it for

grading at the end of the period, to promote thoughtful real-time replies to the

questions posed by the manual. In the second week of the Unit, the Open lab

poses a problem to solve with minimal direct instruction, and allows students time

to explore solutions while implementing the knowledge and skills developed in the

Guided lab. The equipment and goals of this lab should be chosen such that there

are multiple “correct” routes to solving the posed problem. Students then write a

lab report that contains both a traditional analysis of the data as well as a meta-

analysis in which students reflect on and critique their experimental and analytical

methods.

The above example describes a laboratory curriculum that addresses the dual

learning goals of conceptual understanding and laboratory skills, in a manner con-

sistent with PER results. Of course, a given department may set forth different

learning goals for its introductory laboratory courses. If a department wishes for

the labs to focus entirely on development of experimental skills using one of our

pedagogical approaches, then using primarily Open labs may be the best choice.

There exist other published lab curricula, such as design labs where students de-

velop their own experimental goals, that have been linked to the development of

strong laboratory skills as well. A department might instead wish for its introduc-

tory labs to focus entirely on conceptual development, with the higher-level courses

focusing on development of experimental skills. In this case, the best choice from

our three pedagogical approaches would likely be the Guided labs. Again, other
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published laboratory curricula are available that are linked to strong conceptual de-

velopment, such as inquiry-based curricula and concept-construction labs. However,

an advantage of our pedagogical approaches compared to some others is that they

can be successfully implemented after a small amount of training by instructors and

TAs who do not have expert pedagogical content knowledge, unlike many existing

research-validated lab curricula.

6.3 New Research Questions

Are the results reproducible and persistent? The research presented in this

dissertation does generally agree with the existing literature, but also addresses

questions that (to our knowledge) have not been answered in previous work. As

such, it is important that following work attempt to either confirm our findings

or explore their limitations. A follow-on experiment could be conducted that

improves on our methodology by splitting a class into Guided, Traditional,

and Open lab groups for a span of several weeks or an entire semester, which

should amplify any treatment effects associated with the three pedagogical

approaches. The labs themselves could be refined based on our preliminary

findings to further explore whether our hypothesized mechanisms for their

observed effects may be correct. Throughout the discussion in Chapter 5, we

posed additional suggestions for how additional research may be conducted to

further our results.

How do these pedagogical approaches affect other populations? The

present research dealt with a calculus-based course whose enrollment

consisted almost entirely of physics and engineering majors. It would be

interesting to adapt our curriculum for an algebra-based course and to

examine the learning outcomes of those students. While we have no reason

to expect that the results of such an experiment would differ qualitatively

from the results we have presented here, it is possible that factors such as

attitudes or academic background may lead those students to engage with
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the labs differently and to have different learning outcomes as a result.

Can the weaknesses of the lab formats be remedied? Our results sug-

gested that each pedagogical approach had pros and cons in terms of its

associated learning outcomes. Are the weaknesses of each one intrinsic to

the approach, or can they be avoided through appropriate construction of the

manuals and/or activities? For example, can a Guided lab develop improved

laboratory skills through Socratic-style questioning, or can an Open lab pro-

duce strong conceptual learning by framing the goal such that it includes

metacognitive processes?

Does combining lab formats work? We have some evidence suggesting that

out of our three pedagogical approaches, Guided labs may lead to the strongest

conceptual learning and Open labs may lead to the strongest laboratory skills.

If students alternate between these two lab formats for an entire semester, will

they experience improved development of abilities? While we feel it is reason-

able to believe the answer is yes, a controlled experiment would be necessary

to properly address the question. This could be done via an experiment with

three treatment groups - one performing only Guided labs for a full semester,

one performing only Open labs, and one performing equal numbers of both.

Administering both pre- and post-tests would be necessary to compare changes

in ability for each group. Using the ability space model discussed in Chapter

5, we could compare the total distance traveled in ability space for the three

groups as a way of comparing their total learning.

How can labs improve problem-solving? We have some evidence that, al-

though students following our different pedagogical approaches to labs do

not have different overall success rates in answering quantitative free-response

problems, they do differ in some of the details of how they attempt these

problems. This suggests that a laboratory curriculum could be designed that

improves students’ problem-solving abilities. What would such a curriculum
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look like, and would the improved problem-solving ability come at the cost of

conceptual or experimental ability?

Can we reliably measure problem-solving and laboratory abilities? The

Force Concept Inventory has become a widely-used and well-calibrated instru-

ment that is used to measure students’ conceptual understanding of Newtonian

mechanics in a variety of research settings. However, no instrument of compa-

rable reputation exists for measuring students’ problem-solving or laboratory

abilities at the introductory level. We have shown that item response theory

can be applied to the analysis of free-response items in a research instrument.

So, the time seems right to construct a research instrument intended for broad

use in measuring students’ problem-solving ability. We have also discussed

some of the requirements that a laboratory skills assessment must meet to be

compatible with item response theory.

Are problem-solving and experimental ability unidimensional? Existing

research shows that in most cases, a unidimensional IRT provides a good

explanation of student performance on the FCI. However, our work with item

response theory does support the results of other researchers showing that a

multidimensional model may be more appropriate. What would be the case for

students’ problem-solving and experimental abilities - can student performance

on problem-solving or lab practical experimental assessments be adequately

explained by a single ability score in those areas, or are they more obviously

multidimensional?

How do post-lab assignments affect student learning? For the research

presented in this dissertation, we assigned all treatment groups the same post-

lab graded assignments because of departmental requirements. However, one

can imagine that different post-lab assignments might be paired with the dif-

ferent pedagogical approaches in order to amplify or complement students’

in-lab experiences. It would be interesting to perform an experiment directed

at studying the learning outcomes associated with post-lab assignments.
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From the point of conception to the moment of Truth

At the point of surrender to the burden of proof

From the point of ignition to the final drive

The point of the journey is not to arrive

anything can happen

–Rush, “Prime Mover”
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